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(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1, 2 & 3) )

)
THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING ) NRC Docket Nos. 50-440A

COMPANY, ET AL. ) 50-441A
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units )
1 & 2) ) "

BRIEF 0F THE NRC STAFF IN OPPOSITION TO
APPLICANTS' EXCEPTIONS TO THE INITIAL

ANTITRUST DECISION

I. INTRODUCTIOP The Statutory Framework

In its Initial Decision (Antitrust) dated January 6, 1977 (LPB-77-

1, 5 NRC 133 (January 6,1977) the presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing
|

Board (" Licensing Board") inter alia concluded:
.

1We have found Applicants to be engaged in activities |

which violate Section 1 of the Sherman Act, Section 2 -'

of the Sherman Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act ... Their activities also contravene
the policies underlying those statutes. (Slip Op. at

|252) . .. The issuance of licer.:es for i.he nuc, fear '

units involved in these proceedings without efipropriate
license conditions will lead to the creation and main-
tenance of a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws. (Slip 0o. at 254).

In order to remedy the proscribed situation inconsistent with the anti-

trust laws, the Licensing Board ordered that ten antitrust conditions be

attached to licenses for the Davis-Besse 1, 2 and 3 and Perry 1 and 2
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nuclear units. Applicants' January 14, 1977 motion to stay those

license conditions pending appeal - but not of the licenses - was
'

1/
denied by the Licensing Board by Memorandum and Order dated February

'

3, 1977 (LBP 77 , 5 NRC ) and subsequently by the Appeal Board

f (ALAB-385, 5 NRC , March 23,1977). On April 22, 1977
i

( the Operating License for Davis-Besse I was issued (NPF-3) and on

I May 3,1977, the Construction Permits for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant
I

Units 1 and 2 were also issued (CPPR-148 and 149).
'

The antitrust hearing below was held pursuant to Section 105c
2/

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended - ("Act") which requires
,

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under certain circumstances to conduct

a prelicensing antitrust review of applicants for licenses, as specified,

f and to "make a finding as to whether the activities under the license
|

would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws." .

(6105c of the Act.) -

| A number of Applicants' individual and joint exceptions to bcth the

conduct of the hearing and to the Initial Decision itself emanate from

Applicants' attempts to construe the statutory language too narrowly.

k

| 1/ The initial motion was filed with the Appeal Board which referred
l the motion to the Licensing Board for initial ruling (ALAB-364,

5 NRC (Jt.;uary 17,1977).

2] 42 Ut| 52135(c) (1970).

'
.

i

-
-

..
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A. " Activities Under The License"

For example, whereas Applicants' argue that the focus of the

hearing was not within a " meaningful framework for antitrust consider-
1

- ation under Section 105c and that certain of these allegations

" bear no relationship whatsoever to the nuclear activities in

question..." (App. Brief, p. 8), and furthermore that "such sweeping

review" was-inconsistent with Waterford II (App. Brief, p.10), an

. examination of the meaning of the phrase " activities under the license" -

in 105c reveals that the Licensing Board acted consistently with the

lang age of the Act.

In Wolf Creek, -4/the Appeal Board held, inter alia that the phrase

" activities under the license" should not be construed as limiting the

Comission's antitrust considerations solely to the operation of a
nuclear power plant in isolation. -5/ The Appeal Board stated:

.

The Commission has never considered itself limited
under Section 105(c) to evaluating the anticompetitive
aspects of any nuclear facility in vacuo. On the con-
trary, the Commission has reiterated that far more is
required of it by that provision. 6_/

-

3/ Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Generating
Station, Unit 3) CLI-73-25, 6 AEC 619, 620 (1973) (Waterford II).

_4] Kansas Gas & Electric Co. and Kansas City Power & Light Co. (Wolf
Creek Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-279,1 NRC 559 (1975).

5/ M. at 569-70.

_6f Id at 573.

.

|

-
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The Appeal Board also noted that one passage from the Joint Comittee
]]

Report suggested that since the Comission's antitrust authority is

limited to license applications, "...the Commission's antitrust mandate

extends only to anticompetitive situations intertwined with or ~

exacerbated by the award of a license..."

Further support for such an interpretation of " activities under

the license" is found in the Commission's Waterford II decision.

In that decision the Comission stated that the phrase "whether the

activities under the license would create or maintain a situation incon-

sistent with the antitrust 17 <s" is not " automatically limited to the

construction and operation of the facility to be licensed." The

Commission further stated: "The relationship of the specific nuclear

facility to the applicant's total system or power pool :hould be eval-
H/

uated in every case." .

Thus the Staff and the Licensing Board below considered " activities -

under the license" as encompassing the sum of activities which are

related to or affected by the planning, building, and/or operation of

_7] S. Rep. No. 91-1247, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess., at 31 (1970) (herein-
after " Joint Committee Report").

>

8f Wolf Creek, supra note 5 , at 569 (emphasis added).

_9f Waterford II, supra note 4, at 619-620.

10f Id. at 620.d

l_1/ Id. at 621 (emphasis added). It should be noted that the Licensing
Board's " Ruling of Board with Respect to Applicants' Proposal fo-
Expediting the Antitrust Hearing Process", June 30, 1975, contai:ied
this quoted passage and then the statement: "It was with that ,

guidance in mind that this Board originally framed the issues in
controversy in those proceedings." (pp. 4-5).

.
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the nuclear facility as well as the integration of such a facility

into the applicants' bulk power supply system. It is this sum

of activities, taken as a whole, which must be considered in determining

whether the " activities under the license" would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Any suggestion that

various, individual " activities" can be separated from the rest and

each viewed in isolation to determine if it alone would create or main-

tain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is squarely at -

odds with the prior decisions interpreting section 105c of the Act. Further-

more, such a suggestion is inconsistent with the language of the Act

itself. If the Act directed the Commission to determine whether "any"
!activity under the license, or "each" activity under the license, would

create o. maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws,

then clearly an activity could properly be considered in isolation. But

the Act reads in terms of " activities under the license" and that

unequivocally means that the " activities (plural) must be considered
,

2UV |

together as a whole for purposes of antitrust review under 105c.
-

12/ See Wolf Creek, supra note 5, at 565-570.

.

9
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B. "Si tua ti on"

In terms of the definition of the word " situation" as used in

the statute, Applicants' objections to the scope of the hearing (App.

Brief, p. 9) also stem from an erroneous interpretation of that term.

The Licensing Board concluded that Applicants' structural position,

policies, and conduct in the relevant markets must be considered as*

a whole to determine whether a " situation" inconsistent with the

antitrust it.ws exists.

~ The question of the meaning of " situation" was considered in
]4/

1973 by the Licensing Board in Farley The Staff agrees with that analysis:
.

The purpose of receiving [all relevant] evidence...
would be to permit this Board to understand what the
" situation" in the appropriate market is, so that the
" situation" can be~ measured against thfantitrust laws
specifically enumerated in Section 105a of the Act and
to make a determination as to (1) whether the situation .

is, or may become, " inconsistent" with those laws, and
(2) if so, whether the " activities under the license"
would " create or maintain" said situation. It should be

-

emphasized that the statute does not require us to
determine .wnether the Applicant's " activities under the
license", or any other activities of Applicant are or
are not " inconsistent" with those laws. It is the
competitive " situation as a whole (with an emphasis on
the structure of the market, as the word " situation"
clearly suggests), not particular individual parts there-
of, which we must measura. [5j.

13_/ " Sixth Prehearing Conference Order" (October 2,1975), pp. 3-8; Slip
Op. pp. 216-218.

l4_ / Alabama Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and
2) 6 AEC 85 (1973).

l5_ / Id. at 86 (emphasis added).
,
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This conclusion is consistent with Wolf Creek:

.

~

[T]he legislative history of section 105c does not
support the applicant's argument that the Commission
must consider the operations of each nuclear plant
is isolation when making its prelicensing antitrust
review. On the contrary, the Commission's statutory
obligation is to weigh the anticompetitive situation-
which to us means that operations in an " air tight
chamber" were not intended. A review conducted under
the artificial restraints suggested by the applicant -

would allow long understood and well recognized -

patterns of anticompetitive conduct to evade Commission
notice. It is far too late in the day to dispute that
it rur.s counter to basic antitrust precepts to exercise
monoptily power - however lawfully acquired initially -'

to foreclose competition or to gain competitive advan-
tage, or to use dominance over a facility controlling
market access to exclude competition and preserve a
monopoly position. Electric utility companies are no
more free than others to engage in those practices; their
unjustified refusals to wheel power to or to interconnect
with smaller entities in the field have regularly been
called to account as violative of antitrust policies.
It was a key purpose of the prelicense review to "... nip
in the bud any incipient antitrust situation." We can
therefore perceive no valid reason why the Commission
should wear blinders when confronted by such matters.1;6/

-,

l

}h/ Wolf Creek, supra note 5, at 569, 572 (emphasis in original;
footnote omitted).

.

|

|

. |

|

|

~
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Analogous to the Wolf Creek holding is the recent case of United
.I.7/.

wherein the 'J.S. DistrictStates v. International Business Machines

Court for the Southern District of New York held that in a monopolization

case the defendant's practices as a whole, if part of a scheme of

monopolization, should be considered, rather than each isolated practice.

That reasoning is applicable to the definition of the " situation."

C. " Inconsistent"

Section 105(c) prohibits the licensing of nuclear power facilities

where the activities under such licenses would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. The test is incon-

- sistency with the antitrust laws, not violation of those laws.

" Inconsistent" is defined as: "(a) not in agreement, harmony, or

accord; incompatible; (b) not uniform, self-contradictory; (c) not
l@

always holding to the same principles or practice; changeable."

The word " violation" is defined to include: "(a) infringement or breach,

as of law, rule, right, etc." The level of proof which is therefore

required to show inconsistency with the antitrust laws is less than

what would be required to establish violations of those laws in the federal

courts. Thus, it is the Staff's fundamental position that the burden of

proof required by section 105c does not reach the level of the establish-m

ment of a violation of any of the laws enumerated in section 105a of

the Act. Rather, all that need be shown is that there is a reasonable

_l] 2 Trade Reg. Rep. (1975 Trade Cas. ) Para. 60,495 (S.D.N.Y. Aug.
6,1975). The Licensing Board relied on this decision in its
Initial Decision.

18f Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language 712
,

(2d College Ed. 1972).

| 19' Id. at 1585.
|

!
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probability that the " situation" is inconsistent with those laws.

This position is fully in accord with the legislative history:

The concept of certainty of contravention of the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying-

these laws is not intended to be implicit in
[the] standard; nor is mere possibility of incon-
sistency. It is intended that the finding be based
on reasonable probability of contravention of the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying
these laws. It is intended that, in effect, the
Comission will conclude whether, in its judgment,
it is reasonably probable that the activities under

e

the license would, when the license is issued or
thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the anti-
trust laws or the policies clearly underlying these
laws. 20/

D. " Antitrust laws"

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, requires the Comission,

'

to find "whether the activities under the license would create or main-

tain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws as specified in
21/.

subsection 105a." -~~ The antitrust laws specified in section 105a are
22/ U/2

the Sherman Ar.titrust Act, the Clayton Act, and the Federal Trade
24/ _
.,

Since the broad standard of " unfair methods ofComission Act.

competition" under section 5 of the Federal Trade Comission Act includes

ju/ Joint Comittee Report at 14.

21/ 5105c(5) of the Act (emphasis added).

22/ 15 U.S.C. 551 e_t_ seq. (1970).
'

23/ 15 U.S.C. 5512 et seq. (1970).

24/ 15 U.S.C. 5541 et seq. (1970).

.

, - , w
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a proscription against conduct which would violate eis r the Sherman

or Clayton Acts, that broad standard is the appropriate standard to

use in determining whether Applicants' activities create or maintain

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. -

The Joint Committee Report demonstrates that Congress

specifically intended that the Federal Trade Commission Act provide

a frame of reference for the Commission in making the required section

105c(5) finding. As stated in the Report:

It is important to note that the antitrust laws within
the ambit of Subsection 105c of the bill are all the

- laws specified in Subsection 105a. These include the
statutory provisions pertaining to the Federal Trade
Commission, which normally are not identified as anti-
trust law. Accordingly, the focus for the Commission's
finding will, for example, include consideration of
the admonition in section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, that, " Unfair methods of
competition in commerce, and unfair and deceptive acts
in connerce, are declared unlawful." 25/

Thus, it is clear that an inconsistency with the broad standards

of the Federal Trade Commission Act can appropriately be used to

establish a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

Staff further believes that the Act requires the Commission to
,

consider not only the antitrust laws themselves, but also the policies

25/ Joint Committee Report at 14.

.

.

*
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underlying those laws. The Joint Comittee stated:

It is intended that, in effect, the Comission will
conclude whether, in its judgment, it is reasonably
probable that the activities under the license would,

' when the license is issued or thereafter, be incon-
sistent with any of the antitrust laws or the policies
clearly underlying those laws. 26/

And as stated in Waterford II: "The Comission is detennined. . .

to assure that AEC - licensed activities accord with the antitrust
laws and the policies underlying those laws. -27/

*

Thus, the clear language of the Act and its legislative history

support the Staff's position that the broad standards established under

the Federal Trade Comission Act (FTC Act), or the policies underlying i

l

that act, should be the basis of this Board's finding "a situation '

inconsistent with the antitrust laws."

E. The Federal Trade Comission Act

Within the parameters of Section 5 of the FTC Act is conduct

which amounts to violations of the Sherman or Clayton Acts as well as
.

conduct which, while not actually violative of the Sherman or Clayton

Acts, is " unfair" or, if allowed to go unabated, will amount to a violation
1g/

of these statutes or will be inconsistent with the policies of these

statutes.

25/ iloint Committee Report at 14 (emphasis added).

27/ Waterford II, supra note 4, at 620. (emphasis added). See also
Wolf Creek, supra note 5, at 574-576; Louisiana Power & Light Co.
(Waterford Steam Electric Gene.ating Station, Unit 3), CLI-73-7,'

6 AEC 48, 49 (1973) (Waterford I).

. 23/ Applicants agree with the Staff. See Prehearing Legal Brief on
Behalf of the Applicants, part III A.2., filed December 1,1975.

29/ See Fashion Originators' Guild of America v. FTC, 312 U.S. 457
TT941).
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In FTC v. Cement Institute, the FTC challenged a pricing

system as being an instrumentality for price fixing and thus a vio-

lation of Section 5. The government had previously moved against the

same system under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, but had failed to -

prove a combination or agreement to fix prices. -31/Referring to the

overlap of the two statutes in relation to collusive practices, the

Supreme Court in Cement Institute stated:

...[A]lthough all conduct violative of the Snerman
Act may likewise come within the unfair trade practice
prohibitions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
converse is not necessarily true. It has long been

- recognized that there are many unfair methods of
competition that do not assum toe proportions of
Sherman Act violations.12/

Thus, the Supreme Court in Cement Institute held that not only did the

FTC have the power to declare unlawful practices which violate the

Sherman Act, but it also had the power to declare unlawful practices

which did not necessarily violate that Act.

The scope of Section 5 was further expanded in FTC v. Motion Picture
M

Advertising Service Co. In that case, the respondent and three similar

>

g 333 U.S. 683 (1948).

g Cement Manufacturers' Protective Ass'n v. United States, 268 U.S.
588 (1925).

g 333 U.S. at 694.

g 344 U.S. 392 (1953).

.

.
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companies held exclusive agreements with three-fourths of all the

theaters in the United States for the showing of their films. No

concerted activity was alleged; the complaint challenged only the
- legality of unilateral action by each respondent. The court held

that Section 5 was violated. In discussing the scope of Section 5,

the Court stated:

The " unfair methods of competition" which are condemned
under Sec. 5(a) of the Act, are not confined to those -

that were illegal at common law or those that were-

condemned by Sherman Act .... Congress advisedly left
the concept flexible to be defined with particularity
by the myriad of cases from the field of business ...
It is also clear that the Federal Trade Commission Act
was designed to supplement and bolster the Sherman Act
and the Clayton Act . .. to stop in their incipiency
acts and practices which, when full blown, would
violate those Acts ... as well as to condemn as " unfair
methods of competition" existing violations of them. 34/

The Supreme Court has upheld FTC findings of " unfair" practices

where the anticompetitive impact, as determined by the Commission, was

characteristic of the anticompetitive impact caused by conduct specifically
.

proscribed under Sherman and Clayton Act standards. In FTC v. Brown Shoe

Co. ~~35/ 36/
and Atlantic Refining Co. v. FTC, ~~ the Court upheld the FTC's

proscription of practices which had the same anticompetitive effect --

li4/ Id. at 394-95 '1953). This case also held that "...[A] device
which has sewed up a market so tightly for the benefit of a few
falls within the prohibitions of the Sherman Act and is there-
fore an unfair method of competition within the meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act."

j@f 384 U.S. 316 (1966).

j@/ 381 U.S. 357 (1965). |

-
,

i

|
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ .
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market foreclosure -- as exclusive dealing and tying arrangements, but

which violated neither the Sherman Act nor the Clayton Act. The Court

said in Atlantic Refining, "All that is nuessary in 55 proceedings ...

is to discover conduct that runs counter to the public policy declared
-

in the act."

In Brown Shoe, the Court recognized that the power (of the F.T.C.)

under Section 5 was a "... broad power. .. particularly well established

with regard to trade practices which conflict with the basic policies

of the Sherman and Clayton Acts even though such practices may not

actually violate these laws." -38/
_

The Federal Trade Commission Act does not speak in terms of

" monopoly", " contract", "conspireev", or " agreement"; it speaks in

terms of " competition". Section 5 of the FTC Act prevents in the

incipiency anticompetitive acts and conditions before they become full-

blown violations; it does not simply proscribe well-defired anticompetitive

3// Id. at 369.

38/ 384 U.S. at 321. After finding that Brown's contracts conflicted
with the central policy of both Section 1 of the Sherman Act and
Section 3 of the Clayton Act, the Court rejected respondent's
argument that the Commission was required to prove a substantial'

lessening of competition or a tendency to create a monopoly, as
would be required under Section 3. It acknowledged that such
proof would be necessary to establish a violation of Section 3,
but felt it inappropriate under Section 5, because the Commission
is empowered "to arrest trade restraints in their incipiency
without proof that they amount to an outright violation of Section
3 of the Clayton Act or other provisions of the antitrust laws."
Id_. at 322.

|
.

O
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N
behavior. In FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co. , Section 5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act was determined to have a substantive

reach which permits the Consnission to challenge practices not specif-
'

ically enumerated in the Clayton Act nor forbidden by the Sherman

Act. Section 5 of the FTC Act gives the FTC broad powers to prevent

unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices

beyond those which violate the letter or the spirit of the Sherman

and Clayton antitrust laws. As stated by the Court: '

[T]he Federal Trade Commission does not arrogate
excessive power to itself if, in measuring a practice
against the elusive, but congressionally mandated
standard of fairness, it, like a court of equity,
considers public values beyond simply those enshrined
in the letter or encompassed in the spirit of the
antitrust laws. 40_/

As a guide to the public policy, the Federal Trade Commission

and the NRC may look to the antitrust laws themselves and to the decisions
41/ '

under them. In addition, it may act to remedy a situation which

involves but incipient violations of the antitrust laws. --42/
1

_39/ 405 U.S. 233 (1972).

47 Id. at 244.

S/ Northern Pacific Ry. v. United States 356 U.S.1, 4 (1958).

g FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316 (1966).

.

_ - - ~ . -
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According to one noted observer, "Section 5 [of the FTC Act isl
$

an extremely flexible instrument for correcting abusive conduct.">

In summary, the Staff believes that the Federal Trade Conunission

Act provides the proper standard under Section 105c for determining

whether the activities under the license would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. In this regard, it

it important to note that: (1) every violation of the Sherman and

Clayton is a violation of the FTC Act; (2) every violation of the FTC

Act is not necessarily a violation of the Sherman and Clayton Acts;

(3) the Atomic Energy Act refers to inconsistencies with any of the anti-
-

trust laws enunerated therein.

F. Reasonable Probability

Further, the Staff believes that the standard of " reasonable

probability" as required under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, should

be applied by the NRC to detennine whether the activities under the

license will create or maintain a situation inconsistent with standards

established under the FTC Act. The legislative history of the 1970
,

amendnents to the Atomic Energy Act makes it clear that this " reasonable

h/F.Scherer,IndustrialMarketStructureandEconomicPerformance
517 (1971).

44/ 15 U.S.C. 518 (1970).

!
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probability" standard was intended by Congress to apply to prelicensing

antitrust review. In its final report on the 1970 amendments the

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy stated:

The legislation proposed by the committee provides for
a finding by the Commission "as to whether the activities
under the license would create or maintain a situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws as specified in
subsection 105a." The concept of certainty of contra-
vention of the antitrust laws or the policies clearly
underlying these laws is not intended to be implicit in
this standard; nor is mere possibility of inconsistency. .

It is intended that the finding be based or reasonable
probability of contravention of the antitrust laws or the

policies clearly underlying these laws. It is intended
that, in effect, the Commission will conclude whether, in
its judgment, it is reasonably probable that the activities
under the license would, when the license is issued e
thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the antitrust
laws or the policies clearly underlying these laws.
* '* *

The committee is well aware of the phrases "may be" and
" tend to" in the Clayton Act, and of the meaning they have
been given by virtue of the decisions of the Supreme
Court and the will of Congress -- namely, reasonably pro-
bability. The Committee has -- very deliberately -- also
chosen the touch-stone of reasonable probability for the,

' standard to be considered by the Commission under the
_

revised subsection 105c of the bill. 45/

, In the Section-by-Section Analysis of the amendments, the Committee,

in its report, re-emphasizes its reliance upon the standard of reasonable

probability as the appropriate guide for the section 105c determination.

In detailing the finding which the Commission must make in an antitrust
,

][5/ Joint Committee Report at 14-15 (emphasis added).

1

:

i

\

I I

i

1
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review, the Report explains:

With respect to the above finding, although the words
" reasonable probability" do not appear in the standard,
the concept of reasonable probability is intended to be
a silent partner to the factors in the standard. The

'

standard must be considered in the focus of reasonable
probability -- not certainty or possibility. 46/

In light of this clear language, there can be no question that the

reasonable probability standard must be utilized in prelicensing

antitrust review proceedings.

II. NEXUS

'

Section 105c(5) of the Act imposes upon the Commission the requirement

to make a finding as to whether the "activitio under the license" would crea

or maintain a " situation" inconsistent with the specified antitrust

laws. Thus, a relationship or nexus between two things must be shown:

(1) "a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws", and (2) " activities

under the license." The requisite nexus is simply that the " activities"
412

must create or maintain the " situation". Waterford I teaches us that

structure may be very important in analyzing " nexus".

In this connection, the relationship of the specific
nuclear facility to the applicant's total system or"

power pool, e.g., size, type of ownership, physical
interconnection, may need to be evaluated. 48/

The Licensing Board faithfully followed and applied the appropriate

nexus standard.

45/ Id. at 31.
.

M Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Generating
~Station, Unit 3) CLI-77-7, 6 AEC 48 (1973) ("Waterford I").

! 4 S' Id.
!
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Applicants, in fact, did not file a general exception to the Initial

Decision regarding nexus, although Applicants' joint exceptions 132, 133

and 138 relate to specific aspects of the nexus findings in the Initial,

Decision. Applicants however, accuse the Licensing Board of " eleventh-
.

hour maneuverings" including redefining the nexus issue "on the eve of

the evidentiary hearing." (App. Brief, p. 9). Applicants filed no
|

exception regarding that complaint.
'

4

Staff will proceed to review both the propriety and then the

correctness of the Licensing Board's actions. In its " Sixth Prehearing 1
'

Conference Order" dated October 2,1975, the Licensing Board ruled on,

.

a number of matters briefed and subsequently argued at the sixth pre- |

hearing conference on September 11, 1975. At that pre-hearing con-

ference all parties to the proceeding were represented, with separate

counsel for Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Power as well as CEI also
;

participating. As the Sixth Prehearing Conference Order relates, the |
i

City of Cleveland had requested an interpretation of Matter in Controversy
|

|
I

#11, (from'Prehearing Conference Order #2", July 25,1974), as
|

'

'

to whdher a " nexus" must be plead and proved between each anticompetitive
,

act and the activities under the license or whether nexus must be plead

and proved between the overall " situation" and the activities . . 2/4_

!

Applicants' position was that a nexus must exist between the "overall
50/situation" as well as each anticompetitive Act. '

'

'

|

4_9/ Sixth Prehearing Conference Order (October 2,1975), p. 3.
50/ I_d . , p . ' 4

.

|
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With respect to this matter, as the Board notes in its Order,

it is the Staff's position then, as it is now, that an individual refusal
51/

to wheel -

"is but one of the elements of the competitive situation, -

which, taken together with other elements on the relevant
markets constitute the " situation", which the Board will
consider. 52/

The Staff also believes that the meaning of " situation" as

considered by the Licensing Board in 1973 in Farley and as quoted on

p. 7 infra. is correct.

The Staff further contended in October of 1975, as it does now

that Applicants misinterpret the Corm 11ssion's Waterford decisions

by focusing exclusively on " licensed activities" in a vacuum rather

than the relationship of those activities to the alleged " situation".

As the Appeal Board noted in Wolf Creek:

...for activities under the license to maintain a
preexisting situation inconsistent with the anti-
trust laws, some conduct of the Applicant apart
from its license activities must have been the cause
for bringing about these anticompetitive conditions. 51/

.
,

51/ These arguments were initially made in "NRC Staff's Answer in
Opposition To Applicants' Refiled Motion For Summary Disposition
(October 6, 1975).

52f Id., p. 2.

pl/ Supra., notes and .

.

3.4/ 1 NRC.at 568.4
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Thus, the Board's " eleventh-hour maneuverings" were to accept

but half of Applicants' arguments concerning nexus, by requiring

proof of a nexus between the overall situation, i.e. , the aggregate
55)

of activities, and the activities under the license.
.

In its consideration of the issues in this case, the Licensing

Board first examined the " situation", i.e., the structure of relevant

markets and Applicant's position (i.e. , dominance) and conduct there~in.

The Board then examined the impact of the " activities under the
.

license" to that " situation" and concluded, inter alia:

Within the CCCT, the generation of the nuclear units
ineluctably will have a substantial effect on the
supply and cost of power for each of the five Appli-
cant companies. Moreover, there is a direct tie
between the generating construction program and the
transmission program which Applicants describe as
complementing it...the one-system concept utilizing
nuclear generation for base load power will have such
a pronounced effect on the overall economies of
generation and transmission within the CCCT as to
make the generation of these nuclear power plants an
extremely substantial, if not dominant, force in power
production planning (Slip Op. at 219-220).

55/ -

Thus, mindful of Waterford and Wolf Creek the Licensing Board below

considered:

th'e relationship of the specific nuclear facilities to
the Applicants total system or power pool, e.g. , size,
type of ownership, physical interconnection on the
evaluation of the link between the situation and the
activities under the license. 57f

SJ Sixth Prehearing Conference Order, suora., p. .

56/ Supra., note 6 at 573, "Again in Waterford II, supra. , the Conunission
stated that...'the relationship of the specific nuclear facility to
the Applicant's total system or power pool should be evaluated in
every case' 6 AEC at 64" (Id.)

57/ Slip Op. at 220.
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The Board also considered examples of Applicants (individual and joint)

abuses of dominance as necessary components of the " situation" in the CCCT.
..

Thus, the Board concluded:

Thus, the structure created by Applicants within -

the CCCT combined with their refusal to make
available necessary bulk power serves to create
a direct nexus between activities under the li-
cense and the situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws. In effect, Applicants have
denied the option of effective utilization of
nuclear power to their competitors. Mozer NRC
205, p. 68; Hughes, NRC 207, p. 30; Wein, DJ
587, p. 145-47. (Slip Op. at 222).

The Board further gave examples of restraints on the output of nuclear

- power as elements of the " situation. The Board's analysis is clearly con-

sistent with the meaning of " situation" in the Act as discussed above on
5D|

pp, to .

In conjunction with their statutory " nexus" arguments, Applicants

in essence offer an economic nexus argument. This argument as emphasized

in their Brief is that:
O

The installation f the Perry and Davis-Besse facili-
ties will neither create nor maintain any situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws so long as the
companies offer to electric er.tities in the service
areas the option of purchasing wholesale power (See
A-190 (Pace) 8-9 (23-26 & 1-9), 11 (9-12), 14 (7-9);o

Pace 11731 (6-10). 32/

5_8/ With respect to the Board's findings of "particulcrized nexus" the8
Staff would not, however, agree that finding of a reasonable nexus
between the situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws and the
activities under the license requires a finding that Applicants
have denied access to nuclear facilities or have imposed unrea.;on-
able restraints on the use of n wer from such facilities. -

59/ It is important to note that this economic argument is posited upon
"The installation" of the nuclear facilities which is but one
narrow aspect of " activities under the license."

_
_
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The Board did not accept this testimony but relied on the economic testi-

mony of Staff expert economic witness, Dr. Hughes, who clearly testified

that access to wholesale power sales is not economically equivalent to

access to a range of bulk power sources (NRC 207, (Hughes) p. 43, Q. 21).

Dr. Hughes further explained the reasons why a full requirements wholesale

customer would desire the option of switching to a mix of bulk power

services.

These reasons include: (i) the entity may find it advantageous to

obtain power supply and power supply services from more than one source, '

including the fact that the alternate source may offer such items at a

better price; (ii) regulation of the full requirements wholesale rate may

not keep that rate at cost; (iii) adjustments to the full requirements

wholesale rate may not be as expeditious as in the case where alternate

bulk power services are available; (iv) the ability to test and compare

different bulk power packages and mixtures of bulk power options against

the full requirements wholesale rate improves the negotiating position of

the entity; (v) access to a range of bulk power services would permit

the entity to utilize or obtain advantages, because of its legal status, 9

or other preferences such as PASNY power available to it, which advantages

it could not obtain through the full requirements wholcsale rate;

(vi) the entity may have some generating equipment of its own or may be

able, with coordination, to more attractively and economically supply a

portion of its power needs than it would through full requirements whole-

sale purchases. (Hughes: Tr. 4077-4078.)
.
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What must be recognized is thc particular blend of resources whicho

may be appropriate (or optimum) for Apf icants in designing their own power

systems on a one system basis v 'd not reasonably be an appropriate or

optimum blend for a non-Applicant CCCT entity which is not engaged in co-

ordinated operations and coordinated development. (Hughes: Tr. 4135-4137. )

Full requirements wholesale power does not provide a free choice among

bulk power options, and such a free choice among a full share of bulk power

options is the essence of a competitive market. (NRC 207, p. 43.)

As Dr. Hughes concluded:

By opening up the market for bulk power services to
all systems, Section 105c can promote a more open,
inclusive and efficient pattern of bulk power co--

ordination in the CAPC0 market area, and it can also
open up new power supply alternatives (NRC 207, p. 44.)

III. APPLICANTS' EXHIBIT 44 .

A principal argument advanced by Applicants both in the context

of " nexus" and in the context of a general defense to the matters in

controversy herein is that the limited license conditions contained in

App. Ex. 44 which are

. . . a matter of company poln.y. Not only does it
remove [s] any prospective concerns as to what 'incon-
sistent situations' the issuance of the licenses may
create . . . but it also eli:ainates entirely whateverc

force may have been left to the ' maintenance' argument
(citation omitted) (App. Brief, p.129). 60/

'

_{_D7 This defense is also based on Applicants' reliance on the testimony
of Dr. Dace that " proportionate access to nuclear units represents
a form of overkill" (App. Brief, pp. 129-120). The Staff has
previously dealt with this argument in detail before the Licensing
Board and has repeated its previous response in Appendix A attached
to this Brief.

|

I
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In response, perhaps the best starting point is the Licensing

Board's final observations concerning App. Ex. 44:

It is unnecessary to coninent once again upon the
inadequacies of Applicants' exhibit A-44, the
so-called policy comitments to afford access.
The only additional coment we might make is that
despite Applicant's assertion to this Board that
the policy comitments have become effective
irrespective of any action the Comission may
take, the existence of this policy was not revealed
to those entities :vhich had expressed an interest
in access to Davis-Besse or Perry. 61/ -

Even if these very limited license conditions had been offered,

they are clearly inadequate. For example, Applicants proposed license

conditions do not require interconnections between Applicants and other

entities unless the requesting entity is, in Applicants' sole view, (i)

financially responsible, (ii) operating electrical facilities in " good

faith", and (iii) participating in the ownership of, or power output from,

the Davis-Besse or Perry nuclear units. Thus, tM entity must "partici-

pate" in the nuclear unit before it has the interconnection permitting it

to do so, but, the entity is not entitled to an interconnection, unless
-

it " participates." As the Department's engineering expert, Roland Kampmeier
pointed out:

61/ " Memorandum and Order On Applicants' Motion For An Order Staying,
Pendente Lite, The Attachment Of Antitrust Conditions; LBP 77-
5 NRC , Slip Op. p. 30 (February 3,1977). The evidentiary

,

record clearly established that these proposed license conditions
were never offered to non-Applicant entities within the CCCT and
further do not represent policies " observed" by each Applicant.
(McCabe: Tr.1718 (Duquesne); Pandy: Tr. 3158 (CEI); Hillwig: Tr.'

2409-10 (TE); Lyren: Tr. 2030 (OE).

6f/ App. Ex. 44, " Definitions," and " Commitment 2."
,
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App. 44 contains a lot of language which would need
to be tightened up very considerably . . . there is
a lot of room for ambiguity, plus room for doubt as
to who does the interpreting, who makes the deter-
minations when parties fail to agree, and so on.
(Kampneier: Tr. 6143-44.)

The Board has obseived with respect to conditioning the Perry and Davis-Besse "

Licenses, "The difficulty in permitting Applttants to be the arbitor of the

reasonability of requests for access should be obvious,"; Staff is in

complete agreement.

Further material inadequacies of the App. Ex. 44 also exist with respect

to the transmission provisions. The license conditions do not provide for
.

any transmission services (" wheeling") except for delivering to the small

system the power it purchases from the nuclear unit, or power for replace-

nent thereof. It does not even provide for wheeling out of excess nuclear

power. (Kampmeier: Tr. 6143). Therefore, without a wheeling requirement,

"and no provision for the small system to be able to share in other CAPC0

units . . . the small system would be unable to put together as the large

systems do, an appropriate combination of base load nuclear power,

intermediate load power from large coal-burning plar.ts, and peaking power

from other sources." (Kampmeier: Tr. 6143).

On p.133 of their Brief, Applicants quote Mr. Mayben's apparent

satisfaction with the transmission provision of App. 44. The Staff would

refer this Appeal Board to Tr. 7611 (lines 13-20) where Mr. Mayben was

unequivocably of the opinion that transmission from only the subject

nuclear units to the load centers to be served by those units does not
.

make it possible to get meaningful access to those nuclear units.
.

%

, , _ . . . _ - _.
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Applicants contend however that the provision of transmission services

in addition to those contained in App. Ex. 44 "have no tie whatsoever to
'

the nuclear units. Such additional ' wheeling * is certainly not necessary

in order to ensure that ' activities under the license' will be free from
antitrust implication. Indeed, Congress has long taken the view that

no legitimate public interest will be served by imposing a general wheeling

requirement on the electric utility industry." The plain answer is that

the same jurisdictional argument was made and rejected by the Appeal Board
6_3/

,

in Wolf Creek.

Moreover, to the extent that Applicants feel it appropriate to rely !

!on but negative legislative history concerning the utilization of trans-
!

mission lines as a " common carrier," that argument, such that it is, is
|

irrelevant here for the Staff did not propose, nor did the Board order, |

the common carrier use of transmission lines. As Mr. White, President

of Ohio Edison testified:

Q. Suppose Ohio Edison were asked to agree to a trans-
mission schedule providing that Ohio Edison would provide
transmission services upon request with a reasonable notice
for specific times, from and to specific points, if Ohio -

Edison had transfer capacity available and that in planning'
future transmission additions, Ohio Edison would include
capacity for any specifically identified transactions.

Would Ohio Edison have the same problem with that?
A. I would have some problem still with that, Mr. Hjelmfelt.
Although that would impose a degree of obligaf 'on less
obviously than a common carrier kind of obligation. ,

!

(Tr. 9809-9810) .
. |

Sy 1 NRC 559 at 571. "If, as the applicant implies, there existed a desire
on the 91st Congress' part to withdraw judicially recognized anti-
competitive aspects of refusals to wheel power from Commission anti-
trust scrutiny, or to forbid license conditions affording such relief,

-

that desire is not articulated in the legislative history. Certainly
the statute itself manifests no such intent . ." Id.. .

.

y _ . - . .
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As to the reserve sharing provisions of App. Ex. 44, (para. 3(a)

and (b) of App. Ex. 44, (discussed in Applicants' Brief at pp. 130-132)

the expert opinion testimony was clear that the possible imposition of .

reserves being no less than the largest single block of nuclear capacity
.

participated in is unreasonable (Mayben: Tr. 7601-7602), and not commor.ly
.

used (Mayben: Tr. 7602) . Thus, an entity which participates in a nuclear

unit would be required +o back up that participation with 100% reserves.

The obvious result is to severely limit the amount of nuclear power that

entity would participate in. Further, an Applicant company has the power,

pursuant to App. Ex. 44, to veto any other reserve formula that the

- participating entity might request. (Mayben: Tr. 7608-7609). Thus, as

Mr. Kampmeier observed, "there is no reserve sharing" in App. Ex. 44

(Kampmeier: Tr. 6144-45). "This whole section on reserve arrangement

(sic) in my opinion is totally unacceptable to any small system."

(Kampmeier: Tr. 6147) .

Finally, even if the limited services contained in App. Ex. 44

had been offered the existence of such conditions will not preclude

this agency as a matter of law from ordering appropriate relief. The

Courts have consistently held that one charged with engaging in anti-
' competitive conduct cannot avoid corrective action by adopting a policy

of conduct consistent with what is sought by the complaint or litigation.

63 Diener's, Inc. v. FTC, 494 F.2d 1132 (D.C. Cir.1974); Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc. v. FTC, 392 F.2d 921 (6th Cir.I

1968 ; Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. v. FTC, 352 F.2d 415 (6th Cir.
1965 ; Giant Food, Inc. v. FTC, 322 F.2d 977 (D.C. Cir.1963),
cert. denied, 376 U.S. 967 TTV64); Clinton Watch Co. v. FTC, 291

| F.2d 838 (7th Cir.1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 952 (1962T;
Dolcin Corp. v. FTC, 219 F.2d 742 (D.C. Cir.1954), cert. denied,
348 U.S. 981 (1955T; Standard Distributors, Inc. v. FTC, 211 F.2d '

7 (2d Cir. 1954); Dejoy Stores, Inc. v. FTC, 200 F.2d 865 (2d Cir.
1952); C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. v. FTC,197 F.2d 273 (3d Cir.1952).
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In Clinton Watch v. FTC the court held:

Voluntary discontinuance of an unfair trade practice
does not necessaaily preclude issuance of a cease
and desist order. The order to desist from an aban-
doned unlawful practice is in the nature of a safe-
guard for the future. 65/

And in Giant Food, Irg v. FTC the court said:

On the record it appears that Giant discontinued its
reference to " regular price" only after it became
aware that the Commission was investigating its adver- '

tising practices. That investigation, moreover, was
directed to the totality of an advertising program
which was possibly deceptive in its impact upon the
customers. The order before us represents the
Comission's effort to deal finally with the pro-
gram in its entirety. The voluntary abandonment of
part of the program under the circumstances shown by
the record does not disable the Comission from
formulating a rule of conduct for the future as
broad as the derelictions of the past. 6_7f

These decisions are clearly consistent with a conclusipn of the Appeal

Board in Wolf Creek:

...that, by offering ' physical access' to a nuclear '

plant and the power, on Applicant limits the Comission's
antitrust jurisdiction to scrutinizing the operations
of that plant in isolation. 6E

6_5/ 291 F.2d 838 at 841 (7th Cir.1961), cert. den. 368 U.S. 952 (1962).
.

6g 322 F.2d 977 (D.C. Cir.1963), cert. den. 376 U.S. 967 (1964).

6_7_/ 322 F.2d at 986-87.

6_8f 1 NRC at 570. |
l

1
.
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Further, the Appeal Board stated in Wolf Creek:

...there is nothing lurking in the background of section
105c ... to place it beyond this agency's power to look
behind an offer of ' access' to a nuclear facility to see
it is bona fide or, because of the officer's concurrent
refusal to wheel power, but a mask for a situation incon-
sistent with the antitrust laws. 6jy

IV. PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS

The Licensing Board Afforded Applicants A Reasonable Opportunity
To Know The Claims Of The Opposition Parties And To Meet Those
Claims

Applicants contend that they were forced "into the evidentiary

hearing ... without notice of, cr an opportunity for meaningful discovery
.

on most of the antitrust charges being made" (App. Brief, p. 7). Applicants'

inaccurate statement of the facts supporting this argument unfortunately

requires a restatement of the facts. Applicants' arguments ignore the

fact that the subject proceeding represents a consolidation of three

separate proceedings, Davis-Besse 1 (50-346A), and Perry 1 and 2 (50-440A

and 50-441A) and Davis-Besse 2 and 3.

In Perry 1 and 2 and Davis-Besse 1, Prehearing Conference Order No.

2, 8 AEC 200, LBP-74-59 (July 25, 1974) established as the issues in con-

troversy in that proceeding issues relating to:
,

(A) Whether the structure of the relevant market or markets
and A)plicants' position or positions therein gives them

.

the a)ility, acting individually, together, or together
with others, to hinder or prevent: (1) other electric '

entities from achieving access to the benefits of
coordinated operation either among themselves, or with
Applicants; (2) other electric entities from achieving
access to the benefits of economy of size of large -

generating units by coordinated development, either among
themselves or with Applicants.

.

69/ 1 NRC at 573.

.

(
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(B) If the answer to ... A is yes, has Applicants ability been
used, is it being used or might it be used to create and
maintain a situation or situations inconsistent with the
antitrust laws or the policies underlying those laws.10/

. With respect to Prehearing Conference Order No. 2, it is important to

note that the Licensing Board defined the word " Applicants" in these two

issues in controversy as the five companies (i.e., CEI, OE and

Penn Power, TE, and Duquesne), and defined the phrase "other electric

entities" as "comercial firms, (other than the five Applicants), -

cooperatives, governmental units or similar organizations that generate,

transmit, or distribute electric power within the relevant markets." It

is especially noteworthy that prior to the issuance of that Order,

... Applicants strongly urged the Board to 1 mit the
issues and matters in controversy in this proceeding,
the related discovery and any license conditions that
might be imposed, to relationships among the parties.
They seek to exclude any consideration given to 'other
electric entities." Z3/

The Licensing Board however, rejected that argument, reasoning that

"[R]esolving the disputes among the parties as well as ensuring protection

of the public in'.erest may require consideration of non-party competitors

or customers in the relevant markets, i.e. , other electric entities."

(8AECat202). The Board then proceeded to frame the matters in controversy

as applying to the joint and several relationships of Applicants to the

"other electric entities." After having lost their attempt to exclude

73 8 AEC at 203-204.
Z]] 8 AEC at 203, n. 9.

W 8 AEC at 204, n. 10.

q / 8 AEC at 201.
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from the proceeding the relationship of Applicants to "other electric

entities", Applicants seem hard pressed to successfully contend that they

were led to believe that the proceeding would focus simply on the

relationship of CEI to the City of Cleveland.

On February 14, 1975 the Department rendered its statutory advice

letter with respect to the Davis-Besse 2 and 3 proceeding (50-500A

and 50-501A) (NRC 159 (rejected)); (40 Fed. Reg. 8395). That advice

letter focused on CEI, TE, OE and Duquesne in their individual capacities

and their collective refusals to deal through CAPCO.

At the first pre-hearing conference with respect to Davis-Besse

- 2 and 3, Counsel for Applicants stated:

It would be our view that no further discovery be had
[by the other parties], but we would also point out
that if there were to be further document discovery re-
quests -- or any other type of discovery allowed
Justice Department, we would wish the opportunity to
pursue such discovery as may be appropriate in light
of the Justice Department " enlargement" of issues in
the Justice Department's [ Davis-Besse 2 and 3 advice]
letter, which would involve a discovery request by us
against Justice Department and others (Charnoff: Tr. 8).

At that same prehearing conference, the Licensing Board, (which

constituted the same panel as the Davis-Besse 1 and Perry Board) solicited

; from the parties their positions on the consolidation of the Davis-Besse
i

I g/ Applicants cite the very early statements of Staff counsel Popper
! made prior to the issuance of the matters in controversy in Prehearing
j Conference Order No. 2, and prior to the consolidation of the Perry
| proceeding with Davis-Besse 2 and 3 in support of this argument.
I Although the Staff counsel who presented the Staff's case made it
| clear even prior to consolidation that testimony would review Applicants

contractual relationships, individually and as a group (See p. 35,
infra.) It is clear by the plain terms of Prehearing Conference Order No.
2 that the Licensing Board did not accept Mr. Popper's argument.

|

.
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2 and 3 antitrust proceed!ng with the ongcing Davis-Besse 1 and

Perry proceeding. Staff counsel advised the Board that the Staff

would promptly' apply to the Commission for a motion for consolidation.

Counsel for Applicants was then requested by the Board to state his-

views on consolidation. While generally favoring consolidation,

Applicants' counsel stated:

...so long as there is a difference in thrust to be

considered in this [ Davis-Besse 2 and 3] proceeding, .

then we may wish, and we would request the privilege
of deposing a number of people who are not now parties,
but cities and municipalities associated with the four
other Applicants [other than CEI], insofar as that
different thrust is going to gain any kind of recog-
nition in this particular proceeding ... if a different
' thrust is going to be recognized, there clearly are
a lot of other third parties -- non-parties to the
proceedings - who might very well have to be involved
if we are going to get into the Duquesne,0hio Edison
and so on. (Charnoff: Tr. 17-18).

1

Applicants strategy with regard to Davis-Besse 2 and 3 was to favor

consolidation of all the proceedings, but not to take depositions of the

"other electric systems", and to engage in no discovery whatsoever, against

the Staff, Pursuant to Staff Motion, which was unopposed by Applicants, the
,

1

Commission authorized the previously designated Licensing Board to determine

whether Davis-Besse 2 and 3 should be consolidated with the ongoing Perry 1 and

2 and Davis-Besse 1 proceedirg. Applicants then agreed to the consolidation of
.

'
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.78
the Davis-Besse 2 and 3 proceeding, with the ongoing Perry and Davis-Besse 1

proceeding, as well as the utilization of the Perry Prehearing Conference

No. 2 issues to govern the now consolidated proceeding. ~76/
*

On page 5 of their Brief, Applicants contend that (1) that the

Licmsing Board consolidated all proceedings; (2) that the date of

consolidation (July 30, 1975) was the final date for discovery in the

Perry 1 and 2 and Davis-Besse 1 proceeding, and (3) as a result the

new issues stemming from the Davis-Besse 2 and 3 advice letter, these

issues were added to the Perry 1 and 2 proceeding after the close of

discovery in Perry.
,

A close examination of the events establishes that Applicants had

both a reasonable opportunity to 1.now the claims of the opposing parties,

to meet those claims, and to engage in discovery. This as to point (1)

above, Applicants specifically agreed to the consolidation of the Davis-

Besse 2 and 3 proceeding with the ongoing Perry 1 and 2 and Davis-Besse

1 proceeding. With respect to point 2 above, while it is true that

the date of consolidation was the final date for discovery in Perry,

75/ Tr. pp. 4-12, 16-18 of Prehearing Conference 1 of Davis-Be . e 2
and 3 (May 14, 1975); " Applicants Reply to the City of Cleveland's
Petition for Leave to Intervene" para. 4 and 5 (April 18,1975).'

76_/ See " Memorandum and Order of Consolidation" p. 4 (July 30,1975).
_

While agreeing to the prehearing conference No. 2 issues should
be used. Applicants expressed a reservation as to the " broad
nature" of those issues.

5

L
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Applicants had engaged in discovery in Perry and were afforded the

opportunity to engage in discovery in Davis-Besse 2 a..d 3. In Perry,

Applicants filed interrogatories, which requested of the Staff, the
~

Department and the City, inter alia, specific details on alleged anti-

competitive acts and practices engaged in by the Applicants, jointly

and severally. Staff responded to Applicants initial interrogatories

on December 2,1974, while making no claims of privilege and turning over

all documents in its possessior,. Applicants, however, never engaged in '

any follow-up, either by taking depositions or by engaging in further

discovery against the Staff. Moreover, while discovery in Perry was in

progress, Staff counsel had described the scope of likely Staff-sponsored

testimony as involving all the CAPC0 members and their contractual dealings

with others:

The test %ny, for example, from an engineering expert
going to snow, in terms of the issues in controversy

'

dominance in terms of power supply and dominance in terms
of generation, dominance in terms of ability to secure
power control options by means of ... In addition to that,
the experts would compare the contracts, say, within CAPCO, '

for example, to the contracts that the CAPC0 members
individually and as a group make with others to show the
Bfect of that dominance. . . Economists would then come on
and based on the facts that have been established, talk
in terms of the effect of that on comp ~tition. And then
we would go into the concept of relief, just very briefly.
(Lessy: Tr.1028-10'29 (April 21,1975 (emphasis added).

!

Unfortunately for Applicants, while they perceived what they consid-

ered to be an enlargement or new thrust of issues in the Davis-Besse 2 and

. 3 advice letter necessitating depositions of "other electric entities,"

S

i -
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applicants engaged in no discovery in Davis-Besse 2 and 3 against either

the Staff or any of the "other electric entities." Moreover, as the

scheduled construction permit dates for Davis-Besse 2 & 3 were, at the

time of consolidation, well off in the future, there was no legal ne-
,

cessity for Applicants to agree to consolidation. Finally, any one of

the Applicants, even after consolidation, had the opportunity to move for

severance. No such motions were made.

Moreover, even prior to consolidation, in response to Applicants claim

that they deserved more specificity as to the issues in controversy and in

order to re-set the hearing schedule which had for some months been de-

railed due to discovery problems, on April 21, 1975, the Staff proposed-

that a prehearing confcrence be held "in which the subject is issues"

the purpose of that prehearing conference was the " identification or

sharpening of issues" (Tr.1064). Subsequently, at that prehearing con-

ference, all parties opposing Applicants agreed to an August 15, 1975

prehearing conference to consider the question of issues and all parties

opposing Applicants agreed to file a specific delineation of issues in

controversy, with specific referenca to the information the opposition

parties had gained during their discovery efforts, in advance of that

August 15th prehearing conference (Tr. 1066-1068).>

Finally, the Chairman of the Licensing Board asked counsel for Appli-

cants:

How long after the receipt of the information
in the interrogatories with respect to specificity
will it be before you are prepared to respond on
the issues? (Tr. 1070).

.

4
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.

Applicants' counsel responded that seven or eight days would be

sufficient. (Tr.1070).

Subsequently on April 29, 1975, the Board issued "Prehearing

Conference Order No. 4" in which the Board inter alia, ordered the
;

opposition parties to:

1. Inform the Applicants with respect to the nature of
the case they intend to present during the hearing
and further directed the parties to furnish statements
of ultimate issues to be tried and a summary description |of evidence to be introduced relating to each of the J
issues; I

2. File direct written testimony of all expert
witnesses on Septerr.ber 12, 1975;

3. File prehearing briefs.

Pursuant to that order, on September 5,1975, the opposition parties

filed detailed descriptions and summarizations of their cases in chief,

which in essence was an outline of all antitrust information they had

pertaining to Applicants.

On September 15, 1975, Applicants filed, " Applicants' Response to

the September 5,1975 Filings Of the Other Parties To This Proceeding." 1

The crucial point with respect to the September 15th response was that

Applicants never stated that they were surprised as to the scope of the

issues in controversy, or that they had been denied due process.

JJJ Applicants refer to these detailed descriptions as "new charges";
.

I

they were, in essence, a summary of what the opposition parties had
4

,

learned during discovery.

<
|

.

|

|

J
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On September 18, 1975, the sixth prehearing conference to discuss

issues was held. In addition to counsel for all applicants, CEI was

represented by Mr. Hauser and OE and Penn Power by Messrs. Benbow and

Grashof. At that prehearing conference, counsel for Applicants was

asked whether the Applicant had any proposals for the elimination or

curtailment of issues. The response was:

The Applicant would propose, has proposed...that the
issues as framed in Prehearing Conference Order No.
2, be confined to the specific allegations that are
set forth in these [ September 5th] statements.

_
* * *

We think this issue was specifically defined to
limit issues and define allegations. There has
been an opportunity to do that. We think every-
body should be held to the statements that they
filed on the 5th. (Tr.1196).

The Board response was:

In general I think the Board will agree with you,
and that we will confine ourselves during the evi-
dentiary stage, to the matters set forth in the
September 5th filings. The one exception being
good chase for expansion. (Tr.1199).

.

Thus, two weeks after the opposition parties had filed their September

5th pleadings, Applicants mentioned no need at the following prehearing

conference to discuss issues for hearing, to engage in discovery, nor

did they mention lack of notice or denial of due process.
.

e

.

N
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Promptly thereafter on October 2,1975 the Board issued its " Sixth |.

Prehearing Conference Order". As further evidence of the Licensing Board's
!

requirements that parties opposing Applicants fully disclose and |
|

Applicants of the nature of their cases, the Board ordered the parties to '

.

file on November 10, 1975 (1) a list of intended fact witnesses with a

general statement of the subject area of the testimony of each and (2) a

list of all exhibits currently proposed to be offered into evidence, with

each exhibit identified by date, author, and addressee. Compliance with

the latter was a time-consuming and voluminous task. The Department's list ]
in fact comprised almost 500 pages. Subsequently, the Board ordered the

opposition puvties to furnish Applicants with any document from the filed

lists which Applicants requested, whether or not the opposition party in-

tended to introduce that document into evidence.
~

Six weeks after the prehearing conference, a 7th prehearing conference

was comended on October 31, 1975. At that prehearing conference, separate

counsel for OE and Penn Power handed out a motion, without prior warning,

for additional discovery. The Staff responded on November 14th. -78/On the

final prehearing conference on November 26, 1975 the Board hoard oral argu- -

ment on OE's motion, (which was eventually granted in part). The question

Staff counsel asked at that time was, with the antitrust hearing scheduled to

start on December 8,1975 (at the time of the September 5th filings the

hearing was scheduled to commence in November 1975), why did counsel for

OE and Penn Power wait approximately two months after the filing of the

September 5th pleadings, on the eve of the hearing, to move to re-open

discovery? (Tr.1399). This question has never been answered.-

23/ " Answer of NRC Staff In Opposition To Ohio Edison Company's and
Pennsylvania Power Company's Motion For Additional Discovery." The-

Staff opposed the motion, as attempted discovery on the eve of hearing.
(Cf. Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Station Units 1 & 2) ALAB-196,
7 XEC 457 (April 21,1974).

-
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& Staff believes that 'Se record is clear that the Licensing Board

afforded Applicants a more than " reasonable opportunity" to know the

claims of the opposition parties and to meet those claims. The law but

requires that "a reasonable opportunity" to know the claims of the
,

,

opposing parties and to meet those claims be afforded, as the case un-

folds. L.G. Balfour v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1,19 (7th Cir.1971); Morgan v.

United States, 304 U.S.1,18, 58 S.Ct. 773, 776; Swift & Co. v. United

States, 393 F.2d 247 (7th Cir. (1968)).

V. THE ECONOMIC AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

~ The Nature Of The Electric Utility Industry In The CCCT -
Coordination, Competition And Regulation

To understand the nature of the electric utility industry in the

CCCT, it is necessary to understand the interrelated roles of the

coordination, competition, regulation triad.

A. Coordination

The issues in this case focus on the bulk power field. The

Board found that the subject Perry and Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Stations

(five nuclear units with over 5000 MW of capacity), are being constructed
D

by Applicants as part of a coordinated development program that also

includes the construction of a series of extra high-voltage transmission

3/ See I.D., Findings of Fact 2-19 ("F/F 2-19"); " Memorandum and Order
On Applicants' Motion For An Order Staying, Pendente Lite, The
Attachment of Antitrust Conditions," February 3,1977, p.11; and
Hughes , NRC-207, p.14. After considering everything, the -

Licensing Board ruled that "our relief, therefore, must focus upon
providing access to power from the nuclear units in a manner in
which it allows it to be used without restraint and with the avail- -

ability of necessary bulk power service alternatives." (Slip Op.
p. 255).
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*

lines to supplement their already extensive and exclusive transmission

network. The Board furthsr found that this extra-high voltage trans-

mission is necessary to make available to Applicants the output of the

nuclear units. The Board concluded that there is a discernible relation-.

ship between such transmission and the competitive stance of the CAPC0

members. In addition to coordinateo development, Applicants coordinate

their operations by providing each other with " extensive benefits re- '

sulting from reserve sharing, emergency power interconnection and sales,

staggered construction, economy interchanges, firm power sales and
.

third party wheeling." The key (or bottleneck) to successful co-

ordination, and hence to a freer working of competitive processes, is
82/

access to high voltage transmission. -

8_0f Slip Op., p. 12.

31/ Slip Op. p. 13.

3?/ Slip Op., F/F 8-13, pp. 36-41. See also Hughes, NRC-207, p.13;
(Applicants in the Brief have cited a number of extra-record
materials, including secondary sources. The Staff's alternatives
are:(1) to move to strike such references, or (2) to attempt to

-balance Applicants approach by referring the Appeal Board to
complementary secondary source materials. The Staff nas chosen
the latter, for the discussion of the economic framework) and
Federal Power Commission, National Power Survey, 4 Parts, Chapters
13 and 17 of Part I,1970 (hereafter cited as 1970 National Power~

Survey).

James E. Meeks puts it this way:

Transmissior capability is a prerequisite to any wholesale
power transaction. Under present circumstances, the system
that controls transmission controls wholesale power in the
area, and it is usually the large, verticaHy integrated,
invastor-owned system that retains this control..

These large
systems generally maintain their position as the only source
of wholesale power to smaller systems within the area by re-

. -fusing to ' transport' power from potentially competing sources
to the region's wholesale purchasers.... To summarize, use of
antitrust concepts to achieve a competitive market for electric
power is desirable at the generation level, but the practicality
of such a policy depends upon removing the transmission bottleneck.

_
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As the Department's expert witness Roland Kampmeier testified,

"the whole idea of coordination is to make it unnecessary to surrender

autonomy and freedom of choice." ~83/"It [ coordination] preserves for

the other participants, including industrim end utilities who

'

participate in coordination, freedoms of choice which, I think, are

extremely important." He further stated:

you can get the same economies with coordination as
with single ownership. In that circumstance, coordination

is better because concentration of single ownership has
its own disadvantages other than pure resulting costs.
Disadvantages in the degree of monopolization. In re-
ducing competition, in limiting opportunity for diversity
of types of ownership, limiting freedom of choice of

,
part of the area to do what they choose, and so on. 8,5_/

The Licensing Board found that while Applicants were extending one

another the benefits of coordination, they were, individually and

collectively, denying these coordination benefits to other CCCT area
86/

electric entities who were their at tual or potential competitors. -- In

denying these benefits, (and if one considers the projected effect of

these policies during the life and impact of the five nuclear licenses)

Applicants are, in effect, limiting or eliminating competition from the

" Footnote _p,_ cont'd from p. 41 .

pp. 86, 93, footnotes omitted, in Meeks, Concentration in the Electric
Power Industry: The Impact of Antitrust Policy, 72 Columbia Law
Review at 64, 86 and 93 (hereafter cited as Meeks). See also Leonard W.
Weiss, " Antitrust in the Electric Power Industry," in Promoting,

! Competition in Regulated Markets, ed. Almarin Phillips, Washington,
D.C., the Brookings Institution,1975, pp.135-174, especially pp.
144-146 (hereafter cited as Weiss).

.

8_3] Kampmeier: Tr. 5864 (1-3).

| 84f Kampmeier: Tr. 5868 (20-22).
-

65/ Kampmeier: Tr. 5939 (20-25) - 5940 (1-5).5

( 8,6/ Slip Op. pp.14-16 and F/F 14,18,19, pp. 41-43.
|

|
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'

bulk power field in the CCCT area. They are, as the Board con-

cluded, seeking to limit their competitors' panoply of options [that

are necessary] in order to design bulk power services responsive to
88/

the needs and budgets of their customers and potential customers.",

B. Competi tion

As the Licensing Board found, the competitive opportunities
,

in the bulk power field are many. Finding of Fact 17 of the Initial

Decision states: ''

In practice, coordination does not rule out a
useful role for competition. Power systems can and do
choose between different alternatives in putting together
the overall power supply package on which they rely. For
a large area, there are often many ways of developing an
efficient overall bulk power supply plan or pattern of
development. The existence of a diversity of approaches
and the freedom to shop for options provide a degree of
competitive stimulus to search for new and better power I

supply alternatives. 89/

The working of these competitive processes yields two results

associa:.ed with the competitive and not the monopolistic model - an

efficient allocation of resources and progressiveness in developing and

adopting technological innovations.
.~

8]/ Slip Op. , pp.14-16 and F/F 10,16-19, pp. 38, 42, 43. Nor is
this surprising behavior for Applicants which "in any meaningful ;
sense, do not compete with one another, and some of which have 1

avoided competition pursuant to agreement and understanding
)between [ sic] themselves." (Slip Op. p.13).
,

88/ Slip Op. p. 50.

89/ Slip Op. F/F 17, p. 42, quoting from Hughes, NRC-207, p. 40. See 1

also D.W. Penn, J.B. Delaney, and T.C. Honeycutt, Coordination, !
Competition and Regulatien in the Electric Utility Industry, NUREG l

75/061, NRC Staff Report,1975, Chapter III, especially pp.17-20,,

23-25 (hereafter cited as Penn).

I
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The role and importance of competition in the bulk power field

is recognized generally. President Carter in his televised address to

the nation said, "I happen to believe in competition, and we don't have

enough of it. During this time of increasing scarcity, competition '

among energy producers and distributors must be guaranteed." -90/Donald

'I. Baker, former Assistant Attorney General of the Antit;ust Division,

recently testified that " antitrust is alive, well and working in the

area of generation and distribution of electric power." -91/ In this

context he prided himself on efforts "to cut down the number of anti-

competitive restraints in the regulated sector." -92/
_

90/ Speech to Joint Session of Congress, delivered April 21, 1977,0
reprinted in New York Times, April 21, 1977, p. B 8. (Attached
as an appendix to this Brief).

93 Testimony of Donald I. Baker before the Subcommittee on Antitrust,

and Monopoly of the Senate Conmittee on the Judiciary, May 5,
1977, p. 62. (Attached hereto).

92/ Ibid., p. 28. For an even stronger and n. ore specific statement
about competition's role, see Testimony of John H. Shenefield,
Acting Assistant Attorney General of the Antitrust Division,
before the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, May 20, 1977, attached hereto.
The Meeks and Weiss articles previously referenced both chronicle
the role of competitin in the electric utility industry, as does
A.E. Kahn in his ce'.u rated text on the economics of regulation.-

See Meeks, Weiss, and A.E. Kahn, The Economics of Regulation:
Principles and Institutions, 2 Vols., New York, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc. (1971), especially Vol. II pp. 318-319(hereafter
Kahn). See also Penn, Chapter III. In a recent journal article,

Trebing]has said, "this debate [purlic vs. private and electricvs. gas overlooks the greatest area for potential rivalry, namely,
the emerging wholesale-bulk power market." See also Harry M.,

Trebing, " Broadening The Objectives of Public Utility Regulation,"
53 Land Economics 121 (February 1977), (hereafter Trebing).

.
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.

C. Regulation

Coordination and competition are possible and desirable in the
,

bulk power field because this functional part of the overall electric
- utility industry is not subject to the conditions of natural monopoly

and pervasive regulation. Despite significant economies of large

scale operations, the bulk power services market does not exhibit "an

inherent tendency to decreasing unit costs over the entire extent of

the market" - in other words, does not require one firm to supply e

the entire market. Although the concept of natural monopoly Drew in

importance in large part because of, and to explain, the failures of

competition to perform the retail function, the generation function of '

the electric utility industry is well served by the rivalry of many
suppliers.

Nor does there exist a scheme of pervasive regulation to prevent

the applicants from exercising and abusing the power stemming from their
95/ '

market dominance. - Monopoly power under the Sherman Act is traditionally

defined when " power exists to raise prices or to exclude competition when
-

it is desired to do so." Applicants' exclusion of competition by

,
3_3/ Kahn, Vol. II, p. 119.

Jg See Hughes, NRC-207, pp. 34-35; Weiss; Meeks; Kahn, Vol. II,
pp. 119-126 ; Trebing; Penn, Chapter III.

95/ Slip Op. at 230-237; and " Memorandum and Order On Applicants'
Motion For An Order Staying, Pendente L te_, The Attachment ofle
Antitrust Conditions," February 3,1977, pp. 7-8.

96
, / American Tobacco Co. et al. v. Uni ted States, 328 U.S. 781,

811 (1946).

.

e
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refusals to deal in the bulk power field is not subject to pervasive

regulation. "In the electric utility field, FPC and state commission

indifference have permitted a number of practices to continue which tend

to create artificial restrictions on industry performance, support '

various forms of discriminatory pricing, foreclose the attainment of
*

economies of scale, and dampen innovation. . . . When confronted with such

restrictive practices, the FPC typically cites its limited authority
97/

and, as will be noted, has been subject to recurrent judicial reprimand." -

The powers of the F.P.C. are less broad than Applicants have asserted.
^^

The F.P.C. has no power to order wheeling. Otter Tail Power Co. v. United

States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973); City of Paris, Ky. v. Kentucky Utility Co. ,

41 F.P.C. 45 (1969). Nor does the Federal Power Act specifically authorize

the F.P.C. to order pooling or coordinated development. Power is available

through an F.P.C. ordered interconnection only insofar as such pov?r sales

do not require installation of additional generation or impair the utility's

ability to render adequate service to its customers.16 U.S.C. 824a(b);

Gainesville Utilities Department v. Florida Power Corp. , 402 U.S. 515 (1971);

0tter Tail Power Co. v. Federal Power Commission, 473 F.2d 1253 (8th Cli .

1973). It is therefore clear that the F.P.C. lacks the authority to order
*

those elements of coordination necessary for pooling and coordinated

development. (Dempler DJ 570, pp. 148-149; Schaffer Tr. 8537).

17/ Trebina, p. 116. Also, see Hughes, NRC-207, p. 44. If more be
needed, Slip Op. F/F 14, 18, 19, pp. 41-43, establish
the result of lack of pervasive regulation.

.

,

I

i
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o

Applicants have erroneously contended that the Ohio Anti-Pirating

Statute (Ohio Revised Code, Section 4905.261) applies to wholesale

customers. The states of Ohio and Pennsylvania have no authority to

raise barriers to wholesale competition. The Supreme Court in Public

Utilities Commission v. Attleboro Steam & Electric Co., 273 U.S. 83

(1927), "placed the interstate wholesale transactions of the electric

utilities entirely beyond the reach of the states." S. Rep. No. 621,

74th Cong., 1st Sess. 17 (1935); see also H. Rep. No. 1318, 74th Cong. , '

lst Sess. 7-8,27(1935). It was to fill the jurisdictional gap resulting

from Attleboro that Congress passed the Federal Power Act in 1935. As the

Supreme Court subsequently stated, "[w] hat Congress did was to adopt the

test dez-loped in the Attleboro line which denied state power to regulate

a sale .'at wholesale to local distributing companies' and allowed state

regulation of a sale at ' local retail rates to ultimate consumers.'"

Federal Power Commission v. Southern California Edison Co. , 376 U.S. 205,

214 (1964); see also Illinois Natural Gas Co. v. Central Illinois Public

Service Co. , 314 U.S. 498, 504 (1942). Under the Supremacy Clause of -

the Constitution, state legislation and state regulatory policy cannot

restrict the intended effect of valid federal legislation. E.g., Nash v.
.

Florida Industrial Commission, 389 U.S. 235 (1967); Sperry v. Florida,

373 U.S. 379 (1963); Free v. Bland, 369 U.S. 663 (1962).

.

_.
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The lack of pervasive regulation in the bulk power services market,

in contrast to regulation at the retail level of the electric utility

industry, led Dr. Hughes to conclude that Seccion 105c of the Atomic

Energy Act, as amended, " fills a gap in the regulation of bulk power

markets. ...In effect, public control over this form of exercise of

sket power rests with antitrust enforcement agencies under the antitrust

statutes and with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in its implementation

of Section 105c."

D. Applicants Treatment of Coordination, Competition, and
Regulation

-

To the extent that Applicants have concerned themselves with the

concepts of coordination, competition, and regulation in their Appeal

Brief, they have stood reality upside down. By claiming and hiding
92/

behind the veil of pervasive regulation, and ignoring both coordination

and competition, Applicants would have the analysis of the issues limited

to such " regulation" and the " relief" based primarily therein. Entering

the interrelated triad of concepts at the regulation corner, falsely

defined, Applicants ignore the true potential role of coordination with

other CCCT area electric entities while they belittle the opportunities
100/e

for competitive processes to work favorable market results. -
.23/ Hughes, NRC-207, p. 44,

99_f See App. Brief, pp. 40-102.

100f But it is now well established that the antitrust laws are fully
applicable to the electric utility industry notwithstanding its
alleged pervasive economic regulation by state and federal agencies.

-Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co., 44 U.S.L.W. 5357 n.35 (U.S. July
6,1976); Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366
(1973); Gulf States Utilities v. FPC, 411 U.S. 747 (1973).
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Applicants' principal technique in overstating

defining the role of regulation is by attempting to have the reader view

the generation, transmission, and distribution functions of the in-

dustry as one, at least in terms of their degree of regulation. And

the degree of regulation to be assumed in the overall industry is that

which is found in retail distribution of power and energy. Basically,

Applicants focus upon the images of natural monopoly, limited competition,

and pervasive regulation as they apply to the distribution function of
,I

the industry, and then blithely project these images onto the market

for bulk power services. '

Although they go to great lengths, the Applicants' strained pro-

jection of the attributes of retail distribution into the bulk power

field - awkard, illogical, and erroneous. Applicants start by challenging
1

their " burden to establish the presence and boundaries of any statutory
{101/ :

scheme reducing such competition [in the electric utility industry]."
1

This argument was made in the face cf the Licensing Board addressing this

question and concluding that, "as a practical matter, opposition parties j
[to Applicants] were eager and effective in proving that the industry

does not require natural monopoly and that regulation does not serve in
- lieu of antitrust and competition."

l
Inl/ See App. Brief, p. 40.

102_/ Slip Op. p. 248, n. *.
|

. )

l
*
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In terms of exposition, Applicants also seek to create their

desired images of pervasive regulation by allocating inordinate dis-

cussion in their Appeal Brief to the characteristics of retail markets

and then attempting to tie this in with bulk power markets. For example,

Applicants' economics' discussion from pages 41-49 concerning regulations's

role in limiting competition concentrates on the retail distribution level
'

until page 48 where the following, transition sentence appears: "The same

logic which sustains the natural monopoly structure at the distribution

level compels as well the discouragement of open competition with respect
103/

to both the generation and transmission functions." ~ No basis exists

. for that statement.

Applicants use source material not only out of context but for the

reverse of its meaning. Where Applicants' Appeal Brief cites Penn for

support that "there exists scant opportunity for competition among electric
104/

entities," - the source is actually and specifically delineating the

opportunities for competition, that exist even at the retail level, and

differentiating between the scope of opportunities at the retail and bulk

power levels. What Penn states is, " Contrary to the limited competitive

opportunities for retail loads, opportunities for wholesale load competition

10{/ App. Brief, p. 48..
_

104/ App. Brief, p. 56.

105/ Penn, pp. 13-27. Concerning these competitive opportunities, Appli-
cants are particularly misleading at page 60 of their Brief. Both the
Hughes and Penn sources cited there by Applicant describe competition
to attract new loads to a service area as well as borderline competition.

On that same page 60, Applicants dismiss the possibility of meaning- .

ful yardstick competition (the process of performance comparisons
between and among various electric utilities), even though the nearby-
referenced Penn study contains a thorough description of the existence .

.and benefits of yardstick competition (at pp. 20-23).

l-
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1D6/
have increased."

Similarly, where Applicants' Appeal Brief cites Hughes for support

that "in these latter two areas [ generation and transmission functions]

economies of scale play an equally important role," Dr. Hughes

is making the opposite point: "however, those manifestations [of ' basic

technological things that lead to economies of scale'] differ in their

organizational implications at the local level in distribution and at the

level of the bulk power networks." Thus, while economies of scale -

in generation and transmission are important, they are eventually ex-

hausted and not " equally important" with the economies of scale in

distribution which tend to apply even beyond the size of the market

and militate for a natural monopoly supply structure.

E. The Licensing Board Correctly Concluded That Applicants,
Individually And As A Group, Dominate The Relevant Markets,
Possess And Have Exercised Market Power

Applicants explicitly have admitted that they dominate the relevant

markets: With respect to the generation of bulk power, Mr. Charnoff,

Counsel for the Applicants, stipulated:
.

[E]ach of the applicants dominate [ sic] the generation
of bulk power in their service areas... Each of the
Applict its is dominant as to the generation of power in
their > 3rvice areas ... I don't think we could dispute
that et en if we wanted to. (Tr. 440-41).

Counsel for Applicants also stipulated to Applicants' control of bulk

power transmission facilities:

106/ Ibid. pp. 18-19.
.

10_7] App. Brief, p. 49,

l_0_8/ Hughes: Tr. 3904 (7-12).8

.
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Each of the Applicants is clearly the largest in its
service area in terms of miles of transmission line
and in tenns of capacity of its transmission lines. (Tr.
448).

Counsel for Applicants stipulated before the Board that Applicants have

close to 90% of.the transmission lines in their service areas and

certainly "over 75" percent. (Tr. 449, 474-475). He further admitted:

[I]n terms of size, in terms of capacity and distance,
. . . they are dominant. (Tr. 473).

Market power is the ability of a firm to influence

the market to achieve results other than those that would occur-

in a perfectly competitive market. (Hughes 8; App. Ex.190, Prepared

Testimony of Joe D. Pace (hereinafter cited us " Pace") p. 28; Hughes:

Tr. 3678). Market power can be exercised in various directions: for

example, charging excessive prices, excluding competitors, refusing to

engage in economically efficient transactions, restricting output below

the competitive level, or engaging in discriminatory market practices.

(Hughes 8). In this case, the aspect of market power that is at issue is

the use of market power, or the abuse of dominance, by the Applicants so

that other electric power systems in the relevant market lack access ton

certain bulk power services. (Hughes 8).

To have market power a firm must enjoy an advantage over actual or

potential competitors, such as control over the supply of an essential

resource or facility. (Hughes 9; Hughes: Tr. 3637). Where a firm has no

such advantage, market power is prevented by competitive alternatives.
'

(Hughes 9). - Market power is always exercised with respect to some

identifiable group of participants in the market: for example, the customers
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or potential customers of the firm in question. (Hughes 9). To say

that a' seller has substantial market power implies that the relevant

customers lack competitive alternatives to the actual or potential

offerings of that seller or other sellers. (Hughes 9).

In the electric power industry, the economics of bulk power gener-

ation and transmission give rise to substantial market power for large,

strategically located systems. (Hughes 12; NRC Ex.133, Prepared Direct

Testimony of J.D. Guy, Ph.D, P.E. (hereinafter cited as " Guy") p. 22;
,

Mozer Exs. HMM-4,10). In bulk power markets, the basic factors affecting

the market power of a system are the size of the system relative to other

systems in the market area, the system's coordination arrangements with

other neighboring systems, the system's control over transmission, and

the system's location in relation to other systems. (Hughes 12; Mozer 8-9;

Hughes Tr. 4032; Mozer: Tr. 3270; DJ Ex. 587, Direct Testimony of Dr.

Harold H. Wein (hereinafter cited as "Wein") pp. 99-107; Hughes: 4093-94).

A system's size affects the extent to which it achieves the economies of

scale and integration of bulk power networks. (Hughes 12). Large integrated
_

or coordinated bulk power systems and networks hase very substantial

economies of scale that give such large systems (or groups thereof) very

great advantages in relation to small systems. (Hughes 12; Mozer 11-12,

14-17, 20, 23, 25, 32-33, 49-50, 61-62, 68-70; Mozer Ex. HMM-10; Wein'

145-47). A system's coordination arrangements extend its ability to
.

achieve ectn,mies of scale and integration of coordination beyond what it

would achieve alone. (Hughes 13). Control over transmission is important
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because transmission is an essential resource that can constitute a

bottleneck limiting the ability of affected power systems to achieve

the' potential economies of scale, integration, and coordination of bulk

power networks. (Hughes 13, 21-22, 32; Mozer 8-9, 14, 60-71, 78; Mozer

Exhibit HMM-10. The location of the system's facilities in relation to

the location of other systems is important because it affects the cost

and fea::ibility of access to the system's bulk power services in compari-

son with the cost and feasibility of competitive alternatives. (Hughes 13).

In addition to the basic factors affecting the market power of a

system, a measure of market shares for Applicants as a group (CAPC0) in
.

the overall CCCT and for individual Applicant systems in their respective

market areas is indicative of the degree of market power which Applicants

possess. (Hughes 25). Three basic measures, pole miles of transmission of

66 KV or above, megawatt hours generated, and megawatts of generating

capacity, taken together, provide a reasonable measure of bulk power

services as a whole (Hughes 25). Thus, the Licensing Board concluded that

these three basic measures demonstrate that each Applicant, as well as

CAPCO, has a significantly large share of the market in every case in

excess of 90% (F/F 5, Hughes 25-26, unnumbered page following p. 26;
'

Guy 28.) These large shares are indicative of the substantial market

109/ Sales and generating capacity of Buckeye Power, Inc., and its members
are not included in the geographic markets in which OE and TE serve.-

This has no material effect, in fact a de minimus effect on the
market shares or dominance of these companies (DJ 587, pp. 75-76)

(

,
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power enjoyed by the Applicants with respect to bulk power services in

the relevant market areas. (Hughes 26). In particular, the market

share figures indicate that the CAPC0 group and the individual Applicants

- are the source of most of the bulk power and energy supplied within

their respective relevant market areas. (Hughes 26).

In sumary, each Applicant individually has substantial market power

within its relevant market area, and Applicants as a group (CAPCO) have
.

substantial market power in the relevant geographic market denoted by the

CCCT. (Hughes 26-27; Wein 75; Guy 28; Hughes: Tr. 3640, 3678, 3711-12).
1

As a result, Applicants individually and as a group have the ability tc

grant or deny power supply options at will to non-Applicant CCCT entities.

(Id.) The substantive basis for this conclusion is that the Applicants'

size, location, coordination arrangements, and in particular their control

of transn:ission in the relevant market areas, give them an advantage over

other sources from which other power entities in the area might obtain

bulk power services. (Hughes 28). As noted, there are very large scale

economy advantages enjoyed by the Applicants in relation to the other,
_

much smaller, power entities in the area. These small entities can obtain

the bulk power benefits that the Applicants enjoy only if the Applicants

are willing to provide them access to a full range of bulk power service

options. (Hughes 28-29, 32; Mozer 61-62, 68-71, 78; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10)..

Also, to non-CAPC0 systems in the relevant market areas, the nearest

Applicant system controls the gateway to large scale, efficient power

supply, because it is only through interconnection with the transmission

system of an Applicant that another power system in its area can gain access
~

to the large coordinated bulk power network of which the CAPC0 systems

v
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are a part. (Hughes 28-29, 32, Mozer 61-62, 66, 68-71; Mozer Exhibit

HMM-10) . In effect, the Applicants' control over transmission is a

bottleneck that can and does limit access by other systems to bulk

power services from the CAPC0 systens and other sources in this larger

network. (Hughes 13, 21-22, 28-29, 32; Mozer 8-9,14, 60-71, 78; Mozer

Exhibit HMM-10; See Proposed Findings of Fact 2.01-2.05, 2.07-2.08,

infra . )

Further, Applicants not only have market power, but have exercised

that market power by refusing to engage in bulk power transactions and

by delaying or resisting engaging in such transactions (Hughes: Tr. 3640).
>

Other examples of Applicants exercise of market power are their refusals

to wheel and their refusals to admit small utilities in the CCCT to

CAPCO. (Hughes: Tr. 3641).

In examining a single firm's dominance and abuse thereof, the
11

courts have used the phrase " monopoly power," - 4/where monopoly power is

the power to determine prices, to exclude competitors, or to engage in

practices which would not be possible under competitive market conditions.

(Wein: Tr. 6919). Applicants, individually and as a group, have the

power to exclude competitors. (Wein: Tr. 6923, 6929-35). Applicants'
e

size and control over generation, transmission, and distribution are

sufficient to exclude any potential entrant into the business of generating,

transmitting and distributing electricity in tne relevant markets.

(Wein: Tr. 6923, 6929-30). The CAPC0 pool makes it more difficult for

1_17 See for example United States v. Grinnel Corp. , 384 U.S. 563 (1966).J

i

|
|

|
.

,
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anyone to compete with Applicants in the CCCT because CAPC0 is a close
.

group of coordinating electric utilities which has a greater power tc

exclude competitors frorr. the CCCT than each individual Applicant has in.

its respective relevant market. (Wein: Tr. 6930).

-

Thus, it is clear both in light of Applicants' stipulated dominance
ul/and the evidence Staff introduced establishing dominance in fact, ~

i
that Applicants' dorainance also constitutes " monopoly power" as that '

term is used by the Courts,

lg See F/F 5; NRC 207, Hughes 25-26A; NRC 133, Guy Exs. JDG-1, 2a,
2b,3,4a,5). In United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. ,
351 U.S. 377 (1956), " monopoly power" was defined as the power to
control prices or the ability to exclude competition. This
definition was affirmed in United States v. Grinnell Corp. , 384
U.S. 563. Practically speaking, it is clear that the requisite
power may be found to exist even without any showing that prices

'

actually have been fixed or that competitors were actually excluded, -

351 U.S. at 389. The question is whether the power exists to
accomplish such ends. ,

'

American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946). In
connection with this case, consider Eugene V. Rostow's interpretation

Iin his book, A National Policy for the Oil Industry p. 13 (1948).
J"When three companies produce so large a percentage of market

supply, that fact alone is almost sufficient evidence that the
statute is violated. Ruthless and predatory behavior need not be !

,

shown. The actual elimination of small competitors is unnecessary I
... Parallel action, price leadership, a reliance on advertising
rather then price competition as a means of inducing changes in each

. seller's share of the market, and above all, size -- the markot
position of a small number of large sellers or buyers -- these are inow key points to be proved in a case of monopoly, or of combination '

in restraint of trade. From such evidence inferences of combination

(Footnote llJcontinued on next page).
f
|
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Although the amount of market power needed to constitute a monopoly
.

has not been quantified precisely, it has been tailored to the factual

situation. Clearly where a party controls more than 80 percent of a
112/

market, monopoly power exists.

4

%

__/ (Footnote 111 continued).

will be drawn, if cautious pleaders rely on Section 1 as well as on
Section ?. But the content of an antitrust case has been enormously
limited and simplified, under Section 1 as well as Section 2. Pain-
staking search for scraps of evidence with a conspiratorial atmosphere
are no longer necessary. There need be no parade of small business
men as witnesses, to testify that they have been driven from the trade,
and their lives ruined, by the ruthless squeeze of monopolistic
pressure. Under the Tobacco case, the economic fact of monopoly is
very close to being the legal proof of monopoly. The decisive elements
are the power to assert a degree of control over price and output in
the market as a whole; and the power to deter or discourage potential
competition -- even, as Judge Hand said, by embracing 'each new
opportunity as it opened,' and facing 'every new comer with new
capacity already geared into a great organization, having the advantage
of experience, trade connections and the el.ite of personnel. '",

1,12/ See: United States v. Grinnell Corp. 384 U.S. 563 (1966 (87% of central,

station alarm business); International Boxing Club v. United States,
358 U.S. 242 (1959 (81% of championship fights).

.

Y

T
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'Quantification of what constitutes a predominant share of a market
113/i- was considered in United States v. Aluminum Co. of America. - The

~
court found that a 90 percent -share of the aluminum market constituted,

114/
a monopoly. In Philadelphia National Bank, - the court did not specify

-

the exact percentage that would constitute undue concentration but did

cite the writings of economists who had reconuended a 20 to 25 percent

, combined share and a 7 to 8 percent increase in concentration as evidence
1

i of prima facie illegality. In appyling this presumptive rule, the -

] court held that at least 30 percent of the commercial banking in the

relevant markets was unlawful.
115/

In United States v. Besser Manufacturing Co. - a 65 percent market

share, with the balance of the market divided among 50 other companies,

was held to be a monopoly, particularly where the industry was dominated
,

116/
by the defendant's manufacturing process. -- In United Banana Co. v.
United Fruit Co., a market share of 70 percent was held to be a

^

!sufficient demonstration of power.,

i

L
l_l] 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.1945).4

;

13 United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963).
!: 13 96 F. Supp. 304 (E.D. Mich.1951), aff'd, 343 U.S. 444 (1952).

; 13 In the-case at bar, Applicants accomplish dominance by controlling
1

sources of generation and transmission services necessary for scale
economies in bulk power. The integration of nuclear power
into applicants' system will result in similar control over the
output of the nuclear plant.

17/ 245 F. Supp.161 (0, Conn.1965), aff'd, 362 F.2d 849 (1966).
.

a , ,, , , - - -. - - , . . - , . --,--r.-r--- n.<. - . . - , - - . , , , - - , , - ,
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These cases clearly support the Licensing Board's findings that

even if Applicants had not stipulated to dominance, Applicants in fact

do dominate the generation and transmission of bulk pcwer in the relevant

markets and that this dominance gives Applicants the ability, acting

alone or in concert, to grant or deny to other electric entities in the

relevant market both (i) access to the bene #its of the economy of size

of large electric generating units by coordinated development, and (ii)
,

access to the benefits of coordinated operation. Further, it has been

clearly established as the Board found, that Applicants individually-

and as a group possess market power and have exercised that market power.

F. The Licensing Board Correctly Found That The Relevant Market
Is The Bulk Power Services Market

The Licensing Board in its Initial Decision found and chose to

utilize " bulk power services" as an appropriate product market and

adopted Dr. Hughes' prepared direct testimony in this regard.

.

118/ Slip Op. F/F 21, pp. 47-50. The Licensing Board not only adopted
Hughes' bulk power services as a product market, but emphasized
the fact that this concept withstood oral examination during a
four day period and that Dr. Hughes' testimony during this period
reinforced the Board's conclusion that hulk power services is a
relevant market. Moreover, the Board made note of the fact that
this concept and analysis of the product merket was " consistent
with the market concepts developed by witnessas (including many of
Applicants' witnesses) during the hearing." (foctnote omitted, -

Slip Op. p. 48).

i

L
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As the Board found, for the product market to be complete and

include all relevant competitive alternatives, it must include all of

those goods and services which are interchangeable in use. The

bulk power services market is comprised of alternatives which individually,

and in combination, depending upon the needs of the different power

systems, act as intermediate outputs that may be mixed in groups of one

or more to form interchangeable substitutes for each other in arriving

at the ultimate output, a reliable power supply.
/120

The Licensing Board
,

in concurring with this analysis of! the product market concluded:
.

We agree with the staff' contention that bulk power
services consist of var 1ous intermediate outputs, not
all of which have some impact on the effectivness of
delivered bulk power services. Indee.d. it is the
assimilation of various competitive alternatives that
lends credence to the selection of various combinations
of power transactions components into one product ma ket.121]

.

It is important to note that one of these " intermediate outputs"
122/

is wholesale power for resale. - Wholesale power for resale represents

but one of the bulk power options which is necessary to insure adequate
_

and reliable power supply to a diversity of power entities within the CCCT.

1,1_9_/ Slip Op. p. 45 citing, United States v. duPont, 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
See also Hughes, NRC-207, p. 15; K.G. Elzinga and T.F. Hogarty, "The
Problem of Geographic Market Delineation in Antimerger Suits."
Antitrust Bulletin, Spring,1973, Vol.18, No.1, p. 46; and J.D.
Pace, " Relevant Markets and the Nature of Competition in the
Electric Utility Industry," Antitrust Bulletin, April,1972, p. 726.*

120/ Hughes, NRC-207, p. 29; Hughes, Tr. 3794; Penn, footnote 50, p. 24.

,
12]f Slip Op. p. 49, citing Hughes, NRC-207, p.19.

12_2/ Hughes , NRC-207, p.17.
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Thus, in the CCCT it should not be though of as a separate and distinct

product market. As the Licensing Board pointed out, "...it is important that

the competitors within that market.have available a panoply of options in
.

order to design bulk power services responsive to the needs and .

123/
budgets of their customers and potential customers." -~ Thus, bulk

power services is the relevant product market from the standpoint of

meeting the three criteria of relevance, inclusion of interchangeable

competitive alternatives, and inclusion of all elements of a product

with a unique purpose or application.

For analytical purposes of assessing market pow?r, the Licensing-

Board found two relevant geographic market areas in tnis case: (1) the

combined CAPC0 company territories (CCCT) - the CAPC0 systems as a group;

and (2) each individual applicant's service area. Competitive options

within these geographic boundaries are determined individually and

jointly by all f' ve Applicants through their contral of transmission

facilities. It is within these geographic boundaries that the Licensing

>

123' Slip Op. p. 50.

12A/ Hughes, NRC-207, p. 19.

12J Slip Op. F/F 24, 25, . 54-56. See also Hughes, NRC-207, p. 21'Hughes, Tr. 4038 (9,2

.
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Board found Applicants to be abusing their market power.

1 Acpiicants' Markets

Applicants' discussion of relevant markets is confused. They

contend that if there is an antitrust dispute, it obviously involves

"the bulk power market" and not the retail market because of the

question of access to nuclear plants. However, they also contend

that if there are any effects on retail from the " nuclear activities" '

at the bulk power level, these effects will be resolved with the

resolution of questions at the bulk power level.

At the bulk power level, Applicants posit two product markets,

distinguishable only from a temporal standpoint. They are the markets
128/for "short-term support power" and for "long-term dependable capacity."

Dr. Pace, Applicants' economic expert, contends that these two products

are; (1) not substitutable; (2) affected by two different regulatory

schemes; and (3) encompassing products which should not be included in

the relevant market because some smaller systems are not qualified to '

129/
purchase such products.

125/ Slip Op. F/F 10, 14, 18, 19, pp. 38, 41, 42, 43.

112/ App. Brief,p. 89.

l_23/ Slip Op. p. 47. See Pace, A-190, p. 31.

129/ Dr. Pace fails to define what he means by an unqualified-

purchaser, and fails to justify Applicants' right to make
- such a determination. A-190, p. 33.

.
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Upon closer examination, it is apparent that the temporal difference

between Applicants' two product markets is an illusion. As the record

shows, smaller systems within the CCCT wish to mix bulk power options to

insure themselves of economical and reliable sources of power in the

imediate future and in the foreseeable longer run.

The record demonstrates both the succe. ul participation of small power

systems in sizeable joint planning and coordinating ventures and the

inappropriateness of Applicants' passing judgment on limiting the options

, of smaller systems that seek such participation and services. As the

Licensing Board said, "the position that these competitors should now be left

in the hands of Applicants to obtain their bulk power supply is akin to
13L/delivering these entities into the hands of their adversaries."

130/ Hughes: Tr. 3849-51, 3792-95, 4078, 4083-84.

I b See, Slip Op. pp. 213-215.
132/ Slip Op. p. 238. The Board's footnote to this statement on page

238 is equally instructive. "The policies underlying the antitrust
laws require the freedom to choose between alternatives even at the
expense of choosing the less desirable alternative."

.

e
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Applicants do not posit a relevant geographic market, presumably

. because they believe that there is no need to address or assess market

power in the context of the regulated electric utility industry. However,
Applicants exhibit significant confusion even here. On one page,

Applicants label the CCCT geographic market as " artificially contrived,"

but on the next page they demand recognition of the "CCCT market structure -

which has prevailed since well before 1965."

Applicants say that the geographic area should encompass
-

the area over which the buyer realistically can turn for alternative

sources of the product or service, in other words, alternatives are
134/

dependent upon transmission costs. - This definition is inconsistent

with the concept espoused by Pace on the same page that "there may be

as many separate relevant geographic markets as . . . municipal and cooper-
135/

ative systems in the CCCT." It precludes the existence and the
-'~

potentiality of any type of competition among and between these entities

at any cost of transmission. While limiting such competition by denying
136

access to transmission services may be an aim of Applicants,
/

this is -

133/ App. Brief, pp. 56, 57.

134/ Pace, A-190, p. 35.

1_35/ Pace, A-190, p. 35. Pace's concept is closely paralleled by
the Applicants' far-fetched proposal of "open" and " closed"
geographic markets for retail sales. See App. Brief pp. 90-93.

136/ Slip Op. p.14 and F/F 14, 58, 59, 73,116,
118-125, pp. 41, 77-79, 88-89, 124-129.

.

N
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contrary to the record and the nature of the industry in Ohio and

Pennsylvania. Those cooperative and municipal systems in the CCCT

that actively seek lower cost power and energy and more favorable

coordinating services compete against one another, especially those

that produce at least a portion of their own generation.

Coordination, Competition, and Regulation Revisited

2 " Mutuality"

. As noted above, Applicants deny the potential for coordinated

operation to provide a procompetitive impact in the CCCT. Be ause

of this, their " net benefit theory" is not supported by the
1 27 ]

record. Its foundation is built on the concept of " mutuality",

a term which does not enjoy much industry usage, nor is it employed by

either of the National Power Surveys as intimated and referenced by

the Applicants (App. Brief, p. 17, n. 20). As the cross-examination

of Applicants' expert witness Firestone reveals, " mutuality" is not a

technical term, although it has been similarly employed by Applicant
'

companies in other NRC antitrust proceedings. But as Mr. Firestone.

reveals, its origin limits its value as a logical construct:

IE/ App. Brief, p.102.

13_8/ See prepared testimony of J.D. Pace in Consumers Power, Midland ,

Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-329A, 50-330A, and Alabama Power,
Farley Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-348A and 50-364A.

|
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Q. When did you first come across the concept of
mutuality? -

'

A. I really can't identify that with any precision.

Q. Did you ever see that term in an engineering
textbook?

A. I suspect that I have, but I can't identify
the time or the reference with precision.

Q. Would you call the concept an engineering concept
or some kind of subjective concept?

'
...

[A] The witness: I would classify it more as a
subjectiv oncept than as an engineering
concept. g /

_

Defined by Applicants in their Brief, " Mutuality is present if it

can reasonably be expected that the benefits one party derives and the

responsibilities he undertakes will accrue in similar fashion to all
140/

parties in the coordinating transaction." - Thus, by definition non-

CAPC0 systems in the CCCT have had no opportunity to enjoy the benefits

of coordination since according to Applicants, "it would be counter-
-

productive and against the public interest" to provide such " preferential
141/

trea tment. " Given this attitude on the part of the Applicants re-

garding intersystem coordination, non-CAPC0 CCCT entities could not have

achieved the benefits of coordination promised and sought by the 1970

National Power Survey. As that study noted, there had been an increase

13_g/ Firestone: Tr. 9213 (1-14).

140/ App. Brief p.103.-

141/ App. Brief p.102.
_

,

.__ _ _ __
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in the opportunities for area-wide coordination throughout the country.

However, smaller systems which could not participate in area-wide
.

coordination found that their efforts to improve their bulk power supply

system "usually res. :lt in the construction of less than optimum

generating facilities [and a] duplication of facilities. ..." Therefore,

the 1970 National Power Survey concluded, "cooroination among all of
112/the utilities within the respective regions should be a major objective."

Moreover, Applicants own expert on the subject of power pooling,

Mr. Slemmer does not support Applicants' attempted use of the concept

to justify refusals to deal. To Mr. Slemmer, " mutuality" simply means
-

"we want to do the best job we can in operating the pool. That is the

mutuality of interest." (Tr. 8986 (Slemmer). He continued, "I think when

you get right down to it, it is the best way to run the business" (Slemer:

Tr. 8986 (18-19).

Further, Staff feels that Mr. Slemmer, Applicants' proponent of

the concept of mutuality, would not concur, nor support, the attempted

use of " mutuality" as a justification, in the case of an alleged lack of

mutuality, for Applicants' (joint and several) refusals to deal. Thus,

concerning the application of mutuality to pool membership, "c. Slemmer
'

stated that it makes no difference from the standpoint of basic engineering

if one pool member takes more than it, puts into the pool (Slemmer: Tr.

8988-89).

In/ 1970 National Power Survey, Federal Power Comission, Part I,' Chapter P , pp. 31-32.
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.

, Based on " mutuality", Applicants contend that there are a number

of pre-conditions which are a prerequisite to meaningful participation

in power pools. Yet, Mr. Slemmer would not exclude non-generating

electric utilities from power pool membership (Tr. 9036-7); would not

exclude electric utilities with generation but with no transmission
,

(beyond distribution lines) from power pool membership (Tr. 9038);

and similarly feels it is possible that an electric utility could offer

benefits to a pool even if that entity had both no generation and no

transmission. (Tr. 9039). In any event final equalization of differences

in generation, transmission, and reserves can be made up by money as a

working part of any pool (Slemmer: Tr. 9043). Mr. Slemmer would not

exclude qualified municipal and cooperative electric systems frcta pool

membership (Tr. 9039).

~

143/ Of particular note, are the views of Mr. Slemmer that: (1) a
purpose of powe pools should not be to allocate exclusive
territories of each member and draw boundaries (Tr. 8967); and
(2) existing pool members should not have a veto power over the
entrance of new pool members (Tr. 8982).

.

A

<
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Applicants do not cite to one judicial precedent for the proposition

that a valid defense to a refusal to deal by a dominant firm is that

" mutuality" was not present, because in the final analysis there was

no net benefit to each participant and a total net benefit to the group -

as a whole. The only such precedent that Applicants cite is Gaines-

ville Utilities Dept. v. Florida Power Corp. , 40 F.P.C.1227 (1968),

aff'd. 402 U.S. 515 (1971). That case is cited by the Applicants for

the proposition that the FPC recognized the fundamental role of " mutuality"

in coordination relationships. What the Supreme Court noted was:

[T]he appropriate analysis should focus not upon the
. respective gains to be realized by the parties from

the interconnection but upon the sharing of respons-
ibilities by the interconnected operations:

[T] hat sharing must be based upon, and follow the pro- -

portionate burdens each system places upon the inter-
connected system networks, not the benefits each expects
to receive. Benefits received in any given situation may
approximate these responsibilities or they may not.145/

Thus, contrary to what Applicants assert, requests to coordinate

should not be based upon benefits but rather it should focus upon sharing

of responsibilities, which in turn is based not on the benefits, but upon

relative burdens. Applicants' mutuality concept really is utilized for the

; proposition, at bottom,that dominant utilities need only deal with similarly-

sized systems. Such an approach is clearly at odds with the antitrust laws,
116/

and the policies underlying those laws.

1,4_4/ g. , App. Brief, pp. 103-104.

145/ 402 U.S. at 523, quoting 40 F.P.C.1237.

146/ Mr. Sleniner did not advocate a benefit-only analysis. His position l

was that in allocating the costs of an interconnection, the relative
burdens as well as the net benefits must be considered. (Tr. 9015- .

I

9016). I

|
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3. Applicants' Reliance On Dr. Hughes

Notwithstanding the numerous attempts by Applicants' competitors

, to engage in some of these benefit-laden coordinating activities,

Applicants claim that the present structure of the electric utility
.

industry in the CCCT has achieved the full benefits of coordiration.

Any change in the state; quo, they argue, can come only as a result of

competition which, by their definition, will require a duplication of

facilities. For this proposition they cite Dr. Hughes out of context:
'

Q. Dr. Hughes, at the end of the day yesterday you had
indicated that in your view some balance between
cooperative and coordinating behavior afid compsti-
tive behavior has to be struck. You indicated tr.at
may be the toughest and most fundamental issue this
hearing is connected with. What criteria, in your
view would be relevant in striking the balance that
you have in mind?

A. Well, one criterion would be that where the competi-
tion would have the effect of leading to duplicating
facilities, to high transaction costs, and that sort
of thing, without producing compensating benefits in
terms of a stimulus to greater efficiency or a more
inclusive result in terms of the efficiency of the
bulk power system, one would want to draw the line
there. 147/

:

What in fact Dr. Hughes did recommend to offset Applicants' market

power was increased coordinatioq among the entities in the CCCT, and not

a duplication of facilities:

My own view is that what is at stake here is less a
matter of encouraging wide-spread competition in the

152/ Hughes: Tr. 3788 (2-17) .

.

<
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electric power supply although I believe that broader
licensing conditions would encourage some such competi-
tion and some of it would be constructive. But I don't>

think the competition encouraging aspect is perhaps as
relevant as the aspect of freeing up the options of
choice that power systems have and encouraging a pattern -

of dealing among those power systems that will tend to
get them to capture the combined benefits that can be
achieved so that one would have a pattern of market
behavior in the State of Ohio that would be more in- .

clusive with respect to capturing the full benefits of
coordinating and integrating development.148/

In this statement, Dr. Hughes is clearly emphasizing his preference

for increased coordination among the approximately sixty entities in the CCCT,

rather than for a form of competition that would cause unnecessary dupli-
.

cation of facilities. If, as a result of this broader coordinating effect,

the CCCT entities could simultaneously choose among the several types of

bulk power services being supplied and demanded, then the CCCT would have

a " pattern of market behavior" that Dr. Hughes finds desirable. More-

over, by asserting "that Dr. Hughes' goal has been fully accomplished
149/with respect to all electric entities within the CCCT," Applicants

are misreading Dr. Hughes' testimony and the record. 'As Dr. Hughes

testified, Applicants have not exhausted benefits of coordination in the
i

j CCCT: .

F
|
| 148/ Hughes: Tr. 3771 (12-24).
I

149/ App. Brief p. 44.

.

|
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Q. ...In your view, can non-CAPC0 entities in the CCCT
area contribute to the efficiency and coordination
in the CCCT?

A. The witness: In my opinion, in the real world, they
can, if, and the 'if' really involves both the CAPC0

'

entities and the other entities too--if they make an
effort to seek out those transactions where an improve-
ment in overall efficiency or mutual gain can be ob-
tained.

I think they are there to be found. 15E
,

A recent Library of Congress study reaffirmed the limited role of -

regulation in assuring access to bulk power services:

The scope of regulation at the Federal level is rather
limited. Such authority as exists is administered
mainly by the Federal Power Commission. The FPC has
jurisdiction over the interstate transmission of
electric energy including rates, and over the sale at
wholesale in interstate comerce...It also has the |
authority to encourage voluntary interties and coordin' 15d1 Iation of facilities." (footnote omitted, emphasis added) '

As the report notes, the major regulatory authority rests at the
15_2

State level. _/This is why Dr. Hughes focused his analysis of the com-

petitive situation in the CCCT area at the bulk power level, where
,

opportunities for competition exist and eschewed an analysis of retail

competi tion.

Igy Hughes: Tr. 4079 (12-16), 4080 (5-10).

151f Congressional Research Service, "The Electric Utility Sector:
_

Concepts, Practices, and Problems," report prepared for Sub-
committee on Energy and Power of the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Coninerce, llay 1977, pp.11-12.

1 3 Ibid., p. 12.
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It is this " moderate and well-reasoned position," to use Applicants'
1E1/

terms, that lead the Licensing Board to conclude that " Applicants'
.

competitors must have either membership in CAPC0, thus obtaining con-

comitant bulk power services, or they must have alternate access to such

services."jis/l
Clearly, the Licensing Board did not decide that the way

in which entities in the CCCT area could receive the benefits of co-

ordination was through membership in the CAPC0 pool. But as the record

reveals, both Cleveland and Pitcairn were pushed to this extreme position

after years of being rebuffed in their attempts to gain other types-

of coordir ating services. Contrary to what Applicants ascribe to Dr.
155/

Hughes, he did not characterize the Pitcairn system - " worthless."

Rather, he did feel that " alternatives to full membership that might

accomplish many of the objectives of the full membership" ought to be

153/ " Applicants' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law,"
pp. 202-203 (August 30,1976).

,

154/ Slip Op. F/F 215, p. 215.

155/ App. Brief, p.108.

,

,.
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.

explored. f/15
-

In mischaracterizing Dr. Hughes' views, Applicants conveniently

avoid the distinction between coordinated operation and coordinated
- development, the specific subject Dr. Hughes was writing about in the

157/
article that Applicants' cite. Coordinated development includes

" joint planning and develooment of generation and transmission facili-
158/

ties." - As Dr. Hughes wrote, a relatively small system "would play

a minor role in planning decisions made by the large neighbor or the .

159/
pool," but as observed abcve, he also felt that the smaller CCCT

systems could contribute additional benefits through coordinating their

operations with Applicants.

Applicants are also incorrect when they cite Dr. Hugnes in support

of their antitrust standard of " reviewing challenged conduct," namely,

"whether, within a particular market area, effective coordinating of
lperformance is achieved among all suppliers, and the resultant cost -

163savings are passed on to the customers." In the context of the record,

Dr. Hughes was not discussing any antitrust standards but rather was -j

discussing the role of coordinated development in terms of minimizing

15_6/ Hughes: Tr. 3808 (20-25).
.

15]7/ " Scale Frontiers in Electric Power," in Technological Changes in
the Regulated Industries, Washington, D.C., Brookings Institution,

i1971 l

158/ Slip Op., p. 34,

15y Tr. 3801 (12-14) (emphasis added).
'

160/ App. Brief, p. 43.

.
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costs, and the extent to which the processes of competition and regu-

lation act as incentives for utilities to continue pursuing ways to

minimize costs by maximizing their coordinating efforts. The crucial

interrelationships among these three aspects of the bulk power

industry - coordination, competition, and regulation - are significant

enough to quote Dr. Hughes at length:
'

...Just linking this back to antitrust, I think there
are two elements. There is the competitive process for
which there is some scope in power supply. There is
also the things that competition accomplishes which might
be achieved through a blcnd of regulation, competition
and coordination under regulation, and to the extent that

~
under regulation, you need to do it somewhat less with
competition under regulation.

But I believe that the door has to be opened to le't
competition come in to a degree, and once in a while,
as one of the devices for keeping the coordination and
integration route on its toes, so to speak.161f

The past several pages have illustrated how Applicants have

erroneously cited the record to support their own views re-

garding the proper roles of coordination, competition, and regulation.

In Applicants' view, the existing organizational structure of the CCCT

should not be changed, since, either through their coordinating efforts

6 based on " mutuality," or through the enforcement efforts of the FPC, all

the benefits of coordination are being captured and shared among all

CCCT entities. According to Applicants, the existing structure of the
! CCCT has been the result of the working of natural market forces and

any attempt to change it, such as the introduction of competition, can
.

16_1f Hughes: Tr. 3877 (13-25).

.
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only result in non-economic duplication of facilities.

However, the record tells a completely different story. For example,

it was not the inevitable result of " natural market forces" that caused
~

the demise of several municipal CCCT systems. As the Licensing Board

found, there was a direct relationship between Applicants' policies to

deny coordinating services to thes'e systems and Applicants' at, tempts to
Ifacquire them. t2/ The Licensing Board also found that systems within the

CCCT would have had several reasonable opportunities to survive if '

access to a range of bulk power services (such as the purchase of emer-

gency and maintenance power, reserve sharing arrangement, plus the bene-

fits of access to nuclear power) had been available to them. ,3/15
The

fact remains that none of these options have been made available to the

non-Applicant systems, either voluntarily or through regulation. Even

more than their disparaging views concerning competition, Applicants'

efforts to suppress their competitors by denying them access to co-

ordination reveal Applicants' true disregard for the role of competitive
processes in the CCCT. '

162f See F/t 27, 28, 84, 102, 103, 159.

163/ See Slip Op., F/F 84, 102, 159, 220.

,

|

, . _ _ _- . . _ .
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VI. The Factual Record

A. The Cleveland Electr'c Illuminating Company

1. Relationships With The City Of Painesville, Ohio.
.

Other than the City of Cleveland, the City of Painesville is the only

ot6er competing electric system in the area in which CEI serves. The electri-

cal system of the City of Painesville ("Painesville") serves electric cus-

tomers in the City of Painesville and in nine other communities around

Painesville. Painesville's electric system serves parts of Painesville

Township, Perry Township, Perry Village, North Perry Village, Concord Town-

ship, Madison Township, Mentor Headlands, Grand River, and Fairport Harbor,

in addition to the City of Painesville proper. (Pandy: Tr. 3097.) Paines-

ville Electric System also serves approximately 130 industrial customers.

Painesville has owned and operated an electric system since 1888. Paines-

ville has a coal-fired generating station located in Painesville that has

38 MW of installed capacity, 21.5 MW of which is firm capacity. The

Painesville System peak is over 25 MW. In addition, Painesville owns 150

miles of distribution lines and has a present annual revenue of $4.5 million.

It is a successful and viable electric system. (Pandy: Tr. 3096-97) .
,

CEI serves customers in the same areas that Painesville does. Paines-

ville is in direct competition with CEI particularly in areas (nine com-

munities) outlying the City. (Slip Op. at 84; Pandy: Tr. 3097)

CEI has transmission lines that run th ough Painesville from East to

West. These CEI transmission lines occupy land within Painesville. The

CEI transmission lines are of 345 kv, 133 kv and 33 kv. These transmission
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lines are part of CEI's large interconnected transmission system. (Pandy:

Tr. 3099) Indeed, CEI's transmission lines completely surround Painesville.

(Tr. 3099; NRC 134) If Painesville desired access to sources of bulk
,

power supply other than through self-generation, access through CEI trans-
'

mission lines would be required (Pandy: Tr. 3099; NRC 134.), as Paines-

ville could not practically construct its own transmission lines. (NRC |

205, Mozer 56-60, 70, 74; Pandy: Tr. 3174) Similarly, Painesville's
|

access to economies of scale of generation require use of CEI's trans-
;

1mission lines. (Tr. 3101.) Thus, if Painesville desired to obtain access #

to sources of bulk power outside its ewn system, CEI would have to agree

to transmit that power to Painesville. Similarly, if the City of Paines-

ville had excess capacity, CEI would have to agree to transmit that power

out of Painesville for Painesville to market such excess. (Tr. 3101.)

The Licensing Board found that Painesville has markets and customers )
for excess capacity. (Slip Op. at 84; Tr. 3102) Those markets include,

the Cities of Cleveland and Orrville, Ohio and the Diamond Shamrock

Corporation. (Slip Op. at 84; Pandy: Tr. 3101.) All three (Cleveland,

Orrville, and Diamond Shamrock) have approached Painesville concerning H

purchasing power from Painesville. (Siip Op. at 84; Pandy: Tr. 3103) '

In order for Painesville to sell exce s capacity to Cleveland or

Orrville, Painesville would require access to the CEI transmission lines

to transmit that power. (Pandy: Tr. 3103; NRC 205, Mozer 56-60, 70, 74.)

In addition to CEI providing transmission service in order for Painesville

to sell excess capacity, an interconnection between CEI and Painesville

would be required. (Slip Op. at 84; Pandy: Tr. 3104)
,

- -
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A. Territorial Allocation Proposals

The Licensing Board currently found that in 1962, 1964-65, and in 1974,

CEI sought to pmvent future competition with Painesville by offering

Painesville a territorial allocation agreement which would have elim-

inated competition and prevented Painesville's growth by allocating to

CEI these service areas where Painesville had the greatest potential load

growth (Slip Op. at 84-85).
.

The Board found that all of these CEI offers were rejected by Paines-

ville (Slip Op. at 85). Mr. Pandy testified that Painesville could not

agree to CEI's proposal to allocate customers and territory in Perr) Town-
- ship in exchange for certain interconnection facilities for four reasons.

1. The value of the interconnection facilities was
not sufficient to offset present revenue from
serving existing customers in Perry Township,
as well as future potential revenue in this
area that was expected to grow. (Tr. 3177-3178;
Tr. 3193. )

2. Concern on the part of Painesville as to the
legality of such a transfer. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193. )

3. Concern on the part of Painesville as to the public
relations aspects of such an arrangement because
Painesville had provided electric service in these
areas at the request of the Perry Township
residents. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193.)

4. Concern that elimination of the annual revenue of"

_$139.500 (NRC 146) by trading away customers -

woulo violate a provision of Painesville's bonded
indebtedness which required adequate revenues to
maintr.in debt service. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193.)

Moreover, CEI's actions, as the Board found (Slip Op. at 84-85) were

in furtherance of a corporate plan to assure no further expansion of

Painesville's service territory (DJ 369; DJ 371; City 86). Thus, the

anticompetitive motive inherent in these proposals emanates not from

j the Licensing Board's bare " assertion" (App. Brief, p.178), but from

documents froi. CEI's own files.
l

.
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| Although, Applicants contend that such activities have "no antitrust

significance", the Staff contends, that such activities are significant on

| two levels. First, as the Supreme Court reasoned in Otter Tail Power Co.

| v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 378 (1973), the activities constitute "per.

~se violations of the Sherman Act, and hence are inconsistent with the anti-;

I

trust laws. 54./
1

j Second, these activities are designed to maintain CEI's

; dominance to foreclose competition, and/or to gain a competitive advantage,

| and constitute an abuse of dominance and are consequently inconsistent with
,

| the antitrust laws. (See pages 175 to 182 infra.)

B. CEI's Refusal To Interconnect and Attempts To Acquire
Painesville

The Licensing Board also found that CEI refused to interconnect with

Painesville except upon unfair terms (Slip Op. at 85-88).11/1

The Licensing

| Board found that while reliability of service was a factor in competition

between Painesville and CEI (Slip Op. at 85), lack of an interconnection

with CEI reduced Painesville's reliability (Slip Op. at 85). Therefore,,

i

| beginning in at least July of 1971, Painesville requested an interconnection
,

from CEI (F/F 69). The Licensing Board found:

| 15 4/ The Supreme Court in Otter Tail relied on Northern Pacific R. Co.
v. United States, 356 U.S.1,12, and United States v. Capco
Associates, 405, U.S. 596, 624 (1972). The Licensing Board has
also relied on these cases (Slip Op. at 20-21).

165/ In defense, Applicants rely on the deposition testimony of Mr.
-

| Wayne Milburn. Notwithstanding the Tact that many of Mr. Milburn's
| letters support the Licensing Board's findings (e.g. NRC 137, NRC

138), all reference to Mr. Milburn's writings as well as his|

i _ deposition testimony must note (1) the inconsistency of Mr. Milburn's
statements; (ii) his state of mind following his deposition (see,

! Hart Tr. 12,772-808, especially Tr.12,773 wherein Mr. Milburn posed
questions concerning many of the topics previously covered) wnich was
signed over a year later after an apparent refusal to sign his depo-
sition initially (NRC 223); (iii) the stipulation among counsel at
the deposition to remove certain profane language of the deponent
reflecting the demeanor of the deponent.

1

f
1
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At that time [Painesville's July 1971 request for an inter-
connection] CEI was aware of Painesville's need for
coordinated operation and development, and believed that
Painesville would press the request for an intercon-
nection before the FPC, DJ 364; DJ 509; DJ 510; DJ 600.
CEI therefore planned to structure the ' negotiations'

.for an interconnection to further the company's goal of
~~

acquiring the Painesville electric system load, DJ 364. (F/F 69).

It is important to note that Applicants have not briefed nor have they taken

exception to this clear finding of CEI's intent to acquire Painesville. This must

be so because the record below was clear that while CEI was negotiating an

interconnection agreement with Painesville, one of its corporate goals as

- stated in 1970 was "To reduce and ultimately eliminate the tax-subsidized...

Painesville Municipal Electric System." (NRC143,p.24.)

The City of Painesville finally signed an interconnection agreement

with CEI as of January 13,1975 (NRC 140). The interconnection when con-

structed will be at 138 kv. (Tr.10,594 (Hauser)). As of May 25, 1976,

it was scheduleo to be operational in late summer of 1976 (Hauser: Tr.

10,594). Even after reaching a written agreement the Board found CEI

delayed construction of the interconnection. (F/F 71).

C. The Terms Of The CEI-Painesville Interconnection Agreement
Are Anticompetitive

.

The Board found that once Painesville finally was able to secure

an interconnection agreement, that agreement with Painesville (NRC 140)

was both anticompetitive and oppressive (F/F 71) for three reasons:

(1) it contained a "special provision" whereby either party could cancel
.

the agreement on 90 days' notice on the sole grounds that the contract

was not in the party's "best interests", as determined by the cancelling

.
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!
party (F/F 71); (2) it imposes serious burdens on Painesville regarding '

maintenance energy for CEI that Painesville must carry (F/F 71); (3)

it denies Painesville the benefits of reserve sharing and the benefits
,

of coordinated development in general (F/F 71).

(1) The Special Provision:

All service schedules of the agreement (Schedules A,B.C,D and E)

contain, in Section 5 of each, the following language:

SECTION 5 - SPECIAL PROVISION *

Each Party to the Agreement recognizes that infla-
tionary pressures and cumbersome administrative pro-
cedures which are ree Jired under some circumstances
by statutory provision and/or administrative rule may,
unless special precautions are taken, inhibit the
Parties from effecting interconnections and transactions
which might otherwise be effected pursuant to the
provisions of the Agreement and this Schedule. The
Parties accordingly agree that -- particularly since
the transactions contemplated by this Schedule are
intended to be reciprocal in character when it is in
the interests of both Parties so to be -- either Party
may at any time and from time to time in the future take
such action under the Agreement as such Party shall
consider to be in the best interests of such Party, in-
cluding action to file any tariff or rate schedule
designed to supersede this Schedule in its application

:

to such Party as a supplier of electric service.
|
:

CEI drafted the special provision and incorporated it into the

contract. (Pandy: Tr. 3123). Painesville attempted to negotiate the

Special Provision out of the contract but was unsuccessful. (Tr. 3123).

Under this provision, either party could take any action it deemed

to be in its best interest, including cancelling a service scPadule,

on the grounds it was no longer in its best interest to provide the I

service. (Tr. 3124).
.

As NRC Staff engineering expert Mr. Mozer established, i
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"there is no certainty as to the permanence of the power supply services...

because of the escape clause in the service schedules..." (NRC 205, p.

74, Q. 196).
.

Applicants contend (App. Brief pp.179-90) that the "Special

Provision" contained in Section 5 of each service schedule giving
'

either party the right to take at any time any action designed to

protect its best interests, including action to file a superseding

rate schedule, is required by FPC Order pursuant to the judicial
167/

requirements of United Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., -

and FPC v. Sierra Pacific Power Co. These cases establish what

is known as the Sierra-Mobile doctrine which merely permits a

seller " consistent with its contractual undertaking" to unilaterally

increase its rates under a contract by filing a i ew tariff with the

FPC. Thus, under the Sierra-Mobile doctricc. superseding tariffs

(i.e. rates) may be filed, but there i' aggestion thereunder that

the supplier can take any additional action other thar, filing new rates.

In fact, there is authority to the contrary:

. . .[T]he Mobile-Sierra-Memphis doctrine " preserve [es]
the integrity of contracts" and " permits the stability
of supply arrangements which :11 agree is essential

; to the health of *** industry."12n/

l_6_6/ Why did Painesville agree to the special provision? ~

"Because we needed the interconnection badly. We were
desperate to get an interconnection. We had been negotiating
for approximately four years that I had been working with it.
We were under a great deal of pressure to have another source
of power available to our system."(Pandy: Tr. 3124-Tr. 3125).

167_/ 350 U.S. 332 (1956).

16_8] 350 U.S. 348 (1956).

169/ Richmond Power & Light v. FPC, 481 F.2d 490, 493 ~

~

(1973) (emphasis in originaTT.

17E Id. at 497, quoting United Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Mobil Gas
Service Corp. , supra note 116; at 344.
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Thus, the Sierra-Mobile doctrine permits the contract to remain in

effect while permitting superseding rate schedules to be filed. There
,

is no authority under Sierra-Mobile which would permit a supplier to

take any action other than filing a new rate tariff.

An example of a Sierra-Mobile clausa is contained in Richmond

Power & Light v. FPC:

...and in the event said tariff is replaced by a new
or revised tariff incorporating higher or lower rates e

than those ... in the aforementioned tariff, the Company'

will continue to furnish service as stipulated in the
Agreement and the Customer will pay for such service at
the higher or lower rates from and after the date when
such rates are made effective 17_1/

2. Serious Burdens on Maintenance Energy

Section 2.11 of Service Schedule E of the agreement, which provides

for maintenance power and energy states:

2.11 .For the purposes of this Service Schedule Main-
tenance Period shall mean a calendar year. During each
Maintenance Period, at different intervuls determined as
provided for under Subsection 2.12 below, each Party
shall have the right to call for and take delivery of
not more than the total of 20,000,000 kilowatt hours frcm

_

the other. Delivery of such energy, subject to the pro-
visions of this Subsection 2.1, may be taken at such times
and at s'Jch rates of take as the receiving Party may
elect up to a maximum rate of take of 25,000 kilowatts.
(emphasis supplied.)

171/ 481 F.2d at 494. NRC 218 gives another example of a Sierra-Pohile
--

clause where state jurisdiction over rates is involved. Nons of
these examples create the illusory contract that the " Sot .ial
Provision" does.

.

9

,, , ..,.r- v. w -
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Under this provision both Painesville and CEI would be entitled

to receive up to 25,000 kw of maintenance energy, thus obligating
.

Painesville to provide up to 25,000 kw to CEI upon request. (Pandy:

Tr. 3125). The 25,000 kw requirement represents 100% of the

capacity of the Painesville system, making it unlikely that Painesville

could meet a request by CEI for such maintenance energy. (Pandy: Tr.

3126-3127).

If CEI requested 25 MW of maintenance energy from Painesville as

CEI has a right to it under the contract, and Painesville could not
112/provide 25 MW, CEI, under contract prcvision 8.2, CEI could regard the

failure by Painesville to provide the 25 MW as a breach and terminate

j the Agreement upon ninety (90) evs notice.
I

Staff expert witness Mr. Mozer in his prepared direct testimony

(NRC 205) analyzed Section 2.11 of Service Schedule E and observed that

! "The burden of the 25,000 kw requirement is many times greater for the

small system of Painesville as compared with the large system of CEI."

(NRC 205, pp. 53-54).

| 172/ under 2.11 of Service Schedule E, each party has the right to
i call fc.' an amount up to 25,000 kw.
e

| 17_3/ "If either Party hereto breaches a material provision of this
| Agreen ent, the Party adversely affected may, at its option,

termir ate this Agreement upon ninety (90) days written notice
| of intintion to do so and the Agreement shall so terminate
| unless, during the sixty-day period immediately following such
j notice, the violation is corrected."

! 174/ The expectation under Section 3.1 of Service Schedule E is that
a party shall deliver the same number of kwh that it takes. Section

''

[ 3 also provides for a combination of arrangements leading to a cash
settlement, but the agreement of both parties to the case settlement

,in lieu of maintenance energy is required.

:
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When asked "If Painesville is entitled to receive 25 MW, why

shouldn't they be obligated to provide 25 MW," Mr. Mozer answered:

No, not for maintenance energy, because the 25 MW
requ rement could be equivalent to a reserve require-
ment. This could impose a particular hardship on.

Painesville because there is no provision in the
agreement for transmission services to outside
sources, other than CEI. Thus, in my opinion, Paines-
ville could not shop for short-term power and energy
and, therefore, could be saddled with the equivalent
of a demand charge for the whole year to provide the
necessary capacity for short time periods. (NRC 205, p. ~54).

.

Thus, Painesville would be subject to the demand charges whereas CEI,

in effect, would not, because the 25-MW requirement is only a very small

percentage of the total reserves normally carried by CEI. (NRC 205, p. 54)

(3) Unfair Reserve Responsibilities; Denials of Coordinated
Development

In addition, the proposed terms of Service Schedule B, "Short Term

Service" of the CEI-Painesville agreement are both unreasonable and

anticompeti tive. Under section 3 of Service Schedule B, CEI would be
|

compensated for short-term power sold to Painesville at 110%-115% of

CEI's out of pocket " cost of supplying" such power (Section 3.13) plus

a demand charge (Sections 3.11 and 3.12| Power Durchases from CEI by

Painesville under this schedule would result in a net loss to Painesville

of 3.5 mills on every kilowatt purchased. (NRC 147; Pandy: Tr. 3165-3166).

CEI also refused to provide a third party wheeling schedule
- to Pr.inesville. (this is discussed immediately below). The interconnection

agreement provides no obligation on CEI to deliver to Painesville
.

power from outside sources. (NRC 104, Section 2 of Service Schedule
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D; Pandy: Tr. 3176-Tr. 3177). As a result of the agreement, as Mr. Mozer

testified, ' Painesville cannot reach for alternatives beyond CEI until it

receives access to the integrated transmission svstem" of CEI. (NRC 205,

p. 74, Q. 196). Such alternatives would give Painesville an opportunity to
,

reduce # ts costs and be less dependent on CEI. (NRC 205, p. 56, Q 162).
.

D. CEI Refused to Wheel for Painesville

The Licensing Board also found that in June of 1974, CEI refused

a general request by Painesville to wheel third party power (F/F 73).
,

The record established that during interconnection negotiations
~

with CEI in 1974, Painesville requested third party wheeling. (Tr. 3128-

Tr. 3129 (Pandy). Even CEI concedes this. (Hauser: Tr. 10,719) . CEI

refusea to provide third party wheeling to Painesville by letter to

Painesville dated June 27, 1974 (NRC 141). Mr. Hauser's testimony

confirmed the fact that during the negotiations between Painesville and

CEI for an interconnection agreement, Painesville requested a trans-

mission service schedule which CEI rejected. (Hauser: Tr. 10,719).

Applicants contend (App. Brief, p.180) that CEI has since " offered"

to wheel power to Painesville in accordance with its " stated policy."
3

Applicants then refer us to a letter from Mr. Rudolph to Mayor Peck

stating that CEI would provide transmission services to Cleveland:

to which there is no legal or conspirational imped-
iment which would prevent this company from making
a like purchase at a like price. (A-75).

.

e
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In support of that argument, Applicants cite the direct testimony of

CEI's General Attorney (App. Brief p.180) where the witness claimed
.

he " discussed wheeling" with Painesville representatives. On cross-examination,

. however, the witness conceded that approximately six months after the )
" discussion" he had not even forwarded to Painesville a first draft

transmission service schedule. In this context, it is important to note

that Painesville has markets and customers for excess capacity. In fact,

the City of Cleveland, the City of Orrville, Ohio, and the Diamond Shamrock
,

Corporation have approached Painesville concerning purchasing power from

it. (Pandy: Tr. 3101-3103). However, Painesviile could not sell power

outside its system unless CEI agreed to transmit that power. (Pandy: Tr.

3101; Mozer, NRC, pp. 56-60,70,74).

|

E. CEI Denied Access to Nuclear Power to Painesville

In reviewing CEI's denial of access to nuclear power to Painesville,

the starting point must be the physical fact that the Perry nuclear

plants are being constructed less than one mile from Painesville's

electric distribution systems. (Pandy: Tr. 3113) in an area previously

served by the Painesville Electric System. (NRC 136A). In fact, Paines-

ville had to remove part of its electric distribution system in order for

CEI to construct the Perry plant. (Pandy: Tr. 3113) . Thus, electrical

line losses would be minimal as would transmission costs (Pandy: Tr. 3119)

if Painesville had access to Perry. In addition the current costs of
*

installf ng self-generation to Painesville are not competitive with CEI

and the CAPC0 companies. (NRC 134).,

.
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Moreover, the Board found that Painesville cannot construct a

nuclear generation unit by itself, and cannot build its own transmission

lines to other utilities because it is located in a highly urbanized
.

area and the cost would be proi.ibitive. Moreover, it may be difficult

to obtain approval of the Ohio Powar Siting Commission for construction

of such transmission lines because sech lines would duplicate CEI's

existing transmission facilities (F/F 74). The Board concluded that .

Painesville must have the cooperation of CEI if it is to participate

at all in nuclear generation (F/F 74). It is against this background

that CEI's denial of access to the Perry units must be judged as the"

Board fcund (F/F 74).

On April lith of 1973, Painesville wrote CEI and requested access

to the Perry Nuclear Power Plants. (NRC 136A). Although CEI responded

that they would discuss the request (NRC 136B) their substantive response

to Painesville was negative:

| .

I received an acknowledgment of my letter; a statement
! that it would involve millions of dollars in cost; a .

h statement that other investors would have to be consulted
| if we were to participate. In short, I got neither an
| acceptance nor a refusal. In subsequent talks with Mr. |

Howley he asked why did we want to own a part of the'

facility when they were offering us a tie-in that would
| serve the same purpose and would not cost the money. Of
| course, I have no way of knowing what the cost will be.

.

.

l .
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Thus. CEI's substantive response to Painesville's request for access

to Perry was threefold:

1. Cost would be prohibitive ("It would involve millions of
, dollars"). App. Ex. 272, p. 2, in which the figure CEI

mentioned for nuclear participation was $10 million; A
tie-in would cost $750,000 (App. 273). App. 273, an NRC
Staff memorandum confirms this, "Milburn stated that he
felt ownership in Perry was out because of prohibitive costs."

2. Other investors would have to be consulted. (Not
only would they have to be consulted but under the
CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding; NRC 184, pp. 4- "

10 of App. A, unanimity is required in any decision
by Applicants concerning modification of the
allocation of generation and transmission capacity by ,

the CAPC0 pool).

3. A tie-in to purchase power from CEI would be equivalent
to access.

Mr. Hauser testified, and Acplicant's Brief notes (p.181) that

CEI told Painesville after Painesville's requust for access to Perry that

what Painesville was really after, rather than access to Perry, was an

interconnection agreement with CE1. (Tr. 10,868).

.

Not only did CEI argue to Painesville that what Painesville really

wanted was an interconnection rather than direct nuclear access, CEI contended

to Painesville that an interconnection "was the same as direct access to

the Perry Plant" (Pandy: Tr. 3116.) CEI's responses and arguments to

the Painesville 1973 request for access to the Perry nucitar facility, a

facility virtually located in Painesville, constitutes as the Board found

.

.
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a denial of access to nuclear facilities.

A year later, in 1974, Mr. Pandy wrote to the Painesville City

Manager:

[N]uclear generating capacity is one of the
alternatives for the future which we should be
considering now, because of the long lead times
involved in construction, be it for fossil
fuel plants or nuclear.

...Upon completion of current expansion, our
firm capacity will be 38 MW, which capacity will

_

be exceeded by our system loads in 1980. There-
fore we must have additional generating capacity
scheduled to come "on line" in 1980 which is the

_

scheduled completion date for Perry.

* * *

CEI and the other CAPC0 companies have obviously
determined that the most economical generation
alternate for the future is the nuclear unit. There-
fore I believe it will be in the best interests of
the City to explore their reasoning, and to participate
in the development if it is feasible. (NRC 136.)

Painesville desired access to Derry because it believed nuclear to be

"the most economical, environmentally acceptable and reliable type of

power for the city to have, to serve its future loads," (Pandy: Tr. 3117)

and Painesville's loads included nine communities. The " future loads"
,

that Painesville would serve with nuclear if it hc9 access to Perry would

likely include new industrial loads which CEI and Painesville compete for.

(Pandy: Tr. 3117-Tr. 3118). One of the competitive factors which makes

access to Perry competitively attractive to Painesville is that power from
.

W

.

L
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Perry is likely to be "much more reliable" than the generating equipment
175/

Painesville presently owns. (Pandy: Tr. 3118). -

Painesville's interest in nuclear continued notwithstanding CEI's

three arguments against Painesville's participation in Perry. On

July 9,1975, during his deposition by subpoena in this proceeding,

Mr. Pandy testified that Painesville still was interested in access to

Perry. (Hauser: Tr. 10-869-Tr. 10,870).

Even though Painesville had previously made formal requests for
,

access and access had been discussed in continuing interconnection

negotiations between CEI and Painesville, and even though in March of

1975 counsel for CEI (and all applicants) represented that applicants

had unilaterally adopted license conditions regarding access to Perry 1

and 2 and Davis-Besse 1 in the form of " policy commitments" which " license

conditions represent policies observed by each Applicant," CEI didn't

bring their "new policy commitments" regarding access to the attention of

Painesville. (Tr. 10-859 (Hauser).)

After Mr. Pandy's 1975 deposition where he testified Painesville
_

still was interested in access to Perry CEI provided Painesville not with

the proposed license conditions (App. 44) or anything resembling such

conditions but merely sent Painesville a listing of units, approximate

dates, and approximate cost ranges of the units. (Tr.10,870 (Hauser)).

In fact, in their Appeal Brief (p.181) CEI asks, "what more could CEI

have done." The simple answer is, offer access. If App. 44 really-

115/ System reliability is a factor in competition with CEI.
(Pandy: Tr. 3180-81 ) .~

_
llfi/ " Applicants' Proposal For Expediting the Antitrust Hearing

Process",p. 5, n.3 (March 14,1975).
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represented a policy, why was it not offered then?

Mr. Pandy testified in this proceeding on January 13,1976 that

Painesville remained interested in direct access to Perry (Tr. 3158)

and had not, as of January 1976 been offered access to Perry (Tr. 3158).

Painesville had only been furnished with very rudimentary information

regarding the plants and its capabilities and estimated costs." (Pandy:

Tr. 3158; App. 43).

On March 26, 1976 Painesville again wrote CEI and requested an

opportunity to discuss in detail the technical and financial information

regarding the Perry plant (App.137). The record established that
-

while CEI responded to that inquiry enclosing a two or three year old

participation agreement previously sent to Cleveland, the record, in-

cluding App. Ex.138, does not establish what " draft participation

agreement" was sent to Painesville. Applicants in their Brief (p.181)

now c' aim the document sent was App.192. That document, while containing

fewer anticompetitive provisions than the DJ 188 Participation Agreement
1H/

(See F/F 61-62), is itself anticompetitive.

lE/ For example,

s

paragraph 1.3 frustrates competition for industrial
loads and denies the benefits of nuclear power to
other non-Applicant entities by requiring the

| municipal, once it has met the requirements of its
| retail customers, to make any excess nuclear capacity

available to CEI before making it available to anyone
else, including the municipal's wholesale customers,
if any, industrial customers, or other utilities.

.

Paragraph 2.1.2 limits the municipal's percentage
participation to the municipal's system requirements
again restricting alienation.

Footnote 13/ continued on next page.

.
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Thus, at the close of the ret. rd, as the Board found Painesville

remained interested in participating in the Perry nuclear units (F/F 74),
178/

. which access had been effectively denied to Painesville. ~

,
2. CEI's Relationships With The City of Cleveland

Cleveland's municipal electric system (MELP) serves approximately

twenty percent of the electric customers in the City of Cleveland. The

remaining electric customers are served by the Cleveland Electric Illum-

inating Co. , (CEI). (Hinchee,Tr.: 2783). The City also serves a few
.

customers outside of the Cleveland city limits. (Hinchee, Tr. 2723). The

City and CEI are in direct competition for residential and industrial

electric customers throughout the City's service area. (Hinchee, Tr. 2783).

1,7]7/ Footnote 1Z7/ continued from previous page.

Paragraphs 3.1 and 3.3 provide delivery of the
nuclear power only at 345,000 volts (345 kv), where
the municipality has no such extra-high voltage
transmission lines, and where the use of such lines
for J4stribution of such nuclear power may not be
necbsitated. Paragraph 5.5 makes the entire arrange-
ment subject to the veto of any single CAPC0 member _

pursuant to the CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding.
Paragraph 7.1 conditions the arrangement on the
municipality withdrawing petitions to intervene before
the NRC; " cooperating" with CEI in the event of an
antitrust hearing; and waiving all legal rights before
federal administrative or judicial tribunals " based
upon allegations of past anticompetitiva activities of
CEI...or CEI's contractual arrangement with others for
coordinated operations. . ."

17p The reference in Applicant's Brief (p.181) to what may or may not have
- happened with respect to this matter a year ater the close of the record

is necessarily ex parte, improper, and hence irrelevant to this Appeal..

__
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MELP, located in the City of Cleveland, is completely surrounded

by CEI and thus is electrically isolated from utilities other than CEI. .

(Hinchee, Tr.: 2726-27.)

9

A. CEI's Refusals To Interconnect

In 1962, Cleveland proposed a twelve million dollar electric plant -

expansion including construction of a 75 mw boiler and an 85 mw steam

turbine generating unit. CEI atterrpted to forestall the construction of
~

competing generation by Cleveland by offering to interconnect and sell

finn power to the City (DJ 273). CEI appeared before the Cleveland

City Council to argue that Cleveland should interconnect with CEI and

should not install additional generation (Hauser, Tr.10,863). CEI

repeated its offer in 1968, when the City proposed to install three

dual-fired turbine generating units (Hauser Tr.10,659). The Board

found that CEI's attempt to forestall MELP's expansion was a form of

destructive competition (F/F 39-40).

In 1963, Cleveland proposed an interconnection between the Cleve-
'

land electric system and the municipal elactric systems of Painesville

and Orrville at a cost of $5 million. CEI's Chainnar of the Board wrote

to the Mayor of Cleveland renewing his offer to interconnect with the

City making both the proposed three-city interconriections and expansion

.

C
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. of the municipal system unnecessary (DJ 295). This offer was made to

forestall construc^ ion of competing transmission lines by Cleveland

(Hauser: Tr.10,864; DJ 568 (Lindseth) pp. 58-60; (C-94). The.

Board found that the 1963 interconnection offer was another example of
.

destructive competition (F/F 40).

In 1969, Cleveland requested a parallel interconnection with CEI

(Titus Tr. 75-5 (C-127)). CEI offered load transfer service which would

not provide the City with an interconnection (Titus Tr. 7506; DJ 561,
"

Lester, pp. 25-26). CEI recognized that what the City needed was

a permanent parallel interconnection (F/F 36,37,39,42).

At the time the load transfer arrangement was proposed CEI was

concerned that if some form of asi.istance were not offered to the City,

the FPC might force CEI to interconnect in parallel with the City

(DJ 560 (Loshing) p. 137; DJ 559 (Besse) p. 167). CEI was also concerned
1that a permanent parallel interconnection would increase Cleveland's

ability to compete. (F/F 42).
1

CEI was aware that Cleveland wanted a pennanent parallel inter- |

connection not a load transfer arrangement. An interconnection which
'

would back-up the City's large 80 mw unit could save the City $500-

$600 thousand each year in fuel costs. It was concluded that CEI had

three choices: (1) avoid an interconnection and risk FPC action; (2)

interconnect and attempt to impose a standby charge, or (3) try to

ourchase the municipal system while reliability and financial pressures

continue (DJ 331). This study was circulated among CEI's top manage-
'

ment (DJ 558 (Rudolph) p. 77). CEI was also aware that the loss of

customers to CEI was contributing to the need for the City to increase

its rates to make up for lost revenues. (F/F 42).
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.

Since the City sought a parallel interconnection and CEI offered
.

load transfer service very little progress was made until Christmas of

1969 (Hauser Tr. 10,538-39). Then, t'he City experienced a

major outage and the load transfer arrangement was activiated as a

means of providing emergency service in the shortest possible time

(Hauser Tr.10,537) . A three-phase program was agreed to in which the
~

first two phases related to load transfer service and the third phase

. was an undertaking by CEI to negotiate in good faith for a permanent
179/

parallel interconnection (Hauser Tr. 10,540-41; (F/F 43).

179/ The principle advantage to CEI from offering load transfer service
was that it avoided parallel operation with the City (DJ 334, DJ 335
(C-133)). Although load transfers can be accomplished without
dropping load with a brief period of synchronous operation
and then a transfer (DJ 575, Firestone, p. 54; Hinchee Tr.
2762), CEI operations personnel were carefully instructed to avoid
parallel operation of the load transfer points (F/F 44).
At the time that CEI was offering the City only load transfer
services, its own studies indicated that it could effect a 69
kv parallel interconnection with Cleveland that could supply
60-80 mva of power by the summer of 1970. (C-125). In December
of 1969, Mr. Bingham of CEI pointed out that while from CEI's*

,

standpoint the most important factor was to avoid a parallel
interconnection "like the plague", if CEI offered too little,
the FPC might order a parallel interconnection. Accordingly,
Mr. Bingham suggested that CEI offer a 69 kv non-synchronous
interconnection limited to 40 mva which would preclude the City
from fully loading its 80 nw generating unit (F/F 43, 44).

.

l

.

'

.
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with CEI to discuss a permanent parallel interconnection. CEI declined

to set a date for the meeting. (DJ 337) Little progress was made
'

towards negotiating a pennanent parallel interconnection in 1969 and

1970 (F/F 45)..

At the time Mr. Hinchee became Commissioner of Lignt and Power for

the City of Cleveland (April 1971), a portion of MELP's load was being |
|

served periodically by CEi over approximately five load transfer points

on an 11 KV system. The load transfer points were electrical connections
,

with substation feeders that could be switched either to Cleveland's

system or the CEI system, but could not be served by both tystems.

(Hinchee,Tr: 2523-2524.)

Originally, the load transfer arrangement was set up to supply MELP

with maintenance power while MELP installed environmental control equip-

ment on its boilers in 1969. (Hinchee,Tr: 2525-26,2801.) After that,

CEI refused to supply MELP anything other than emergency power. (Hinchee,

Tr: 2801.)

The refusal of CEI to supply MELP with maintenance power (Hinchee, j

Tr: 2798) (coupled with its refusal to wheel bulk power) made it im-

possible for MELP to perform needed maintenance and frustrated Commissioner

Hinchee's planned efforts to rehabilitate MELP's generating plant.

In addition to restricting the 11 KV transfer system to emergency

situatioas only, CEI imposed severe operating problems, unnecessary *re-

strict!ons and administrative delays on Cleveland before it could utilize

.

e- -
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the transfer system. (Hinchee,Tr: 2526,2761.)

Whenever Cleveland realized the need for emergency power and the
,

necessary activation of a load transfer point "leveland was required

to contact CEI and obtain the necessary clearance. CEI personnel would
'

then have to obtain additional clearances within the CEI hierarchy

before activating the transfer. After obtaining the clearances CEI would

then dispatch a single crew (instead of two crews to coordinate the

dual switching operation) to the designated substation to manually -

rwitch over the system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2561,2566,2760-61.) On one

occasion the manual switch-over took as long as 35 minutes. These
-

delays were frequent, damaging to Cleveland's relationship with its

customers and brought into question the reliability of the Cleveland

electric system (especially when Cleveland's customers were without

electricity in cold weather). (Hinchee, Tr: 2526,2566.)

According to Commissioner Hinchee, CEI's arbitrary load trans-

fer procedures were not only cumbersome, but antiquated and not in

keeping with modern prudent engineer,ing practices. (Hinchee,Tr: 2565.)

Commissioner Hinchee established that the administrative delays were not

necessitated by the actual operation of the system and there was a more
,

efficient way to operate the load transfer system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2565.)

He further testified that any switching operation could be accomplished

with only a three to five second interruption without jeopardy to either

system. (Hinchee,Tr: 2565.)

.

e
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.

In addition to cumbersome administrative procedures and out-

moded practices, CEI operated the 11 KV system on an all or nothing

basis; in other words, Cleveland either had to supply all of the

power or none of it. Consequently, whether Cleveland needed 1 KW or a
.

1000 KW it was necessary to energize a 5000 KW substation and pay for

all the power even though at times MELP had the capacity to supply a

portion of the load. (Hinchee, Tr: 2763)

Cleveland's efforts to improve the load transfer system and make
'

it more efficient during Commissioner Hinchee's tenure were rejected by

CEI. (Hinchee, Tr: 2761-62,2565,2567.)

Cleveland's problems in utilizing the subsequently constructed 69

KV interconnection with CEI were similar to the problems describ:<.

above concerning the 11 KV load transfer system, and at times the

problems were worse. (Hinchee, Tr: 2570-71.) To begin with, Cleveland

had to go to the Federal Power Commission in order to obtain the 69 KV

interconnection. (Hinchee,Tr: 2567-68,2768.) Early in Commissioner

Hinchee's tenure at Cleveland he proposed a synchronous 69 KV tie-in

between the systems; however CEI was opposed to any proposed intercon-
'

nection. (Hinchee, Tr: 2768.) Although the 69 KV interconnection was

constructed to operate synchronously, the FPC order required only a

non-synchronous tie-in. (Hinchee,Tr: 2569-70.)

After the FPC Order, CEI arbitrarily adopted a policy that required
,

all of the load transfer points on the 11 KV system to be energized be-

fore Cleveland could receive any electric service over the 69 KV inter-
.

e
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connection. (Hinchee, Tr: 2570,2803-04.) This requirement reduced

Cleveland's flexibility in operating its generating equipment. (Hinchee,

Tr. 2803-04.) Finally, administrative delays by CEI in energizing the

69 KV were much longer than the administrative delays encountered with
,

the 11 KV system. Connection at 69 KV required CEI executive clearance,

which at times require up to 12 hours notice before CEI would take

any action on Cleveland's request. (Hinchee,Trt 2570-71.)

In view of its isolation from utilities other than CEI, Cleveland
-

had no alternatives but to continue to accept the type of electric

service described above. (Hinchee, Tr: 2567.)

_ There is no evidence that CEI rendered similar electric service

to any utility other than Cleveland. In any event CEI certainly

did not operate in the arbitrary and abusive manne. described above

with any of its CAPC0 partners.

CEI has argued that over the years it was CEI that sought an inter-

connection with the City and the City that sought to avoid a permanent

synchronous interconnection. The facts do not support CEI's contention.

From at least 1962 through 1968, it was CEI's corporate policy that an

interconnection was available to the City only if the City would agree

to fix prices with CEI. Since 1969, the record is clear that CEI wishede

to avoid a permanent synchronous interconnection "like the plague."

On the other hand, CEI was well aware that Cleveland desired a permanent

synchronous interconnection. (F/F 41)

.

*

.
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B. Pefusals to Wheel

The Board found that in 1973, AMP-0 obtained a commitment for

22.7 mw of inexpensive hydroelectric power from the Power Authority

- of the State of New York (PASNY) which had been allocated to the

State of Ohio. DJ 8; DJ ll; DJ 393; DJ 396; Tr. 2677; Tr. 4694-4708.

This power was to be made available to the City of Cleveland by AMP-0.

DJ 8; DJ 11; C 167. PASNY would wheel power to the New York State

border and AMP-0 would arrange wheeling over the lines of Pennsylvania
.

Electric Company (PENELEC) and CEI. PENELEC agreed to wheel the power

for AMP-0, Tr. 2568-2579; Tr. 679. (F/F 58).c

CEI refused to wheel the PASNY power for AMP-0 from PENELEC to

Cleveland, NRC 70; Tr. 2579; Tr. 2580, stating:

As you know, the Illuminating Company competes with the :

Cleveland Municipal Electric Light Plant on a customer- I

to-customer and street-to-street basis in a sizeable
portion of the City. This competitive situation is
clearly unique. Economic studies indicate an arrangement
to transmit PASNY power would provide the municipal system
electric energy at a cost which would be injurious to the
Illuminating Company's position. (F/F 57).

i

1

.
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In fact, at a meeting of top corporate officials, including Messrs.

Rudolph and Lansdale (a Director of the Company), on August 8,1973, CEI

decided to pursue a policy of refusing any request for third party wheeling -

(DJ291). AMP-0 unsuccessfully renewed its request that CEI wheel PASNY
.

power to Cleveland in August of 1974 (DJ 399). CEI's position with respect

to wheeling PASNY power for the City has never changed (Hauser Tr.10,780-

81). (F/F 58) Although CEI claims it has since modified certain

aspects of its wheeling policy, the Board found that in 1975, CEI re-

fused to wheel specific blocks of power from Buckeye Power, Inc., from

Orrville, Ohio, and from Richmond, Indiana. (F/F 59).

~

VI.

B. THE TOLEDO EDIS0N COMPANY

- The Licensing Board found TE has a " considered and deliberate"

acquisition policy designed to eliminate all of its municipal

competitors. (F/F 159). TE is an amalgamation of at least 190 companies

which have been acquired by mergers and acquisitions (F/F 158).

TE's argument that it is the basic natural monopoly setting of

the industry, rather than its [TE's] anticompetitive practices, which

have caused small municipal systems to go out of business (App. Brief
'

p.185) is belied by TE's own conduct which is inconsistent with that

premise. If TE's assertion were true, then the " natural economic forces"

of the market place would, over the long run, dr*.ve out of business all

18_0/ As to CEI's defense that wheeling by it was not necessary because
Cleveland could construct its own transmission lines, the Board
found that cost, environmental problems and the unlikelihood if

.

site approval for dupl' 9 ting facilities rendered this defense
unacceptable'(Slip Op. p. 80).

.

.
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of the small, inefficient municipal systems without any assistance from

TE. TE, however, opted to assist the demise of small systems by its
.

considered and deliberate acquisition policy (F/F 159).

1. Territorial Agreements

a. With Municipals

The Board found that while TE has a substantial number of fuel

requirements wholesale municipal customers, its standard contract with

these utilities contained " Provision 8" which allocates customers between -

TE and the municipal distribution systems (F/F 166). l/ e Board furtherTh

found that Provision 8 was unreasonable on its face and that no credible

evidence had been presented that such a clause was necessary for the

proper operation of any regulatory scheme of the FPC or tile State of Ohio.

Indeed, it might be noted that both the FPC and the
iState of Ohio has accepted substantial numbers of '

rate and service contracts which do not include
territorial allocation provisions (F/F 166).

The Board found that at the instigation of certain of TE's municipal

customers, " Provision 8" has been deleted from many, but not all of the

municipal contracts. Nevertheless, the Board noted that inasmuch as the

" situation" created by the restraint would not be disrupted in a short

period of time, a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is main-

ta,ined for those municipalities who suffered under that provision (Slip

181/ Provision 8, the Board found is contained in TE contracts with
Bowling Green (NRC 45), Bradner (NRC 112), Haskins (NRC 118),
Liberty Center (NRC 119), Montpelier (NRC 120), Pemberv411e.

(NRC 123), Woodville (NRC 125), Custar (NRC 114), Edgerrc;a (NRC
115), Elmore (NRC 116), Genoa (NRC 117), Oak Harbor (NRC 122).
and Pioneer, Ohio (NRC 124). (Slip Op. at 171, n. *). |.

(
,

l
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Op. at 171, n. **). The Board found that Provision 8 has not been

deleted from all of the TE municipal contracts (F/F 167 citing Genoa,
182

Ohio.)
/ ~

Notwithstanding its finding that the provision was " unreasonable

on its face", the Board examined its anticompetitive effect and concluded

the the operation of the provision "had an actual rather than theoretical

effect in limiting the extent of competition offered by municipalities

within the TEC0 service area" (F/F 167). The Board also found that TE

specifically enforced provision 8 (F/F 168).

_

(b) Territorial Allocations With Investor-0wned Utilities

(1) The Board correctly found that since at least 1965, TE and OE have

been parties to a territorial agreement and that these territorial

agreements took the form of " confidential territorial maps which were

signed by the highest officers of the company, frequently updated, and

used in the day-to-day operations of OE." (F/F 164).

The Board further noted that the TE-0E territorial agreement was

not submitted to or approved by any regulatory agency. Further, the

Board observed that the Ohio regulatory plan for electric utilities
8

does not provide for the elimination of competition by inter-company

territorial allocations (F/F 164).

182/ The Genoa contract expired six days prior to the issuance of the
-

Initial Decision, but approximately six months after the close of
the record. -

- |
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(2) The Board further correctly found TE and Ohio Power Company have had a

territorial allocation agreement since at least the early 1960's. (F/F

1648). Each of these companies has refused to sell power at wholesale
.

to distribution systems which were being served by the other (DJ 512,

Attachments 4, 4a, 8). Contemporaneous with these refusals, the agreement.

was formalized by a territorial map, which may have been prepared by TE

as early as 1962 (DJ 536; Tr. 8123).

It should also be noted that OE has not actively disputed the past

existence of territorial agreements in which it was found to have '

participated (App. Drief at 234-38).

(3) The record alse supports the conclusion that TE and Consumers Power
183/

Company - (" Consumers") (whici; serves in Michigan in an area adjacent

to that served by TE in Ohio) have been parties to a territorial allocation

agreement since at least 1966 to the present. (F/F 164C).

'

2. Denial of Bulk Power Services

a. Bowling Green

TE denied Bowling Green bulk power services by refusing to wheel
-

power on at lecst two occasions. (F/F 169-171). In June 1972, Mr.

Hillwig, on behalf of Bowling Green, requested that TE wheel power for

Bowling Green (Hillwig: Tr. 2388). At that time, TE refused to wheel.

(F/F 170).
,

ljy Staff concurs in the conclusion of the Licensing Board that it was-

not collaterally estopped from inquiring into this matter due to
a diversity of parties and issues, as well as the receipt of other

- evidence of TE's territorial allocation agreements with OE and
Ohio Power.
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At a meeting on August 27, 1975, Mr. Smart, a TE Vice President, also

refused a request to wheel power made on behalf of Bowling Green

(hillwig: Tr. 2401-03). TE's refusal was based on the adverse impact -

wheeling would have on the company's future load growth and the financing
.

of nuclear units (Hillwig: Tr. 2402, 2446). TE power is wheeled by

the Bowling Green system without restriction or charge (Hillwig: Tr. 2367-

68, 2415; Moran Tr. 4887-89,10,072).

,

184/ TE's assertion that at the time the request was made, Bowling
I Green did not have a specific source of power in mind is incorrect

since at that time, Ohio Power had expressed interest in servingL

| Bowling Green (Hillwig Tr. 2404-05). However, Ohio Power did not
have a transmission line to Bowling Green and the city could not
afford to build one (Hillwig Tr. 246-07). Thus, without wheeling
by TE, Bowling Green would be unable to obtain power from Ohio
Power (Hillwig Tr. 2405-07).

18_5/ Mr. Smart testified that TE was unable to calculate a " postage stamp"
wheeling rate and that he had never heard of the concept before the
request was made (Tr. 10-149-50). TE is party to the Buckeye Agree-
ments (NRC 188) which provide for " postage stamp" wheeling (White
Tr. 9555) and'Mr. Smart had previously urged the rejection of
testimony concerning such a rate (NRC 219-21). Rate aside, TE could
have agreed in principle to wheel, as it did in CAPC0 (Smart Tr.

L' 10,102,10-104-5)-- no such agreement was made (See also Smart Tr.
10-121-22, 10,150).'

186_/ Mr. Moran's testimony that Bowling Green does receive compensation
| pursuant to an unwritten contract to which Mr. Moran was not a
| party (Tr. 10-048-49) was refuted by one of the alleged parties

to the " agreement" (McKnight: Tr. 11,997-98) .
i

.

.-
|

|

|

.

:

,-
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As a result of TE's refusals to wheel power, Bowling Green is, and

remains, a captive full requirements customer of TE; Bowling Green simply
.

~

does not have the means of getting power from any alternative source. (Hill-

wig: Tr. 2505-07). Furthermore, if Bowling Green had access to alternative.

sources of bulk power through wheeling, Bowling Green would have approached

others to serve them as customers, because the alternative power would have

been cheaper than that purchased from TE. (Hillwig: Tr. 2424).

TE's refusal to wheel and deniais of access to alternative sources e

of bulk power supply are deliberate, based in part on the competitive

effect of that decision, i.e. , TE considers what effect the transaction

might have upon someone who is a competitor of TE. (Moran: Tr. 10,021-28).

.
Toledo Edison's officers have conceded that it would be possible for Toledo

Edison to agree in principle to wheel, subject to working out specific

details. (Smart: Tr. 10,105).

b. Napoleon

The record supports the Licensing Board's finding '.nat TE denied
-

Napoleon tulk power services by its refusal to wheel ruwer for, or operate

in continuous synchronism with, Napoleon and then finally agreed to wheel,

Sus only pursuant . anticompetitive conditions. (F/F 172-178).

.

.
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c. Waterville

The record also supports the Licensing Board's finding that TE
.

refused to sell wholesale power to Waterville, thus leading to the
4

demise of that system (F/F 178-180). -

3. Denial of Joint Ownership in large-Scale Generating
Facilities

The Licensing Board correctly found that TE denied joint ownership

in large-scale generating facilities to Napoleon and other municipalities

(Slip Op. at 185-86).

In meetings on September 2,197', and March 6,1972, called for the
-

announced purpose of examining whether TE would consider joint ownership

of large scale generating facilities with Napoleon and other municipal

electric systems. (F/F 181), TE's representatives ~ refused requests by

Mr. Lewis, Napoleon's cons lting engineer (Lewis: Tr. 5605-07) for joint

ownership of large-scale generating facilities (NRC 127, pp. 6-8). Mr.

Cloer's response was that joint ownership of large scale generating

facilities with Napoleon (and other municipal systems)was " impossible"

(F/F 181). The Board further concluded that TE's denials of access to

large scale generating facilities effectively precluded Napoleon and other
,

municipalities from obtaining access to the Davis-Besse and Perry stations

(F/F 181).

1.87/ Mr. Cloer, TE's District Manager and Mr. Moran, a TE Vice
President (DJ 134, p. 8).

, .

.

i
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VI.
*

C. Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Power-

With respect to OE and Penn Power, the Board properly concluded
,

that OE and Penn Power:

.

.

. .. possessed and used the power to control prices
and other conditions of sale, the power to refuse
to engage in transactions which would otherwise be e

economically beneficial and to exclude competition.
This power was used to increase their monopoly
positions once the threshhold of monopoly had been
obtained and to consolidate and to maintain it. The
use of their market power demonstrates that the
power, in fact exists and, within the context of

'
the issues in this case, demonstrates that Ohio
Edison and Penn Power's position in its service area'

has enabled then to prevent and they have prevented
other entities within their service area from achieving
the benefits of coordination and economies of scale.
(F/F99).

;

The Board properly found that OE and Penn Power have maintained and exacerbated

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws by activities falling
_1

within three categories: (1) anticompetitive acquisitions consolidating

their service area; (2) exclusionary practices insulating their service,

area from competition from outside, such as territorial agreements and

'

.

*O
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refusals to wheel and (3) repressive practices within their service

area, such as refusals to wheel, refusals to interconnect, and refusals -

,

to sell power (F/F 99). As will be discussed, these findings are fully

supported by record below.
.

1. Anticompetitive Acquisitions Consolidatino Service Area

Although noting a trend towards concentration prior to 1965, the

Licensing Board drew no anticompetitive inference from that trend but

did examine, in some detail, OE's acquisitions since 1965 of the

municipal electric systems of Lowellville, Norwalk and Hiram (F/F 100).

These acquisitions represent the policy of OE to acquire municipal
,

systems. (DJ 423).

Illustrative of OE's policy of acquisition was its acquisition

of Norwalk. In 1970, Norwalk was a viable electric entity and had a

self-generating municipal electric system. At that time, it began to

consider several options to fill its electric power needs including (1)

selling its generation station to OE, but retaining its distribution

system; (2) selling both its generation and distribution system, and

(3) purchasing supplemental and standby power to supplement its own

generation (F/F 101).
s

188/ Norwalk had self-generation of approx. 32 MW. In order to remain
---

viable for the future, it needed coordination with OE. Since OE

refused to coordinate with Norwalk, OE is hard pressed to argue
that Norwalk was not viable. OE's argument is clearly circular.

.

e

L
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With respect to these options, in early 1970, OE refused to buy Norwalk's

generation unless the distribution system was included (F/F 102). The,

Board found that this would eliminate Norwalk as a potential customer
.

for any other utility and would eliminate the possibility of Norwalk-

189/
resuming self-generation - (F/F 102).

In mid-1970, OE had its " newest program" in progress to acquire
.

Norwalk. Thus, OE refused to discuss rates for parallel

operation with Nomalk and discouraged Norwalk's investment of capital .

for parallel operation equipment, but instead redirected the negotiations

to Norwalk purchssing total power requirements from OE (F/F 102, pp.110-

111).

In December of 1971 when Norwalk officials met with OE to discuss

Norwalk's power supply problems, Norwalk's representative pursued several

alternatives to the sale of its system to OE. Norwalk inquired about

the operating locations, and titles of OE's power pooling arrangements.

(F/F 102). The Board found that 0E's reply to Nomalk that OE was not

familiar with the pertinent power pool rules and regulations was an un-
.

reasonable refusal to reveal basic CAPC0 information and policies to

interested potential members (Slip Op. at 111).

139/ On Appeal, OE contends that it was just Norwalk's " steam generation"
that OE refused to buy unless the distribution system was also in-
cluded. In point of fact, at that time Ncrwalk had 32,000 kw of
generating capacity, 31,000 kw of which was steam generation.
Electrical World, Directory of Electric Utilities, p. 603, 81st
Edi ti on , 1972-1973 (utilizing 1971 data). Moreover, the Board noted.

that Applicants assert that Norwalk's " useless generation" which OE
ultimately bought is now used by OE in fulfilling its own and CAPC0..

responsibilities. (F/F 102).

. _ _. .
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At that meeting, while attempting to find alternatives to sale of

its system, Nomalk inquired of OE whether it could retain its distribution
197-system if it sold its generation to OE. OE again refused (F/F 102,

,

p. 111). At that meeting, Norwalk "was again frustrated" in its inquiries

to enter into a partial requirements contract with OE. (F/F 102, p.111). -

Nomalk's representative then inquired about the fact that a neighboring

municipal system, Orrville, was able to interconnect with Ohio Power. OE,

though involved in those negotiations, denied Norwalk any information. The

Norwalk representative was again denied information on parallel operation
191/

with OE. - Thus, the only course held out to Norwalk was the sale of

the system. (F/F 102). Norwalk, having been denied reasonable opportunities
~

to survive, then sold its system to OE. (F/F 102, p.113).

In 1973, OE acquired the municipal electric system of Hiram. These

acquisitions, coupled with the Norwalk acquisition and the 1965 Lowellville

acquisition led the Board to conclude that "0E had acquired these potential

direct horizontal competitors, eliminated any possibility of supplier

competition for their loads, and continued the pattern of consolidation in

its service area. (F/F 103).

In defense, Applicants in part rely on the " expert" testimony of

Mr. Gerber that the demise of Norwalk was inevitable due to natural
*

economic forces. The Staff fully sub::cribes to the observation of the

Licensing Board:
,

190/ Thus OE exercised its market power to eliminate one of Nomalk's
options, i.e., becoming a distribution system.

19J Parallel operation would have permitted Norwalk to utilize its
.

generation while purchasing partial requirements power from OE.

.

|
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Whatever its natural economic fate might have been,
Nomalk was entitled to it without being hurried
along by the anticompetitive practices of Ohio
Edison. (Slip Op. at 113, n. *).,

.

2. Repressive Practices Within Their Service Areas.

a. The WC0E Negotiations

The organization known as Wholesale Consumers of Ohio Edison ("WCOE")

is comprised of the 21 municipal wholesale customers of OE. (F/F 126).

This group was initially formed to oppose a wholesale rate increase filed

by OE at the F.P.C. (F/F 126). As part of the settlement of the rate in-
.

crease prior to hearing, OE and WCOE jointly agreed "to study a new form
192/

of power supply arrangement for the municipalities." - (F/F126). OE

takes the position on appeal that the OE-WC0E negotiations "were decidedly

not for the purpose of discussing nuclear power proposals with the munici-

palities. . ." (App. Brief, p. 217). That position is incorrect in light !

of NRC 222, a letter from WC0E's legal counsel to the Department of Justice
;

stating:

As to the interest of our clients [WC0E] in participation
in the Davis-Besse and Erie Power Station units contemplated

_in your letter, while Ohio Edison's wholesale customers
have not specifically requested participation, I feel it is
implicit in our negotiations with Ohio Edison that participation
in any of the Company's proposed nuclear generation facilities
is contemplated in our settlement agreement goals. (NRC 222).

IM OE attempts to limit the purposes of the WCOE-0E study to a partner-
ship arrangement allowing WCOE to lower costs by participating in
OE generation. With respect to the joint effort to "re-align their
long-term power supply relationships" (App. Ex. 7) a partnership iarrangement was but one of the possible alternatives (Mayben Tr.

|12,527; Cheesman Tr.12,190). The purpose of the study was not just '

to lower costs to WCOE but to develop a power supply program over.

which WC0E could be able to maintain some degree of control or have
some degree of input into the implementation and operation of its

. power supply other than remaining a full requirements customer
(Cheesman: Tr. 12,195).

.
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The WC0E-0E agreement to conduct a joint study came at a critical

time in the 1972 rate case negotiations prior to hearing. WC0E felt that
.

it could not accept 0E's last rate settlement proposal; accordingly
.

WCOE agreed to OE's rate proposal when OE agreed to the _ joint study. *

(Tr. 2058 (Lyren)).

As Mr. Lyren testified: *

Q: So the inclusion of that study was accepted by
WCOE in place of the possibility of lowering
the rates, is that right.

A: Very definitely (Lyren: Tr. 2058).

- The level of settlement as far as the numbers in the rate case were

concerned was certainly advantageous to OE. (Mayben: Tr. 12,559 ) . A

principle advantage to WCOE in the settlement of that rate case was "that

they could start the development or the creation of a new power supply

relationship" with OE. (Tr.12,559 (Mayben)).

As the Board found, the electrical engineering consulting firm of

R.W. Beck and Associates was engaged to make the study which was completed

in July of 1975 (F/F 127). The Beck " power supply study" was conducted

under the supervision of Mr. William Cheesman, P.E.,who testified at the

hearing that his " firm was not free to study all of the possible alter->

natives which otherwise might have been available to WCOE; that these

restrictions were imposed upon Beck, through a series of meetings by

Ohio Edison." (F/F.127). Therefore, the Board concluded, "the study

contains recommendations which are not necessarily the best for WC0E
.

but only those which met the initial test of acceptability by Ohio

Edison." (F/F 127). The Board found that OE imposed on Beck -

L_.
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|

(and WCOE) 7 restrictions and thus eliminated from the study 7 substan-

. tive items which would decidedly affect the future power supply for
,

WCOE. (F/F 127). |
.

On Appeal, OE argues that the single restrictive condition imposed

by OE on the negotiations concerned the elimination of third-party wheeling

(App. Brief, p. 219 and n. 249). That argument is even inconsistent !

with the testimony of John White, President of Ohio Edison, who testified

that at the initial October 1974 meeting between OE and WCOE that OE e

had told WCOE and Beck:

1. WC0E could not pick and choose the future CAPC0
,

baseload units that WCOE wanted to participate
in; (White: Tr. 9616).

2. OE would not agree that third party wheeling was
includable in the study (White: Tr. 9600,
Tr. 9759).19_3/3

3. OE had no intention of jointly developing a plan
for financing the WC0E participation in any new
arrangement,(White: Tr. 9614-15) or as serving
as a banker for WC0E. (White: Tr. 9759).

Although Mr. White did not recall a discussion of whether WC0E would
'

be able to wheel-out excess WC0E capacity, (Tr. 9767) Mr.- Firestone

(0E's Engineering Vice-President) testified on cross-examination that it

was in fact discussed but was "put on the shelf." (Tr. 11,291; 11,293).

193/ Mr. Firestone testified that OE "did not want to consider wheeling
-

in the context of the study." (Tr.11,306).

.

. , - .
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Mr. Firestone did, however, recollect with respect to wheeling-out:

.

I suppose I made statements ... that any plan we '

developed to achieve their objectives would be one
in which the reliability of the 0.E. systems and .-its associated reliability commitment to the CAPC0
partners could not be degraded and if portions of
OE capacity greater than those necessary to some of
the WC0E load would be involved and would be exported
from CAPC0, that would degrade the overall reliability *

and that would in itself violate OE's obligations and
commitments under CAPC0. (emphasis added). (Tr.11,282).

Notwithstanding the inconsistency between Applicants' Appeal Brief

and the testimony of their own principal witnesses, at a series of meetings

- beginning in October 1974 and lasting through August of 1975 between OE

and WC0E representatives, the Board found that 0E imposed 7 restrictions:

1. No third party wheeling-0E would not consider any third party

wheeling including (a) wheeling among municipalities; (b) wheeling from

municipalities to power outside OE's service area; (c) wheeling in power

to WCOE from outside OE's service area. Signtficantly, the Board further

found that third party wheeling was not excluded from the settlement,

and in fact, WC0E agreed to the rate case settlement on the belief wheeling

was to be included (F/F 127, pp.130-131).
'

L 2. No Capacity From Preser.t Baseload Facilities-No Picking and
Choosing Future Units

The Board found that WC0E could not have access to any existing

OE generation. With regard to access to future units, including the

nuclear units involved in this proceeding, WC0E could not pick and choose

the future CAPC0 baseload units that WCOE wanted to participate in; OE

i would select the future units available and not available to WC0E (F/F
.

127).
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|
|

3. Limitations of Capacity
|

.

Even with regard to those future baseload units in which WCOE
,

,

participation was permitted by 0E, OE initially limited the participation |
.

to 10% of WC0E's estimated peak load annually. The effect of this

restriction would have required more than 30 years for WC0E to achieve

self-sufficiency in generation. (F/F 127, p.131).

4. The 50 MW Restriction

The 10% of peak load limitation was abandoned in June of 1975 e

and a new, and more onerous restriction substituted. The new

restriction required WCOE participation in all of the 11 CAPC0 units (in-
'

cluding the Perry and Davis-Besse units) as a condition of WCOE partici-

pating in any units at all. OE further imposed a restriction of 50 MW

per unit as total participation for all of WC0E or approximately 2.5 MW
;
l

per municipal. But because only OE had the right to determine the
i

scheduling of capacity and energy from the WC0E portions, if OE decided I

,

to schedule less than full capacity, the output of the WC0E capacity would
{

be proportionally reduced. To make up the deficiency in power, WC0E would -;

be compelled to connect back to wholesale purchases from OE alone for the

energy deficit. As the Board noted, rather than reducing the cost of

energy to WC0E, this would encumber WCOE ownership and capacity it was i

unable to use. (F/F 127, pp.132-133).
|

S. Restrictions on Resale

Although OE in its Appeal Brief focuses on restrictions on the use of

nuclear power based on an abbreviated example given in the Board's nexus |

lsection, (App. Brief, p. 214, et seq.), this is the restriction that should be
j

examined for in the OE-WCOE sections the Board found that OE required that any and |

,

|

j
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all excess baseload capacity that WCOE might have from the baseload
194 /

units that 0E would permit WCOE participation in, including nuclear capacity,-

"would have to be resold to OE and would not be available for export by -

195/
WC0E to an outside source." ~ Further, the record established, and it is

unrebutted, that the possibility of WCOE having excesses was great because

although capacity had to be acquired to meet WC0E's peak, at non-peak

.

times, and during non-peak seasons, there would be excess capacity avail-

able for short-term sales. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,229).

Staff submits that a restraint on alienation of this type has been

_
condemned by the Supreme Court in United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co. ,

388 U.S. 365 (1967). The Board noted that this restriction upon the

resale of excess capacity is redundant, because without the opportunity

to wheel power among municipalities or to outside sources, excess capacity

could not be sold to anyone except OE.

6. Unfair Reserve Responsiblities

OE required that the CAPC0 P/N formula would have to apply to

any of the capacity additions participated in by WCOE, resulting in
9

the initial imposition of 280% reserve requirements on WC0E. The Board found

that the reserve formula is " inherently unworkable" for small utilities.

(F/F 127, pp.133-134).

1 14/ The CAPC0 capacity addition program includes Mans. field 1, 2 and 3;
Beaver Valley 1 and 2; Perry 1 and 2; Davis-Besse 2 and 3 and Erie
1 and 2. In this list, the final eight units are nuclear.

~ '

l_9_5/ As to OE's attack on witness Lyren's testimony concerning OE's
.

restraints on the resale of nuclear power, OE has omitted an important
citation, Lyren: Tr. 2338 (on clarification by the Board). See
also Cheesman: Tr. 12,155 and Tr. 12,229.

|
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7. OE Must Supply All Other Power

The Board found that a final requirement imposed by OE was that

0E must provide WCOE with all power WCOE needed which was not supplied
.

from WCOE generation (F/F 127, p.134).

Thus, as a result of these anticompetitive restrictions, OE so

structured and limited the study by WC0E of re-aligning their long-term

power supply relationship with OE as to force a result of either main-
,

tenance of the status quo (i.e, full requirements customers) or prepayment

of power purchases (F/F 128). Even Mr. Firestone recognized this. At e

Tr.11,278 he noted, "From the engineering standpoint, the Cheesnan

proposal appears to be precisely the same as the existing situation that

we would be planning for in the way of producing generation and transmission

facili ties . . . . " But what WCOE wanted to develop, and what is agreed

to pursuant to the FPC settlement was

a power supply program over which they (WCOE) could
be able to ... maintain some degree of control or at
least have some degree of input into the implemen-
tation and operation of that power supply prog. ram...
Their goal - a power supply program other than being
a total requirements customer of the company. (Tr. -

12,195 (Cheesman)).

Thus, the Board noted that in approving the 1972 rate settlement (increase)

the FPC understood that the parties agreed "to undertake a joint study

and effort to realign their long term power supply relationships..."

(F/F130). The Board further noted:

. ..the _ Applicant, Ohio Edison, has not yet been required
,

to release its hold upon the WCOE members as full
requirements wholesale customers and it enjoys this rate
hike meanwhile. (F/F 130)., ,
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The Board concluded, and the Staff fully concurs:

With respect to the WC0E negotiations. ... Ohio
Edison has failed to act reasonably and in a -

manner consistent with the antitrust laws. As a result,

Ohio Edison has denied to the members of WC0E the
'

benefits of coordinated operation and development, has
hindered competition with these systems, has denied WC0E
members the benefits of competition among Ohio Edison
and electric utilities outside the Ohio Edison service
area, and has denied WC0E reasonable and practical access'

to nuclear generation. In the process, Ohio Edison has
acted affirmatively and deliberately to preserve its
monopoly position in bulk power service in its service
a rea .

On appeal, OE argues, that the Board has misconstrued the scope of

- the WCOE negotiations and that wheeling was outside the topic of the

FPC settlement negotiations, but that ".. 0E made it clear that it would

be receptive to considering wheeling requests of specific nature at any

time... independently from the ongoing FPC (WCOE-0E) negotiations" (App.

Brief pp. 218-219, n. 249).

However, Mr. Mayben of R.W. Beck testified that he and Mr. Duncan,

along with members of WC0E, went back over their recollections of the #

FPC 1972 rate case settlement meetings, reviewed documents relative to

the settlement, reviewed notes of questions and answers between OE and
>

WC0E, reviewed the settlement agreement itself, and formulated a list of

study objectives. (Mayben: Tr. 12,530) . As Mr. Mayben testified, "The

set of objectives ... represented our view of what was intended by the

settlement agreement." (Id. ) That outline i contained as an appendix

to NRC-44, as part of the June 18, 1974 letter from E. Duncan to J. White. -

That outline did include third party wheeling, financing, picking and
,

choosing capacity from units, maintenance and coordination of reserves,

emergency support, maintenance support, partial requirements wholesale

power service, and " preparing a cost of service study of future transmission

!
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of Ohio Edison to determine approximate level of transmission charges..."

Finally, even the FPC's summarization of the intended study, as the Board

. found (F/F 130) did not so limit the study as OE contends:

'.
(3) The parties agree to undertake a joint study
and effort for the purpose of realigning their long-
term power supply relationships, involving studies
of the feasibility of joint ownership or other con-
tractual agreements, relating to generating capacity.
(Attach. to App. Ex. 9, p. 2).

Although OE contends that it "made it clear" that it would consider -

specific requests for wheeling independent of the WC0E negotiations, it

appears that Mr. White (or anyone else) never told WC0E that OE would

consider a specific request for wheeling. (White Tr. 9706-9707). Further,

WCOE representatives did not conclude that OE would in fact consider

such requests for wheeling (Cheesman Tr.12,180-Tr.12,181). Allegedly,

the willingness of OE to " consider" " specific" requests for wheeling was

made to Mr. Stout of Cuyahoga Falls after the WC0E meeting, but Mr. Stout

did not inform WC0E's engineers of this (Cheesman: Tr. 12,273), which

might reasonably be expected. -

DE also contends that "0E never suspected that the proposals it

advanced in this context [WC0E-0E negotiations] would some day be distorted

and viewed as restrictive conditions imposed either upon the topics

which WC0E could study or upon WC0E's access to nuclear power (App. Brief,

p. 219, cf n. 250). Again, this position on appeal is not consistent

with the testimony of OE's own witnesses. Mr. White, the President of OE

- recognized, that the Beck study did not review any power supply alternatives

that had been excluded by 0E. (Tr. 9782). Mr. White further agreed with
.

the language of Mr. Duncan in his June 18, 1974 letter to Mr. White

(NRC 44) that "we both would agree, I'm quite certain, that we do not
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wish to explore, independently or together, courses which we can assume

would be unnroductive." Thus, in App. Ex. 14, a letter dated August 19,

1975, Beck wrote to its clients WCOE (on p.1):
.

After several meetings with UCOE Committee and Ohio
'

-

Edison (Company), we have narrowed our efforts to
seven (7) alternative methods of power supply including
the present arrangement whereby all the WC0E members
(with the exception of Newton Falls and Oberlin, Ohio),
purchase thei*r total electric power requirements
from the Company.

In defense, OE contends that "there exists not nne shred of evidence

that WC0E made a single propo.;al or counterproposal to OE that was

rejected" (App. Brief, p. 221). However, the record established, and the
.

Board found that OE so narrowed the scope of the studies as originally

contemplated with the above-discussed restrictions which forced the study

to a conclusion, of prepayment or continued full-requirements wholesale

status which was the only thing acceptable to OE (F/F 127; Cheesman: Tr.

12,188; Mayben: Tr. 12,345 ) .

(b) Refusals to Wheel
(la) WC0E

'

The Board found that OE refused to wheel for WC0E, the Buckeye Power-

Inc. member cooperatives,and for Orrville, Ohio.

With respect to WCOE, as the Board found, in August'of 1972, WC0E's

representative wrote to John White and specifically asked:
,

Would Ohio Edison be willing to wheel power from gener-
ating sources outside its control area to each of the
principal wholesale customers connected to the Ohio
Edison system? -

-Would Ohio Edison be willing to wheel power from gener-
ating resources of one or more the municipal wholesale
customers to other such customers connected to Ohio
Edison's system? (NRC 30).

1

1
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And what was Ohio Edison's response to these requests? According to

John White, Ohio Edison refused to answer this request. (Tr. 9593 "...

we did not propose to answer them and we did not.")(Tr. 9695. "We

have no answer.")
.

'

At a meeting thereafter to discuss this request and other matters,

Mr. White again refused to answer but, according to Mr. White, OE was

not refusing to wheel:

Mr. Mayben said two or three times in two or three
different ways, you're refusing to wheel. In each .

case I said, no, we are not refusing to wheel, we
are simply telling you that we have no answer for
you to these questions, yes, no or maybe (White Tr.
9593, (1. 5-9).

WCOE waited two years for a response. Finclly, in October of 1974,

at a meeting with WC0E, OE responded. At that meeting, OE flatly refused

to provide any form of third party wheeling to the wholesale customers

and the refusal continues (F/F 116, citing Cheesman, Lyren, and Firestone).
j

OE defends in part on the ground of lack of " specificity", and |

according to OE, WCOE never identified a particular block of power outside |

the area of Ohio Edison for wheeling. (Tr. 9611 (White)). If WC0E had so

identified a block of power what would OE have done? John White testified, |

"Oh. Yes, we'd have considered it." (Tr. 9613). But, Mr. White never

told WCOE that OE would consider " specific" requests for wheeling. (Tr.

9706-07). .

Further, the notes of Mr. Codispoti of OE of the October 1974
'

WC0E-0E meeting (DJ 628) reveal a specific mention of the possible

availability of federal hydro-power to WCOE. As Mr. Cheesman testified

there may have been an alternative power supply available to WC0E from

._
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the Federal project known as PASNY, (Tr.12,260) and that at the time

of the power supply study Mr. Cheesman had the exact amount of capacity

in mind. (Tr.12,269).
.

In addition to the hydro-power, witness Cheesman testified that
,

there was an availability of off-peak power from Buckeye to WC0E. Both

the Buckeye Power and the hydro power were discussed with OE by WCOE

representatives, and both of which were declined by 0E on the basis tuat

third party wheeling would be involved to deliver the power to WC0E.

(Tr. 12,250 (Cheesman)).

(2a) Refusals to Wheel - Buckeye

,
Buckeye Power, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation owned by 27 rural

electric cooperatives. The member cooperatives, Delaware, Firelands,

Holmes-Wayne, Lake Erie, Loraine-Medrand, Morian and Morrow Cooperatives

are located within the OE service area. On behalf of its member

cooperatives, Buckeye contacted for a large block of power from Ohio

Power's Cardinal Plant (F/F 117)

The co-ops located in OE's service area had purchased their power

requirements from OE but now wished to substitute the Cardinal pla..t.

The problem facing the cooperatives was how to transmit the Cardinal

plant power to the coops when the only available transmission was owned
,

and controlled by OE (F/F 118).

When the Buckeye program was in the planning stage in 1965,

officials of the co-ops served by OE made their fifth request for wheeling

services from OE. To complete their financing needs, the co-ops had to
.

specify how they would be served. By January 1968, the Buckeye Cardinal

Power was ready for delivery. On January 1,1968, Buckeye Power entered
|

into a third party wheeling contract with six investor-owned utilities'

providing for transmission of that power, but OE refused to enter into

such an agreement (r/F 118).
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It was not until June 20, 1968 that OE agreed to a means by which

the Buckeye Cardinal power could be delivered. (F/F 119).

"

This was a buy / sell agreement . . . under which Ohio-

Edison would purch. 3e power (at Ohio Edison's border)
for resale to the seven rural electric cooperatives.-

This was power which otherwise would have t;een wheeled
by Ohio Edison .. . . (F/F 119).

Thus, OE had sufficient transmission capacity to wheel the Buckeye Power

(F/F119). The Board further found that OE joined in this arrangement

because it preferred that the co-ops not have their own transmission. e

(F/F 119, p.127).

Testimony that this refusal to wheel was due to insufficient

compensation under the wheeling agreement extended by the wheeling utilities Cities

(Power Delivery Agreement) (White: Tr. 9555-56) is in conflict with the

Company's representations to Buckeye that 0E might receive less revenue

under the buy-sell arrangement (with Ohio Power) than under the Power

Delivery Agreement (DJ 532). OE's . refusal to wheel Buckeye power pursuant

to the Power Delivery Agreement resulted in the elimination of Buckeye

as a source of bulk power supoly for the cooperative distribution systems -

located within OE's service area for a period of at least six months.

(DJ 616; DJ 136, p. 4).

(3a) Refusals to Wheel - Orrville

The Licensing Board correctly found that OE refused a request by Orrville,

Ohio, for wheeling services (Slip Op. p.128). This finding :s based upon

an evaluation of Mr. Lewis' testimony after opportunities for extensive
-

\

|

-

1
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cross-examination by counsel for OE. Despite Applicants' opinion, that

Mr. Lewis testimony was " entirely unsatisfactory" (App. Brief p. 231, n.

260), the Licensing Board as the trier of fact, had the opportunity to .-
evaluate his demeanor on a number of occasions and specifically found his

,

testimony to be generally reliable (Slip Op. p.176).

OE defends these refusals to wheel on the grounds that the requests

"were so general in nature that only a common carrier could have answered

them affirmatively." ( App. Brief, p. 228). Yet the Board found, first,

that the Orrville and WC0E requests were indeed specific, sufficiently so

as to indicate that the requesting entity were not idly inquiring in a

vacuum. (F/F 123).-

| The Board also found that 0E's refusals were so negative and

final in tenor as to discourage further efforts by municipalities to

develop the engineering details which OE now asserts are needed in

considering such a request. (F/F 124). Significantly, the Board
,

|

; concluded:
|

| There is no record that Ohio Edison ever advised the
! municipalities concerning their lack of specificity,

nor that detailed requests would be considered. Such
b advice definitely n 's not provided in the WCOE

!

l
! 196/ OE's footnote 26 does not tell the whole story of the recording of OE's
| refusal to wheel for Orrville. Mr. Lewis' handwritten notes (App.180)
| reflecting his request to OE mention "True interconnection or trans-

mission". OE's footnote substitutes asterisks for " transmission".
| While it is true that the typewritten version (App.127) mentions

emergency energy and short-term power, it does not mention " transmission" .

because as the witness explained his practice was to record at meetings
the things he might forget. These things that are so clear that he would
not forget, he usually doesn't write down. (Lewis: Tr. 11,446). In any -

event, he had an independent present recollection of the refusal to wheel.
(Tr. 11,444-5).

.
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negotiations, White, Tr. 9606-07. The record as a
whole established that Ohio Edison's refusal to wheel
was a product of company policy, and perhaps even a
matter of principle, DJ 572, p.120, see also findings

.

-

with respect to wheeling Buckeye Power, supra.
Additional specificity would have been fruitless.-

~

OE's position on wheeling has always been clear. OE has agreed to

wheel for Ohio Power, (NRC 190, p. 5) for all other CAPC0 members, (NRC

193, p. 6 of Amendment No.1) and for its subsidiary Pennsylvania Power

Company. (NRC 17k, p. 3 of second amendatory cont act.) But OE refused

to discuss the wheeling of specific blocks of third party power for W|0E
,

for three years and thus has refused to wheel.

In addition, OE has refused to wheel for Orrville, Ohio and refused

to deliver Buckeye Power to municipal electric systems in OE's service

terri tory. Moreover, Applicants, as members of CAPC0, wheel power for each

other (NRC 184, p.18; NRC 185, Art.1; Mozer NRC 205, pp. 33-35; Rudolph

deposition DJ 558, pp. 213-14; Masters deposition DJ 567, pp. 44-45;

Sullivan deposition DJ 578, pp. 238-40; DJ 588), both over joint facilities

(i.e., "CAPC0 transmission") (Mozer NRC 205, pp. 33-35; Firestone App.

122, p.11; Schaffer Tr. 8552,8580-82,8604-06) and over Applicant's
,

individually owned facilities (NRC 185, Art. 5; Mozer NRC 205, pp. 31-35;

Firestone App.122, p.15; Schaffer Tr. 8552; Arthur Tr. 8380). Applicants

also engage in coordinated operation with utilities outside the CCCT

(Mozer NRC 205, pp. 24, 27-35, 37-46, Exhibits HMM-4, 7, 8; Masters

deposition DJ 467, pp.116-19). The availability of transmission service

in CAPCO allows each member of the Pool to engage in any advantageous

transaction with non-CAPC0 systems, even though the CAPC0 member may not..

be directly interconnected with the non-CAPC0 system.

i

l
.

-_ -
'
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Applicants, individually, also provide transmission services (Masters

DJ 567, pp. 37-38, 42-43; Lindseth deposition DJ 568, p. 25; Fredrickson
.

deposition DJ 573, pp.'177-78; Mansfield deposition DJ 572, p.132; Keck *

DJ 576, pp. 105-06; Kozak DJ 579, pp. 16-19; Moran DJ 583, p. 13; DJ 135, -

pp.1-10; DJ 136, pp.3-4; DJ 137; DJ 167, pp. 3-6; DJ 508, pp.1-6,17-18;

DJ 507, pp.1-90,129-35; NRC 205 Mozer, pp. 31-43, Exhibits HMM-4, 7)

and receive such service from others (Masters DJ 567, pp. 37-38, 42-43;

Keck DJ 576, p.103; Sullivan DJ 578, pp.150-52; Dempler Tr. 8860-61;

DJ 135, pp.12-19; DJ 137; DJ 167, pp. 6-8; DJ 507, pp. 91-119; DJ 508,

pp. 9-14; Mozer NRC 205, pp. 31-43, Exhibits HMM-4, 7).
- (3) Exclusionary practices To Insulate Their Service Areas From Outside

a. Agreements to Allocate Customers and Territories

As an example of exclusionary practices of OE designed to insulate

. its service area from compet'. tion from outside, the Licensing Board found

that OE: (1) was a party to a territorial agreement with TE (F/F 105);

(2) was a party to a territorial agreement with Ohio Power which
198/

utilized a functional dividing line to allocate customers -~ (F/F 107);

was a party to a territorial agreement with CEI (F/F 111); imposed

territorial agreements on rural electric cooperatives in its service

area (Slip Op. 136-137); and imposed customer and territorial"

allocation restrictions in wholesale municipal contracts (Slip Op.137-

141).

197/ The Board further found that the territorial maps were signed by''~

the highest officials of both companies, frequently updated, and
used in day-to-day operations of OE (F/F 105).

..

19% Pursuant to that agreement customers and territories were traded~

by the utilities (without customer consent (F/F 107) including -

attempts at price fixing (rate differentation between two adjoining
utilities creates " problems" exchanging customer) (F/F 108).

.
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With respect to the wholesale municipal contract, initially, OE

overtly prohibited its wholesale customers from acquiring most

. industrial customers. Restriccions in contracts, prohibited the municipal

electric system from serving industrial loads whose peaks range from

50-150 k.v.a. (DJ 25-29; DJ 31-33; DJ 35-36; DJ 38; DJ 4'-42). The

amounts of the restriction was tailored to the particular contract.

Step two was the 1965-1975 wholesale contract. Once OE had acquired
.

the industrial load, OE allocated service territories in all of its

municipal contracts as of 1965 (Tr. 9523 (White); NRC 35; DJ 44-DJ 65.

As a result, OE captured all of the industrial load it wanted.

1

What was the basis for the inclusion of these illegal customer

allocations? Mr. White testified, "I guess the basis is simply the
,

!agreement of the parties." (Tr. 9523). According to Mr. White, "the '

most important reason [for ':.clusion of the customer allocation pro-

visions] would eliminate or at least very substantially reduce the

possibility that there would be duplication of facilities, that being -

a touchstone, so to speak, of public utility law and practice." (Tr.

9524). If that is the case what occurred in 1972 between the City of

|

.

.
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Wadsworth, Ohio and OE is particularly important. In 1972, the City of
.

Wadsworth made a request of OE purr at to the restrictive provisions

of its wholesale contract to serve a subdivision known as the Sheraton .'
Park Estates Development; this was a subdivision of approximately 11

of the 26 lots. (Tr. 2052 (Lyren)). As witness Lyren testified:

'
We asked the company's permission to serve the balance
of the subdivisions. The company refused and in turn
asked permission to serve the 11 that we had the right
to serve.

Reaching no agreement, the company built about a mile
of transmission line, double-building or overbuilding,-

parallel building our facilities, and put in underground
in the development to serve the fourteen lots...

Through about half of this extension that the company
had to build to reach the development the City already
had a primary line on one side of the road and the '

telephone company had a line on the other side. So they
had to construct a facility in addition to our facility
in order to accomodate transmission to that development
so they were duplicating electrical service along the
highway. . . . (Tr. 2052-Tr. 2053 (Lyren)).

Indeed, the true purpose of the illeaal customer allocation provisions

which OE required in all of its wholesale contracts was stated in a memor-

andum from the OE legal staff to John White: "Our idea was to have the>

terms that bind municipalities live on after the 10 year contract expired."

(DJ 613 emphasis supplied).

..

.

i

,
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.,

'

The intent to bind municipalities is also clearly expressed in
.

another OE document, DJ 410. That document concludes:

In order to insure that Niles Municipal cannot extend
their facilities west of Broadway, permission is re-
quested to build the line shown in green. We believe,
by building this extension, Niles would be unable to
extend their facilities west of this area plus this
will enable us to serve a commercial development slated .

for the J&J DeTrite Property.

OE's interest in 1973 was to drop its territorial restrictions on the

municipality so it could " slide... smoothly into dropping our parallel

comitments in the contract." (DJ 624). For OE had, in the words of
.

its own legal department, " outsmarted ourselves." (DJ 613). Respecting
,

the territorial provisions, "we put those that bind us in the touchable
199/

contract - while those that bind municipalities are in the rate

schedule which is subject to change. Our idea was to have the terms that

bind municipalities live on after the 10 year contract expired." (DJ 613). -

Applicants contend that ". ..the consent requirements were freely

agreed upon by the contracting parties" (App. Brief, p. 238). In fact,

OE vigorously enforced the customer allocation agreements which it extracted

by two methods: (a) refusing to consent to a request for extension of
*

service by the municipal customer or (b) requiring, as a condition of j

consenting, a trade of customers (pursuant to a banking of customers
1

arrangement).-

' - 1.g.g/ For example, NRC 35, p. 2, para. 4.
.

|

|

I
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Mr. White testified that based on documents which counsel had

shown him prior to testifying, "there was probably something like 25

or 30 such instances from ... '65 into '72" (Tr. 9528) where requests
.

were made by the municipality for the consent of OE under the contract

to serve a customer in an crea allocated to OE. Of course as Mr. White

acknowledged:

...the only way I had of knowing to what extent those
provisions had been operative was by reference to my
knowledge of the number of occasions in which consents
had been requested.

Obviously I could not tell you how many times somebody
didn't do something because they (the customer allocation
provisions) were there. (Tr. 9669).

.

With respect to OE's second method of enforcing its illegal customer

allocation provisions, conditicning a consent on a customer exchange,

this is clearly established in NRC 63 and NRC 64 which contains the

similar language, "The condition of this consent is that Wadsworth

trade us a like customer at a future date." (NRC 64). To the same effect

are NRC 36-40, NRC 65-NRC 66; DJ 459-DJ 460; DJ 463-DJ 466; DJ 467-DJ 473

(Village of Hudson); DJ 474-DJ 475 (Hudson); DJ 481-DJ 482 (Cuyahoga
200/

Falls).

200/ In addition to the refusal to consent to Wadsworth's request with respect.

to the Sheraton Park Estates Development OE, refused to consent to the
request of Niles, Ohio to serve an industrial load, the computer center
of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Cor. (DJ 613, p. 00218582) "who has made a
request to the City of Niles to furnish electrical service," (DJ 413, p.
211529) in a situation where OE had "no distribution voltages in the area"
to serve the relocated Jones & Laughlin computer center. Other examples
of refusing to consent to a municipal's request are contained in DJ 407 and
DJ 409. The unconditioned OE approval appears only twice. DJ 441-
DJ 442; DJ 499-DJ 500. .

.
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The term used to describe this paying OE back for OE's approval of the

municipal's extension of primary on condition that the municipal

customers go to OE in the future was " banking of customers." (Tr.

- 1926-1927).

The banking of customers requirement as explained in detail

operated in the following manner: When the municipal had the opportunity

to reasonably extend its primary and serve a potential customer, it

made a request in writing as required by the contract to OE for permission
.

1

to serve the customer.

The company would grant us that permission under this
condition that at some future date, we pay back to the
company the value of that customer. This practice usually
on a single customer basis proceeded until the customers
in the bank became five, six, seven, eight customers.
Eventually the company requested verbally to sit down with
the city and discuss this matter and try to equalize the
credits that had been accrued and we had some in 1970.
We traded some existing customers that we had on our
system, sold inventory, sold the inventory associated
with those customers in consideration for the customers
that were in the bank as well as some other areas that
were not presently served. (Tr.1940 (Lyren)).201/

.

NRC 39 indicates that the agreements attending banking of customer
1

settlements extended to trading of entire service areas in the form of |

proposed developments. Once a service area was traded, there were agree-

ments not to compete between OE and the municipal for future customers.

(Lyren: Tr. 2261-64).

201/ In addition, "There has been in recent years a trade of customers
--~

or a trade of facilities with the Hudson Municipal System."
(White: Tr. 9530).,,

.

_, - --
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Anticompetitive Effect of the Wholesale Customer Allocation
Agreements and Practices

Although the illegal contractual provisions were unilaterally removed

by OE effective September 1,1972 (App.11), there was one instance
.

in the record (totally unrebutted by OE) of the continuation of the same
.

policies after September 1,1972 (DJ 485 and DJ 486) and into the present

pursuant to oral agreement. (Tr. 2910-Tr. 2911 (Craig)). The anticompetitive

effect of these provisions in the wholesale contracts is clear:

1. The provisions have restricted the growth of the
municipal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr. 1921-22;;

Tr. 2143-44).

2. Prevented expansion of the service area of the
_ municipal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr. 1923;

Tr. 2264).
|

3. Caused duplication of facilities. (Lyren: Tr. 2052-
2053).

;

4. Prevented actual competition between OE and the
municipal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr. 2048).

5. Prevented potential competition for industrial
loads. Mr. Lyren testified Wadsworth did not attempt to
serve Ohio Brass Co., because Wadsworth did not
want to get involved in paying back customers.
As Mr. Lyren testified "can you imagine how many
residential customers we would have to give to

! the company to compensate for serving Ohio Brass?
'

(Lyren: Tr. 2267).

y

[ OE has not made any. assurances with respect to whether it will in

the future elect to reinstate the customer a''ocation provisions in

j effect in its 1965 wholesale contracts. (Lyren: Tr. 2324). Dr. Hughes
|

| has specifically addressed himself to the voluntary discontinuance of

anticompetitive acts, such as imposition of customer allocation agree-
~

|

ments, and the impact of that on the future: .-

.
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Q: Now, assume that the existence of anticompetitive
acts is representing an exercise of market power.
Assume also the voluntary discontinuance of those
acts. But assume the ab'ance of public control
relating to the voluntal discontinuance of those,

acts, and the absence of oublic control enjoining
those acts in the future.

-

Could market power still be exercised in the future,
in your opinion, as it had been in the past?

A. Yes, it could. (Tr. 4073).

OE's Defense To The Territorial And Customer Allocation Aoreements

Despite the filing of Exceptions on the matter, OE has apparently
e

decided not to contest the Licensing Board's findings that it entered

into territorial allocation agreements with other investor-owned utili-

ties , municipal wholesale customers and rural electric cooperatives.

Instead, OE chooses to argue that competition in the utility industry is

not in the public interest, that it (0E) was economically and legally pre-

cluded from competing, and that in any event territorial agreements which

no longer exist cannot contribute to a situation inconsistent.

.

Applicants' arguments concerning the public interest and barriers
'

20]
to competition are discussed elsewhere. Only OE's arguments concern- g

ing the effect of the agreements remain.

The Board found that there was insufficient evidence that OE's

territorial allocation agreements have terminated with investor-owned

utilities (Slip Op. at 123). With respect to investor-owned utilities,

OE took no action which would have had the effect of either informing i

its market allocation partners that 0E was withdrawing from the agreements
..

zuy It is noteworthy that two of OE's partners in those agreements have
argued that they did not exist (App. Brief 181-82,191-92).

. .

203
__/ See section V "The Economic And Regulatory Framework".

|

|
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or of causing its partners to cease adherence to the terms of the agree-

ments (White Tr. 9750,9752). Although the territorial agreements

took the form of signed agreements and signed territorial maps (Slip Op. at .

114-15), Mr. White's only action towards eliminating them was a verbal

connunication to a Mr. Zimmerman of OE who was then to communicate with
~

the Division Managers (White Tr. 9747-48). He did not inform the other

parties to the agreements that 0E would no longer adhere to them (White

Tr. 9752-53). Such action is not sufficient to insure that written agree-

ments, actively enforced will no longer be followed. Thus, OE's bold

statement that ("In every case the market division arrangements ... are

no longer in effect ...(App. Brief, p. 234) is unsupported.
_

The effects of the territorial agreements, both those between OE

and other investor-owned utilities and OE and wholesale customers, are

well documented by the Licensing Board (Slio 00. at 119-24, 13R, 140 41),& W?

These effects continue today and are part of a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws. Frescom from competition by other investor-

owned utilities has allowed OE to acquire and maintain monopoly power.

As the Licensing Board correctly found:

As Ohio Edison expanded its transmission and distribution
lines under unlawful protection from competition, it
irreversably carved out for itself strong competitive *

' advantages tending to exclude entry into its market by
outsiders (Slip Op. p.123).

2_0_y OE faults the Licensing Board for taking a 3er se approach to
,

e
territorial agreements. However, despite t1e fact that a per se
approach is entirely correct (See pp.124-26, supra), the Liceiiiiing
Board went beyond this approach to examine Applicants' " rule of .-

reason" defenses and the effects of the agreements (Slip Op. at
138-41).

L
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29]i/The agreements between OE and its wholesale customers had a similar

effect under those agreements, OE not only prevented municipal competition
-

during the terms of the contracts, but, by surrounding the municipalities

. with OE distribution lines, permanently pre-empted the ability of the

municipal utilities to competitively extend their systems (DJ 410, 616;

White Tr. 9719-20). By 1973, when the formal written anticompetitve pro-

visions were deleted the cumulative effect of decades of contractual re-
straints on market structure was so pervasive that 0E was not aware of a

noticeable increase in competition. (White Tr. 9537). .

Also of significance in analyzing OE's arguments is the Board's

finding concerning 0E's attempts to extract a territorial allocation

agreement with Columbus and Southern Electric Company ("C&S") an

investor-owned utility. As the Board found, C&S declined to agree on

territory allocation with OE because C&S felt:

...[T] hat ... any such agreement or territory was i

illegal and that he had talked to some members of I

the P.U.C.0. [Public Utilities Commission of Ohio]
and they felt the same way.. . (F/F 109).

,

And as the Board noted, "it is not Ohio law that adjoining utilities

should not compete for new customers (F/F 112). Thus, in the case of

switching of customers, the Applicants located in Ohio cannot rely on
,

.

state law as a defense to these agreements.

205/ It should be noted that even if an agreement between a municipal
distribution system and its sole source of power can be " freely
agreed upon by the contracting parties" (App. Brief p. 238), such
agreement is not a defense to a Section 1 violation. In fact, the

' agreement to restrain trade is the violation. Perma Life Mufflers,
Inc. v. International Parts Erp. , 392 U.S.134 (1968).

- -
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(2) Refusals to Deal

a. Financing Restrictions

In July of 1973, Newton Falls, Ohio, an isolated municipal electric
.

system with both self-generation and distribution, began negotiations

with OE for purchasing partial requirenents power, in order to ease its ,

dependence upon its own oil and gas-fired generators (F/F 149). In order

for Newton Falls to take power, OE studies indicated a 69 kv interconnection

would be required (F/F 149).

The OE financing restriction which the Licensing Board found to

be anticompetitive has three elements:

1. A requirement by OE that it (rather than the
municipal electric system) must own a new inter-

- connection line or facility built to serve the
small utility.

2. A requirement that the small utility pay for
the interconnection line or facility that OE
owns.

3. A requirement that the interconnection line or
facility be paid for by the small utility prior
to construction of the line, by OE (emphasis
supplied).

NRC 79, the August 8,1975 memorandum of the FPC investigation

of the Newton Falls - 0E situation points out that during the course

of the FPC investigation "Miss McGovern of OE was also adamant regarding
e

the company owning the line..." (NRC 79, p. 2, emphasis supplied).

I
|

!
!

.
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The memorandum also quotes Mr. Bixler, the OE division manager -

saying that "the contract reflected current company polic" and that it

was the same kind of contract presently being offered to other municipals
.

in the state, e.g., Niles, Ohio." The memorandum noted:

.

She (Miss McGovern) also indicated that the Ohio
Edison policy of arranging for interconnection on
a refunding basis was a policy of long standing...

The result of this anticompetitive financing restriction is

seen in NRC 77, the June 5,1975 Squire, Sanders & Dempsey (SS&D)
C

opinion letter, which it rendered to its municipal bond client, Newton

Falls:

In order for the City to obtain the electric power it
requires the Ohio Edison Company has to extend its 69
KV line from an existing point on its system to the
City's proposed substation. In the ordinary course of
events, the Company would pay the costs of such a line
extension and recoup the costs thereof over a period
of time, along with the costs of other capital improve-
ments, from its customers by means of the rate it
charges for its services.

Due to fiscal circumstances, the Company is either un-
willing or unable to finance this line extension.

In order to induce the City to provide the funds necessary
'

to finance the construction of the line extension, which
will serve both the City and other Company customers
along the way and, therefore, will benefit the Company
generally, the Company has agreed to repay the costs of
construction by refunding, each year over a period of five
years or less, 20% of the revenues generated by the City's
purchasing electric power from the Company.

It appears to me that, absent additional facts of which I I

am not aware, the legal relationship Latween the City and' j
the Company does not change whether one labels the trans-
action as a loan, as I did in my letter Of May 15, or a

. charge for services, as it is labeled in Jr. Bixler's letter ,

1

of May 28. |

If the payment is a payment for services, it 5ecomes question--

able whether the City can issue general obligation bonds,
and notes in anticipation thereof, for such purpose, inasmuch
as general obligation bonds and notes can, be issued only to

I

i
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pay costs of permanent improvements. See Section 133.24
of the Ohio Revised Code. Similarly, mortgage revenue bonds
issued under Article XVIII, Section 12 of the Ohio Constitution
can be issued only for constructing or extending the City's
utility.

The essential problem then is that the City is providing
capital funds for a capital facility which it will not -

own and will have no legal interest in. This is the
problem on which we all must focus and attempt to
resolve.

9

The SS&D, May 15th opinion letter (NRC 74) states:

As I indicated to you, absent additional facts of
which we are not aware, this arrangement appears to
fall squarely within the provisions of Article VIII,
Section 6 of the Ohio Constitution, which, in substance,
prohibits the City from raising money ic any corpor-

~

ation in this manner.

Thus, a financing requirement that OE own, but the municipal electric
'

system prepay the construction costs of the interconnection line prevents

the municipal electric system from financing the anticipated cost of the

line for either (or both) of two reasons:

1. Article XVIII, Section 12 of the Ohio Constitution
only permits the issuance of mortgage revenue
bonds "for constructing or extending the City's
facility," (NRC 77) thus mortgage revenue bonds
cannot be used for constructing or extending the
company's facility,

2. In the event there will be a refunding of thee

prepayment (Newton Falls), Article VIII, Section
6 of the Ohio Constitution " prohibits the City
from raising money for any corporation in this
manner. (NRC 74)

Yet, OE would not alter the terms of the contract, (including OE's

financing requirement) when requested by Newton Falls. The effect of
,

this financing requirement was, as Mr. Otto stated in his letter, and as

Mr. Craig testified, is that the proposed contract could not be legally '

implemented through bonding. (Tr. 2890.) And if the sum was not !

| \

|

|
.\
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available through bonding because of OE financing restrictions, the sum
i

wasn't available at all:

As a practical matter, a sum of that magnitude,,

amounting to between one-third and one-half of
our annual gross, is not the kind of money that
we have available to spend. It would have to
be gained through bonding. (Craig: Tr. 2890,
(emphasis supplied)).

Financing Restrictions - Niles

The FPC investigation of the Newton Falls-0E impasse (NRC 79) contains

the following language on p. 2 thereof:
.

Mr. Bixler said the contract reflected current
company policy and that it was the same kind of
contract presently being offered to other municipals
in the state, e.g. , Niles.

NRC 216, is a May 5,1976 letter from Mr. Bixler of OE to the So-

licitor of the City of Niles. Attached to Mr. Bixler's letter was a

proposed (and signed) contract in essentially the same form as prepared

for final execution (See App. 268). Paragraph 1 of that contract provides

that 0E would own and construct the 138 kv transmission line with the

municipal electric system required to prepay the estimated cost of con-
_.

struction of the 138 kv line.

The fact that OE must own the 138 kv line is implicit from paragraph

2 of that contract which in underscored part refers to the operation "of

the company's transmission line."

Thus, a year after the Newton Falls situation, and the Squires,

Sanders opinions of which it was provided copies, OE continues to implement

the same financing restrictions as it did in the Newton Falls contract.,

.
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Financing Restrictions - Norwalk and Orryille
,

The Licensing Board also found that OE applied the financing restriction

to Norwalk in the instance of a temporary interconnection. (F/F 150).
206/

The Norwalk system was of course subsequently acquired by E.
'

And, as noted by the Licensing Board, the OE financing restriction was

applied to Orrville (F/F 150). Orrville, however, had a choice, because

it was located on a border and was able to interconnect with Ohio Power.

Orrville was able to finance its interconnection with Ohio Power with

municipal bonds (Lewis: Tr. 8013).
,

OE attempts to defend these findings on the grounds that ''0E's

financial situation was such that it would not realistically bear the

costs of extending the facilities to meet the needs of new wholesale

customers. . ." ( App. Brief, p. 243) . However, the record citations in

support of that proposition, only state that in OE's view, it had more

urgent priorities,

*

s

206/ Supra, pp. 112-115

|

.-

I
-
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rather than it did not have the funds (See White Tr. 9571,(16-19). More-

over, that defense does not justify OE's adamant stance that no matter which

party paid for the interconnection line, OE must own it. That defense also-

does not explain OE's insistence on utilization of the financing restriction
'.

on subsequent municipal electric systems who did not know that 0E's financing

restriction prevented those municipal syrtems from using their ability to issue

bonds to finance the interconnection at attractive rates (See F/F 151).

(2a) Capacity Restrictions
.

The Licensing Board also found that OE in 1974, attempted to impose
207/

upon Newton Falls a wholesale contract- with the following two restrictive

provisions:

1. No more than 6250 kva would be provided without
written consent of OE.

2. The municipality must buy all of its power from OE
(F/F 144).

After Newton Falls received the contract in April of 1975, it

attempted through November of 1975 - to negotiate or modify the 6,250

KVA capacity restriction. (Craig: Tr. 2876.) The attempt was made to
'

modify the capacity restriction because Newton Falls previously had a

peak demand of 4500 KVA. (Id.) As Mr. Craig testified:

Looking at a term of a ten year contract, it would
be anticipated that our demand during the term of
that contract would exceed 6250 which was the
proposed limitation.

We were concerned about either changing the figure
or changing the qualifying language which in the
draft says, " Additional power shall not be pro--

vided unless. 1, 2, 3." (Craig: Tr. 2876.)

2fU/ Newton Falls had to wait one year after a formal request to even-

receive this proposed contract (Craig: Tr. 2855, 2876; NRC 73)
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And what was the response of OE to the attempts of Newton Falls to

negotiate or modify the restrictive capacity provision? Mr. Craig

testified that "They were unwilling to change that figure or language." -

(Tr. 2876-Tr. 2877). The reason given by OE for the . refusal was "for
,

the sake of uniformity" in their contracts with other municipal entities.
.

(Craig: Tr. 2877). Prior to a scheduled informal FPC meeting OE displayed

to Mr. Craig capacity language it was going to send to Niles, Ohio, which

was "more favorable language on this matter and he indicated that...

they could expect similar language..." (Tr. 2917). Thus, OE fully

realized that Newton Falls capacity language was not favorable, in fact,

res trictive.
--

The Chilling Effect Of The Capacity Restrictions

| Mr. Craig had testified that Newton Falls had previously attained a

peak demand of 4500 kva. Newton Falls served no industrial customers. In

1985, after the ten year term of the Newton Falls-0E wholesale contract,

Newton Falls projected an annual peak of 6330 kva. (NRC 44 (Beck Study)

Table III-1.) This projection was Lased on historical load growth,

(NRC 44, p. II-1) and Newton Falls had no industrial customers. The con-

clusion is that OE was only proposing to provide power to Newton Falls in

the amount of 6250 kva, which would not permit full service of projected

load and which did not permit acquisition of any industrial load or new

housing developments. As Mr. Craig testified:

I would be very reluctant to serve any industrial
customers if I were unable to obtain more than 6250.
(Tr. 2926-A.)

..

.

A .
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.

Thus, the Board found that the capacity restrictions would be on
'

a "certain bar" to the addition of new industrial loads, or any ex-

tension of a municipal's system (F/F 144). This, indeed, is cne of the
.

purposes of the anticompetitive restrictions. DJ 572, the deposition of

Bruce Mansfield, retired President of OE contains an admission of the

chilling effect of these capacity restrictions. Mr. Mansfield testified !
i

on deposition that the rural electric cooperatives (which had been

served by OE) were " limited in expansion" "because their contracts [with
'

then supplier OE] didn't provide them with unlimited power." (DJ 572,

p. 151.)

He continued, "the contract was rather specific in the amount of

power that they were buying." (M.) OE is therefore applying now the

same anticompetitive practice to its wholesale customers as it did apply

to its customers, the cooperatives.
'

OE characterizes the capacity restriction contained in a wholesale i

contract with Newton Falls as a device for protection of the OE system

(App. Brief pp. 248-50). The facts, however, do not support that ..

characterization. The Licensing Board has already noted several problems

with Applicants' similar arguments (Slip Op.145). It should also be noted

that the capacity limitations were not included in OE's 1965 wholesale

contracts (DJ44-65). It was not until OE had " outsmarted" itself (DJ 613)

'nd was forced to eliminate the restrictive allocation provisions from

.

O
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the 1965 contracts (Slip Op. pp.140-41) that it felt the need to require

a capacity limitation provision which would have the effect of restricting
,

,

the growth and competitive ability of the municipal systems. Thus the

record does not support the contention that this capacity limitation was -

a protective device, but rather supports the conclusion that it was a

substitute for territorial allocation provisions which OE was forced to

drop.

(4) Pennsylvania Power's Restrictions On The Resale of Power

Consistent with the policy of its parent, the Licensing Board also

- found that Pennsylvania Power's municipal wholesale contracts (DJ 67-76)

also contained restrictions on the resale of power. That restriction

preventad Grove City from serving an industrial customer in its distri-

bution area, where Grove City had the capacity to do so. (F/F 140).

In Elwood City, Pennsylvania, Penn Power serves all of the industrial

customers. Although Elwood City would like to negotiate for industrial

business, the contract prohibits Elwood City from serving industrial

customers presently served by Penn Power. Even though Elwood City has

the capacity to serve industrial customers, Penn Power officials advised

Elwood City that consent would not be granted. (F/F 141).o

.

e

S

- 1-.
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Applicants do not contest the finding that PPC's wholesale municipal
.

contracts contained restrictions on the resale of the power (App. Brief

pp.256-57). Rather, they argue that the contracts were ameliorative

of more restrictive state law which they contend allocates customers and

territories. Applicants argument can be disposed of easily. There is no
"

state policy to ameliorate. The Pennsylvania statute establishing retail

service areas for public utilities and electric cooperatives specifically

excluded municipalities from the operation of that law (Act No. 57,

Session of 1975 (July 30,1975)).

|

203f As a legal defense to these territorial allocation provisions, Appli-
cants contend that U.S. v. Citizens and Southern National Bank, 422 -

U.S. 86(1975) stands for the proposition that suspect private action |
is permissible when its purpose and effect is to ameliorate more |destructive regulatory policy. In that case, state law, through a !
decision of territories, presented dejure branch banking. In order '

to circumvent the state's competitive restraint of trade, a bank
created through stock ownership, de facto branches. The Court held
that this was not unreasonable under the Sherman Act because "the
defacto branching program...has plainly been procompetitive." 422 I

U.S. at 119. That holding is thus, no defense to the Applicants
many customer and territorial allocation agreements which, as the
Board found, clearly had both an anticompetitive design and effect.

.

*e
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VI.

D. Duquesne Light Company

The Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne) asserts that the Licensing

Board found four refusals to deal by this dominant utility: (1) refusal

to sell wholesale power, (2) refusal to grant Pitcairn CAPC0 membership

or " pool with it"; (3) refusal to grant Cleveland CAPC0 membership

(4) refusal to pro. vide Pitcairn access to the Beaver Valley 1 nuclear

unit (App. Brief p. 261). In fact, the Licensing Board in addition found

that Duquesne had maintained and exercised a policy af acquiring munici alf

electric systems (Slip Op. at pp. 91-93 and 104); refused to interconnect
,

with Pitcairn (Slip Op. at pp. 95-97); and refused to operate in parallel

with Pitcairn (Slip Op. at 91) (this last finding refutes Duquesne's
;
'

argument that the Licensing Board did not challenge Duquesne's behavior

since execution of a settlement agreement with Pitcairn). In addition,

the Licensing Board found that the refusal of Duouesne to sell wholesale

power as the Board found, was directed at both Pitcairn and Aspenwall,

and Duquesne's denial of access to Beaver Valley 1 "by its plan terms would

be equally applicable to the Davis-Besse and Perry stations" (F/F 92).

The Licensing Board found that since its incorporation in Pennsylvania

in 1912, Duquesne has become the dominant, and in terms of generation
!

j and transmission, the only electric utility in its 800 square mile service
!

area (F/F 75). Since 1960, Duquesne has acquired three (Aetna, Sharpsburg,
.

209/ Duquesne's participation in a number of concerted refusals to deal
-

are discussed in the CAPC0 section, pp.167 to 174 , infra.

:
|

|

_
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and Aspenwall) of the then four remaining municipal electric systems

located within its service area. Pitcairn was the last remaining
'

municipal electric system and Duquesne attempted to acquire it
.

(F/F77). The present size of Duquesne's service area is a product,

in part, of a service of mergers and acquisitions which have led to a

situation in which only one other distribution system, Pitcairn, has

any retail customers within the Duquesne service area. (F/F 75).

Today, Pitcairn is a full requirements customer of Duquesne. Pitcairn, '

today has no generating facilities. Pitcairn does maintain its own

substation and takes electrical power from Duquesne at 22 kv. (McCabe:

Tr. 1555) . The electrical facilities of the Duquesne Light Company,

however, physically surround Pitcairn and Duquesne serves all areas

surrounding Pitcairn. (McCabe: Tr. 1701-02; NRC 19).

Pitcairn serves approximately 2200 residential and commercial

customers and no industrial customers. (McCabe: Tr. 1554.) It has a peck

load of approximately 2000 kw. (McCabe: Tr. 1749 ) .

ruquesne Light Company has acquired a franchise to serve and does '

serve a small number of customers within the corporate limits of the

Borough of Pitcairn. (McCabe: Tr. 4235). In 1967, Pitcairn requested

that Duquesne discontinue service to the customers physically located

within the Borough. Duguesne relying on its franchise refused to dis-
,

continue service to them. (Mc_Cabe: Tr. 4235).
I

i

~

;

i

l

i
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Other than with the cooperation of Duquesne Pitcairn at presentc

has no other alternatives or access to bulk power supply. (McCabe:

Tr.1699-1700; NRC 25-28).
-

Prior to becoming a full-requirements customer of Duquesne as the

result of the settlement of a lawsuit in 1971, Pitcairn owned and '

operated its own generating plant which had capacity of approximately

3,000 to 3,100 kilowatts. It was an isolated system. (NRC 19). Its

peak load did not exceed 1700 kilowatts. It experienced minimum loads

as low as 450 kw. (McCabe: Tr. 1634). It carried installed

reserves of approximately l'00 kw. (McCabe: Tr. 1847). Pitcairn was

experiencing in 1968 a load growth factor of approximately 5 percent per
s

year. (McCabe: Tr. 1579-80).

Pitcairn added generation as late as 1963, which generating unit

was subject to regular maintenance and repairs. (McCabe: Tr. 1809).
.

1. Refusal To Sell Bulk Power For Resale To Pitcairn and Aspenwall

The Licensing Board found that concurrent with the acquisition

policy of Duquesne, Duquesne between 1966 and 1968 denied requests by

| Pitcairn that Duquesne sell electric power on a wholesale basis or that
(
! Duquesne enter into some form of coordinated operation with Pitcairn (F/F 80,
|

L citing DJ 242; DJ 245; McCabe: Tr. 1613, NRC 13, NRC 14; McCabe: Tr. 1619,

( 1622-23; NRC 16).

| DJ 245, includes an internal Duquesne memorandum dated November
i

30, 1966 to Mr. Gilfillan, vice-president of marketing and customer
| -

|
services (Tr. 8408), clearly stating not only the position of Duquesne,

1

but the intensity of that position of refusing to sell wholesale power -

to Pitcairn:

I

,

e
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It our belief that with careful handling it is
possible that the Borough can be induced to sell
their distribution facilities to our Company. In
our discussions, our representatives made it very.

plain that we will not sell the Borough power for
redistribution and 01at we would resist any effort
forcing us to do so with all the resources at our.

command.

On January 22, 1968, a meeting was held at the Pitcairn municipal

building relative to another request of the Berough of Pitcairn to pur-

chase wholesale power from Duquesne. As Mr. McCabe's testimony established:
%

At that time we were advised as we had been advised
on numerous occasions in the past that Duquesne Light
was unwilling to sell wholesale power to the Borough
of Pitcairn for resale.

We were told at that time... . that this wi3 a policy !
decision of the Duquesne Light Company...(Tr.1616). !

'

l

Duquesr.a's sunnary of that meeting (NRC 13) confirms Mr. McCabe's testimony:

Attorney McCabe and Councilman Fails asked several questions
Es to whether or not Duquesne Light Company intended selling
the Borough wholesale power. The answer to each of their
questions pertaining to wholesale power remained the same
at all times that Duquense Light Company has not in the past a
nor does it intend to in the future to supply power to
Municipalities on a wholesale basis.

.

During the course of conversation Mr. Merriman and |
'

Mr. Heisley were able to inject all of their good
points relative to the Borough selling their facil-
ities to the Duquesne Light Company.

i

.

At that meeting, Mr. McCabe directed three questions at the

instruction of the Pitcairn Light and Power Committee (See h*C 13) to

Duquesne. These geestions Pitcairn asked of Duquesne were:

.

1. Would Duquesne Light sell electric power to Pitcairn
on a wholesale basis?

, __ __ _ ._
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2. Is Duquesne L1ght willing to enter into an interchange
agreement with Pitcairn?

3. Is Duquesne Light willing to supply the Borough of .

Pitcairn with standby service under a negotiated -

rate other than the present emergency municipal
service Rate "M"? (NRC14;McCabe: Tr. 1619) .

,

These questions were also contained in a letter from Mr. McCabe to

Duquesne, sent January 23, 1968. (McCabe: Tr. 1619, 1622-23).
210/

On March 19, 1968, Duquesne Light formally responded to Pitcairn. --

(NRC16). In that letter Duquesne responded to all three questions in

the negative. Specifically regarding the request for wholesale power,

the language was:
_

We are not willing to sell base load electric service
to the Borough of Pitcairn for resale. We do not presently
offer to supply base load power for resale and have not
done so except in certain limited cases restricted to
landlord-tenant supply. (NRC 16').

As the Licensing Board found, this formal refusal to sell power at

wholesale represented Duquesne Light's policy. (F/F 83; Gilfillan:

Tr. 8425; NRC Ex. 15).

Duquesne's refusal to sell power at wholesale was done in the

face of, and in expectation of, the ramifications of that refusal.

(NRC-19; last para. , p.1). As NRC Ex.19 indicates:,

Duquesne has never furnished wholesale base load
service to any municipality. Its profession of
public service to municipalities has been limited
to emergency standby of the type furnished under
Rate M.

The result of Duquesne's refusal to sell the Borough of Pitcairn

wholesale power was to leave Pitcairn as a completely isolated electric -

,

210f Oral negative responses to all three questions had been earlier,

communicated to Mr. McCabe. (Tr. 1627-28).
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utility. (McCabe: Tr. 1652-53). There was no alternative suppliers of

bulk power. (McCabe: Tr. 1652-53). There were no potential alternative

suppliers of bulk power. (NRC Ex. 25-29)..

_

Accordingly, Pitcairn had to continue as an isolated system which
.

detracted from the reliability of the system and added to the costs of

operation. (Tr.1653). As a result, brown-outs and black-outs occurred,

and it became necessary for Pitcairn to request its customers to reduce

the amount of electric power that was being consumed. (McCabe: Tr. 1653-54).

The Aspenwall Refusal .

The Board also found that Duquesne also refused in 1966 to sell

either full or partial requirements firm power to the Aspenwall municipal

system. (F/F 81). The Board, in so finding quoted from Duquesne's

President:

[W]e should reply to Donaldson (the solicitor of
Aspenwall) emphatically that we will not sell power
to Aspenwall for resale to their residents by the
Borough. It should be an unequivocal "no" so there
is no misunderstanding. (F/F 81).

.

The Board further found that in August of 1966 Duquesne again

refused a further request by Aspenwall for wholesale power (F/F 81).

The crippling effect of these refusals by Duquesne was well known to

it .for Duquesne realized that " time is on our side". A "no" means

Aspenwall would have to litigate and probably car'. eab;. that long"

(DJ171). Thus, the Board found that while L at % refused to make
'

wholesale sales to Aspenwall and Pitcairn, it was aweire t'at prolonged

litigation was an effective weapon of the monopolist (F/F 82, citing.

DJ 254; DJ 169; DJ 171; DJ 245).
.
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The Licensing Board Found that Duquesne has regarded municipal

electric systems in its service area as "a potential threat to the

well being of the company." (F/F 76 (citations omitted)). For that -

.

reason, the Board concluded, "it was the company philosoply to purchase -

municipal systems." (F/F 76). Thus, the Licensing Board concluded that

"there is a direct relationship between Duquesne's policy decisions not

to supply electricity at wholesale to municipalities within its service
211/

area and the intent of Duquesne to acquire these systems."

Duquesne has attempted to defend these refusals to sell wholesale

power for resale to Pitcairn on a number of groun;s. First, it has

~

argued that it could not sell wholesale power under state law. The

Board rejected this defense and concl'uded (PP. 99-100) that Duquesne

was not prohibited from selling wholesale power by state law inasmuch

as the F.P.C. and not the states has exclusive regulatory jurisdiction

over wholesale sales to municipal systems FPC v. Southern California

Edison Co., 370 U.S. 205 (1964). Indeed, even Duquesne was aware that

the FPC had asserted jurisdiction over such wholesale sales prior to

the Pitcairn and Aspenwall refusals. (F/F 87B).

Mr. Gilfillan, Duquesne vice-president, admitted that Duquesne does
"

sell wholesale power to Pennsylvania Power which Pennsylvania Power either i

redistributes or resells to its customers. (Tr. 8438-Tr. 8439). Fur'ther,

Mr. Gilfillan admitted that Duquesne itself receives power from Penn Power

which Duquesne in turn resells (Tr. 8439). Mr. Gilfillan further admitted

. 2]l / DJ 321 (p. 4), the Board found, Duquesne's " game plan" for the
acquisition of small municipal systems included, as part of the
acquisition strategy employed by Duquesne was a consistent refusal
to sell power on a wholesale basis. (F/F 84). -

|

|

l
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that during the same period Duquesne was refusing to sell wholesale power

to municipalities, other electric utilities in Pennsylvania did sell power

for resale to municipal electric systems. (Tr. 8445).
.

Duquesne argues that its own tariff 18 (NRC-211) which prohibited
- the resale of power by its customers prevented it from selling wholesale

- power. That is, Duquesne's own restrictive provisions were a bar to

Duquesne!~ But, Duquesne need only have amended its.own tariff

to eliminate this restraint on alienation, thus permitting wholesale

sales. Tariffs allowing wholesale sales were on file with the Pa.
e

P.U.C. (App. 264, p. 722, n. 4) Thus, Duquesne's tariff rules were

promulgated by Duquesne, not by state law and could have been amended4

by Duquesne (App. 264, pp. 724-725). As the Licensing Board noted

(Slip Op. at 100-101) pursuant to Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. 428 U.S.
,

96 S. Ct. 3110 (1976), no defense is provided nor antitrust immunity ob-
;

tained by anticompetitive acts initiatai by electric utilities when those

acts are not compelled by a state agency nor necessary to the survival of
1a valid regulatory purpose. Further, Duquesne's own Rate M (NRC 211) !

which was on file with Pa. P.U.C. did not prevent municipalities from
-i

reselling emergency power. (Gilfillan: Tr. 8449).

Duquesne argues that its refusals to sell power at wholesale are i

lirrelevant because pursuant to state law, retail service areas were

established thus precluding competition for retail customers. The

deficiency with that argument is that the refusals took place with respect

to the sale of wholesale power. State law is not applicable to wholesale

. .
sales. FPC v. Southern California Edison Co. , supra.

212/ See for example NRC 106-110, wholesale municipal contracts of
;

. .

Pennsylvania Power. '

-.
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Finally, Duquesne argues that emergency power under Rate M was

offered and was therefore an acceptable substitute for wholesale power.

Duquesne itself has consistently distinguished between wholesale power
.

and emergency power. (NRC 14-16,18-19; DJ 1, 2, and 247). As Mr.

Gilfillan testifie "Normally, I would not think that the municipality -

^

would wish to use it (Rate M), if they did not have emergencies on their

system. (Tr. 8465 (Gilfillan); also Tr. 8478; Tr. 8480). (NRC 14,15,16,

18 and 19; DJ1, 2 and 247). Accordingly, the Licensing Board found that

Rate M was " emergency service" and was not intended to be provided on a

"long-term round-the-clock basis" (F/F 86, p. 98). In addition the Board

found that Duquesne never conceived of Rate M service as equivalent to a
- firm power sale but rather took the position that it would offer only

emergency service and not base load electric power (F/F 86, p. 98).

Moreover, in so concluding the Board relied on the testimony of Duquesne's

vice-president, Mr. Gilfillan who " testified that the rate M service would

be available only for emergency purposes" (F/F 86, p. 98). The Board

also noted that Rate M involved a minimal annual demand charge of $23,400

at a demand rate of 1600 kva. (F/F 86). The minimum term for which service

could be obtained under Rate M however was three years (notwithstanding the

length of the emergency) so that at 1600 kva demand, "Pitcairn would have

had to pay Duquesne $70,200 for the use or any energy whatsoever ina

emergency situations (F/F 86 citing Gilfillan, Tr. 8472). Moreover,

Duquesne, in the case of Pitcairn, did not advise Pitcairn of the

three year minimum term for the minimum annual charge (NRC 211; NRC

215). The Board further observed that even Duquesne acknowledged
.

that the energy charge of three cents per kilowatt hour (30 mills)

under Rate M was " comparatively high." (F/F 86, pp. 97-98). That '

charge (of 30 mills) must be compared to Duquesne's own cost of energy

production at the time rate M was offered of 2-5 mils. (F/F 86).
|
i
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|
1

2. Refusals To Interconnect

The Licensing Board found that in addition to its policy of refusing

. to sell electricity at wholesale to municipalities, Duquesne also refused j

to establish interconnections with municipalities (F/F 85).
~

The second of the three questions Mr. McCabe directed to Duquesne

in January of 1968 was:

Is Duquesne Light willing to enter into an inter-
change agreement with Pitcairn? (NRC 14; Tr.1619;
NRC 13; Tr. 1622-Tr. 1623).

,

J

On January 23, 1968, at a meeting between Duquesne and Pitcairn, Duquesne

orally denied this request for interconnection (F/F 85). Pitcairn then

made a written request of Duquesne for an interconnection which was also

refused by letter dated March 19, 1968.
,

|
We are unwilling to enter into an interchange agree-
ment with your Borough. An interchange agreement
must, by its very nature be beneficial to both
parties and we see no advantage to our company in
such an agreement. Based on our knowledge of your
generating and distributing facilities, we feel that
the Borough could not provide meaningful or reliable
capacity to our company. (F/F 85, NRC 16).

-

That refusal was also based on a decision by company management (NRC 15).

Pitcairn's response to the refusal to interconnect is contained

in DJ - 2 at p. 105,006, a March 25, 1968 letter from Mr. McCabe which

includes the following paragraph:

The Borough of Pitcairn was disappointed to learn that
the Duquesne Light Company is not interested in an
interconnection with the Borough's electrical systems.*

We feel that our excess generating capacity could be
a great benefit to you, especially in those facilities

, in the Monroeville area where you require a standby
source of power. We also feel that an interconnection
with your facilities would be beneficial to the Borough
of Pitcairn's light system.

.
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'

Duquesne never responded to Mr. McCabe's March 25, 1968 letter, either

to rebut or contest his description of potential benefits to Duquesne

| by an interconnection. (DJ - 2, p. 105,004). ~

|
Mr. McCabe testified that be was aware that there was a legal require-

ment that certain schools and public buildings in Monroeville, which

completely surrounds Pitcairn (Tr. 4209), required an alternate source

of power in the event of a power failure. (McCabe: Tr.1836; Tr. 4210).
;.

Inasmuch as Pitcairn had available distribution lines, in the Monroeville

area, and inasmuch as Duquesne had an emergency line serving the Pitcairni

|
school system for which Pitcairn provided primary service, Mr. McCabe

y pointed out that possible benefit to Duquesne (and certain schools and

public buildings in Monroeville) of Pitcairn providing similar backup

| for Duquesne. (McCabe: Tr. 1836).
l

| At that time, Pitcairn had approximately 3,000 or 3,100 kw of
,

i generating potential, with a peak load of approximately 1700 kw. There
|

were times when Pitcairn's loads were as low as 450 kw, leaving Pitcairn
I

with approximately 2500 kw of excess generation. (McCabe: Tr. 1634).

Accordingly, Mr. McCabe also mentioned to Duquesne that another possible
i

advantage to Duquesne of interconnecting with Pitcairn was emergency

L power. (McCabe: Tr.1834).

| Pitcairn also had the financial ability to pay its share of inter-

| connection costs. (McCabe: Tr. 1746-Tr. 1748) .

Duquesne had an interconnection with the Westinghouse Electric

operation in East Pittsburgh. Pitcairn's electric system was comparable
'

to the Westinghouse facilities in East Pittsburgh. (McCabe: Tr. 1826).

|



-
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No explanations for Duquesne's refusal to interconnect with Pit-

cairn that were comunicated to Pitcairn appear in the record with the
!

, exception of NRC 16 to the effect that Duquesne felt that an inter-
|
!

change agreement must be beneficial to both parties, and Duquesne saw no
.

advantage to it. (NRC 16). However, Applicants' expert on interconnections

and power pooling, Mr. Slemer is of a different view with respect

to: emergency service interconnections; his view is that dollars can be

adequately used as payment for emergency service and interchange energy.

Tr. 8997-Tr. 8998). Mr. Slemmer further agreed that in allocating the
'

costs of an interconnection, the relative burdens as well as the net

benefitt must be considered. (Tr. 9015-Tr. 9016). He further was of

the view that there should be a willingness to share benefits with

interconnection partners. (Tr. 9044). In this instance Duquesne was i

not willing even to discuss relative benefits, and clearly did not

make the required burden vs. benefit analysis.

Staff will not dissect in detail certain of the after-the-fact
i

engineering studies that were made in an attempt to justify the re-

fusal to interconnect with Pitcairn (App. 117,118; DJ 608-610), except

to note that such Duquesne studies were prepared (i) approximately two

years after the fact (Tr. 8906-Tr. 8910 (Dempler); (ii) expressly for

antitrust litigation (Tr. 8088 (Dempler redirect); with the likely
:

assistance of and revisions by counsel. (Dempler: Tr. 8750-52, 8758).
I

i

i

*

|

2g As to Applicants' concept of " mutuality", this is treated in detail
{at pp. to sup ra .

-

)

.

. .
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3. Denial Of Nuclear Access

The Licensing Board found that in early 1968, Mr. McCabe (solicitor

of Pitcairn) and Mr. Meyers (Secretary of Pitcairn) met with Mr. Munsch,

General Counsel of Duquesne, and Mr. Dempler.
.

NRC 17 is Mr. Munsch's summary of that meeting (NRC 17, Tr.1636-1638,

Tr. 1839-1840) . NRC.17 was pmpared by and signed by Mr. Munsch. The

first five pages of NRC 17 establish Pitcairn's request to join the CAPC0

pool and the response Pitcairn received (See pages 171 to 173 infra:

Pages 5 and 6 of NRC 17 set forth Duquesne's responses to the only

entity in its area who could utilize nuclear power; and indicate the.t

_ Duquesne's representatives understood Mr. McCabe to be making a request

for access "to the new Beaver Valley unit" (Beaver Valley 1 and 2 are

both CAPC0 nuclear units):

McCabe said that he saw no reason why Pitcairn would
need to become a party to all of the pool units, but
that it would be enough that if, for example, Pitcairn
could take a share of the new Beaver Va' ley unit.

Dempler replied that the pool was not created on the
basis of companies simply taking shares of particular
units, but t..at consideration was given to continuing
overall needs. He pointed out that each of the parties
to this pool went in with the complete understanding of
sharing all the risks and benefits of the pool, and
hence no party could select any choice part of the,

facilities to accomodate his own desire. (See also,
McCabe: Tr. 1637-38).

Thus, the response of Duquesne to Pitcairn's request to participate was

negative. (F/F 92; McCabe: Tr. 1637) . Mr. McCabe's request for partici-

pation at the February 1968 meeting was consistent with a previously -

expressed " desire to explore the possibility of Pitcairn participating

in the recently announced joint generation program of the company
.

(Duquesne)" of November 24, 1967 (DJ 247, p. 105,103).

i
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The Borough of Pitcairn is currently interested in access to bulk

power from one of the current CAPC0 nuclear plants (McCabe: Tr. 1716)) ,

.

and is interested in general in access to nuclear generation. (Tr.1718).
The evidence is uncontroverted that Pitcairn has the ability to finance

- nuclear participation (McCabe: Tr. 1718, 1746-50) and that Pennsylvania

law raises no barriers to joint nuclear ownership by municipal systems.

(DJ261).

The Board found that since April of 1975 no one from (F/F 93)

Duquesne has approached Pitcairn advising Pitcairn that Duquesne "has
,

new policies or committed themselves to policies offering access to

nuclear plants." (Tr.1718). Since Pitcairn conti iues to be interested

in access to nuclear facilities, Mr. McCabe was asked why Pitcairn had

not recently requested access. His answer was:

The Borough of Pitcairn has been reluctant to under-
take additional extensive litigation which we have
felt would be necessary to acquire access to such
units. (Tr. 1718).

1

Duquesne's past refusals to provide access to nuclear baseload

facilities coupled with their failure to offer access has had a chilling 7

effect on possible future requests for access. This, coupled with the

failure of Duquesne (or CAPCO) to advise Pitcairn that access to nuclear

units would be made available, together with Mr. Munsch's statement

that future pool generating facilities would only be considered on a group

basis, were essential components of the Licensing Board concluding that

"although this denial of access to nuclear power was specific as to

Beaver Valley, the denial by its plain terms would be equally applicable !
l

to the Davis-Besse and Perry stations." (F/F 92)..

)

I
;
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- Duquesne defends this finding on the ground that the purpose of

the February 21, 1968 meeting was really to discuss CAPC0 membership
,

for Pitcairn. The Staff believes that Pitcairn's request was clearly
9

posed as'an alternate to CAPC0 membership and clearly of independent

import. Moreover, the Staff is aware of no case law holding that a

refusal to deal by a dominant form is immunized from antitrust liability

; because it took place at a meeting designed to discuss a related

topic.

Duquesne also argues that the request did not constitute "a specific

request for access to a particular unit" (App. Brief, p. 281).
-

Yet, Mr. Munsch's notes (NRC 17) specifically refer to Pitcairn's request

for "a share of the new Beaver Valley unit," (Accord: McCabe Tr. 1636-

1637) and as Applicant's Brief points out "The remark could only have

been, considering the date of the remark, to Beaver Valley 1..."
21#

>

Duquesne argues that Mr. McCabe was not certain whether Beaver Valley, was
.

| a CAPC0 nuclear or fossil-fuel generating station. Duquesne, of course,

did know, and their response was unequivocally "no" in any event. Duquesne

also defends this refusal on the grounds that seven years later, Duquesne

"affimatively committed to a. policy of granting nuclear access" upon,

request. But as the Board found, "Pitcairn never has been advised that
'

access to nuclear units would be made available by CAPC0 or any of the

CAPC0 member companies" (F/F 93). Further, the Board found that Pitcairn's

interest in nuclear units continues unabated to the present (F/F 93).
.

21g - App. Brief, p. 280, n. 302..

:
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(4) Anticompetitive Acquisitions

Although not Briefed on appeal by Duquesne, an essential element
'

of the Board's findings against Duquesne, involve Duquesne's acquisition

- policies and the utilization of these just-discussed refusals to deal in

furtherance of that policy. Thus, the Board found that Duquesne re-

garded municipal electric systems in its service area as "a potential threat

to the well being of the Company ... For that reason, it was the company

philosophy 'to try to purchase municipal systems' ." (F/F 76) (Citations
'

omitted).

In addition to the benefits to Pitcairn, in selling to Duquesne,

Duquesne pointed out potential " benefits" to Mr. McCabe personally if

a sale were consummated.

I might even note that Mr. Merriman called to my
attention the personal benefits to myself as
Solicitor with respect to the size of the legal
fees which I could charge in connection with such ;

a transaction, the sale of the system. (Tr.1685;
also Tr.1751).

.

5. Refusal to Operate In Part. 'lel

As a result of its forced operation on an isolated basis, the .

l
reliability of the Pitcairn electric system was adversely affected and

in the Fall of 1970, while its largest generating unit was down for scheduled

maintenance, a broken crank shaft on another generator made it necessary for

- ,

-

215/ The Board further found that concurrent with Duquesne's acquisition
policy, Duquesne denied requests by Pitcairn that Duquesne sell
bulk power for resale to Pitcairn or enter an interchange agreement
with Pitcairn (F/F 80).

-

!

|
!

, . - . .
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Pitcairn to reduce the amount of electric power being utilized. Pitcairn

then instigated before the FPC on an informal basis, a request for a

temporary emergency interconnection. (F/F 89). Duquesne had operated in .

parallel with Westinghouse but refused to do so with Pitcairn

request for a temporary emergency interconnection with the FPC in 1970.
.

(McCabe: Tr. 4179; NRC 212).

On October 13, 1971, Pitcairn and Duquesne entered into a pre-trial

settlement agreement pursuant to which Pitcairn (i) agreed to dismiss with

prejudice an antitrust action it had filed against Duquesne and (ii)

agreed to withdraw and discontinue the FPC proceedings for a temporary

emergency interconnection. Duquesne agreed to file with the FFC a tariff
- 216/

for " municipal resale service for Pitcairn" - (F/F 90). Notwithstanding

Duquesne's protests that "the Licensing Board did not challenge Duquesne's

behavior under the settlement agreement"(App. Brief, p. 260) the Board

found that Duquesne once it had agreed to sell firm power at wholesale to

Pitcairn, nevertheless refused to operate in parallel with Pitcairn. (F/F 91).

The record established that Duquesne insisted,in connection with the

antitrust settlement, that there be no connection between the Pitcairn

generating equipment and the Duquest,? line (McCabe: Tr. 4169) and that
-

parallel operation would require extensive protection equipment to be
,

it .talled by Pitcairn. (McCabe: Tr. 4176).

| - This refusal occurred at a meeting in Mr. McCabe's office attended

by representatives of Duquesne and Pitcairn (Tr. 4176). Pitcairn's

consulting engineer advised that less protective equipment than the
!

| elaborate and excessively expensive equipment demanded by Duquesne was ~

l

required (Tr. 4177).
.

2Jg/ Duquesne was apparently able to enter into this commitment
withous containing either state law or its own tariff (Rule 18).
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Mr. Stark of Duquesne confirmed Pitcairn's request for parallel

operation (Stark: Tr. 8948) but at the meeting which he attended, at

,
the Reed, Smith law offices, Duquesne took the matter under advisement.

Mr. Stark never attended meetings with Pitcairn prior to the single
~

February meeting in the Reed, Smith offices and was not in a position

to testify as to whether there had been a prior refusal. (Tr. 8951).

He never attended the meeting in Mr. McCabe's office at which the

refusal occurred.

The result of Duquesne's refusals to operate in parallel was for
s

Pitcairn to discontinue the use of its generating equipment. (Tr. 4169).

Thus, Pitcairn became an all-requirements customer of Duquesne. (Tr.

4177; App. 48).

!

VI.
1

E. CAPC0 (Applicants' Abuse of Their Dominant Position By j
Joint Action) '

l. CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding

As the Licensing Board found, since September 14, 1967, the five

Applicant companies have been parties to a pooling and coordination
'

|agreement entitied "CAPC0" Memorandum of Understanding." The term

"CAPC0" refers to the Central Area Power Coordination Group (F/F 2).

That agreement, inter alia, provides to the Applicants, by virtue

of their membership in CAPC0, the benefits of coordinated operation and

development, of generation (including nuclear generation), and extra high

voltage transmission. The agreement, inter alia, also allocates jointly
..

committed generating capacity (including nuclear generating capacity);
** allocates investment responsibility; and provides for joint principles

.. _ _ -
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of operation, including operating reserve requirements. Of significance

is the fact that the CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding requires unanimity

in all decisions by the CAPC0 companies concerning modifications of the

allocations of generation acd transmission capacity. (NRC 184, pp. 4-10
.

and App. A). -

Further, under the CAPCO arrangements a CAPC0 company cannot enter

into an understanding with a non-CAPC0 entity to construct and operate 1

generation without unanimous approval of the executive board of CAPCO.

(Tr. 8557 (Schaffer)). In addition, under the CAPC0 arrangements, a

CAPC0 company cannot enter into a transmission agreement with a non-CAPC0

entity without unanimous approval of the executive board of CAPC0. (Tr.

_ 8558 Schaf fer).

Since sales of CAPC0 capacity by a single CAPC0 member

| can result in a shortage to the CAPC0 seller thereby necessitating an

adjustment in the allocation of CAPC0 capacity in the event of sales,

unanimous CAPC0 approval is also required when such sales necessitate

adjustments of allocation of CAPC0 capacity. (Tr.10,459 (Williams)).

The effect of the CAPC0 unanimity requirement gives each of the

Applicants the power to veto (1) admission of a new member to CAPC0

(as that would require a modification to CAPC0 allocations); (ii) joint

construction and operation of generation by any CAPC0 member with a non-

CCCT entity (Tr. 8557 (Schaffer)); the entering into a transmission

agreement with a non-CAPC0 entity by a CAPC0 member; (iii) sales of

power by a CAPC0 member to a non-CAPC0 entity where those sales may

.

require a re-allocation of capaci y (Tr.10,459 (Williains)); and (iv)

| sales of unit power or purchase of ownership interest in any CAPC0 unit
.

! by a non-CAPC0 entity which such purchase or sale could require a re- *'

l

j allocation of CAPC0 capacity.

_ _ _
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'

These CAPC0 arrangements are per se_ viclations of the antitrust
21 7/

laws and consequently are inconsistent with the antitrust laws. - Al--

$
though it is not to necessary as a matter of law to inquire into the

implementation of such an agreement, its implementation has been established

on the record. For example, while CAPC0 companies have agreed to provide,

and do provide transmission service in the form of third party wheeling

for each other no CAPC0 company wheels for a non-CAPC0 CCCT entity,

thus denying to such entities, access to alternate sources of bulk power

supply from other electric entities outside the CCCT. (Matter in Contro-

versy 5).

2. Formation of CAPC0

The Licensing Board correctly found that a collateral and well-

understood result of the formation of CAPC0 was to deny to competitive

entities in the CCCT access to coordinated operation and development

(Slip Op. p.188, ff.184).
-

211_/ See section VII supra.

23/ See pages ,129_to__]3g infra.

2H/ For example, TE has refused to wheel for Bowling Green (Tr. 2404-
2407 Hillwig); CEI has refused to wheel PASNY power for the City
of Cleveland (Tr. 2583-Tr. 2594 (Hinchee); (NRC 70) and for
Painesville (Tr. 3128-Tr. 3129 (Pandy), Tr.10,719 (Hauser) NRC
141; OE has refused to wheel for its wholesale consumers as well
Orrville and Pitcairn was refused CAPC0 membership..

.
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3. CAPC0 P/N Method of Allocating Reserves .,

As the Board found, the CAPC0 pool differs from many other area-
.

wide power pools in that member obligations to maintain reserves are

calculated on the basis of a P/N allocation of responsibility rather

than on a nore conventional equal percentage of reserves or largest

unit down standard. (F/F 211).

Applicants jointly adopted an allocation formula which functioned

as a device to exclude small competing systems from CAPC0. The CAPC0

capacity allocation formula was not adopted until Applicants had conducted
-

a study which showed that the effect of the formula on a small system,

modeled after MELP, would be to require that system to bear an inordinately

high reserve burden (C-46; DJ 278; Kampmeier DJ 450, p. 44). Such a

reserve burden would create an economic disincentive to join the pool

(Keck DJ 576, p. 135). Further, the CAPC0 P/N method is inherently

biased against small systems in that it either imposes unreasonably ex-

cessive reserve requirements on the small system or it forces the small

system to have many smaller, more costly units in order to achieve greater

reliability, thus precluding the small system from achieving economies of
,

scale in generation. (Kampmeier: Tr. 5708).

:

.

I
*

;

!

. ,
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Notwithstanding the significant reserve burden on small systems

already imposed by the CAPC0 allocation formula, Applicants modified

the formula to further increase the burden. In 1972, and again in April
.

1973, DL circulated a proposal recommending a change in the method of
- representing units in CAPC0 calculations (C-57; DJ 283). In support of

its proposal, DL urged that the then-existing method would encourage the

entry of new pool members and could result in favorable allocations to

such new members (C-57, p. 5; DJ 283, p. 5). After Applicants had been

notified of MELP's request for CAPC0 membership (DJ 97-8, 181, 183),
.

CAPC0 adopted a modified form of DL's proposal which eliminated the

potential benefits to new members of the prior method of calculation (DJ

372; Masters DJ 567, pp.126-130; Schaffer Tr. 8592,8609-11). Again,

Applicants allowed themselves a transition period so that the change in

method would not have an adverse impact on them. (Schaffer Tr. 8612).

4. Applicants Acted In Combination And In Concert To Deny
Pitcairn CAPC0 Membership

The Licensing Board correctly found that the CAPC0 companies acted

jointly and collectively pursuant to joint decision in denying Pitcairn's

request for CAPC0 membership. These findings of fact are set forth in
_

the Opinion in great detail (F/F 191-196) and are fully supported by

the record.

At present, Pitcairn remains interested in CAPC0 membership.

(Tr.1723-1729; Tr.1738), as Pitcairn feels it would be better off

economically if it had the option of financing participation in CAPC0

or a CAPC0 nuclear unit wather than buying full requirements wholesale '

power. (McCabe: Tr. 1738)..

.
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Applicants have offered shallow reasons in defense of the Pitcairn
22R/

group boycott. First, they rely on the testimony of Mr. Dempler of Duquesr.
.

for four engineering propositions to the effect that inclusion of Pitcairn

in the CAPC0 pool would be " impractical") (App. Brief p. 108,275).

However, the record below established, that the Dempler " studies" of

the feasibility of Pitcairn's request for CAPC0 membership were prepared

(i) approximately two years after the concerted refusal (Dempler: Tr.

8906-8910; (ii) expressly for antitrust litigation (Dempler: Tr. 8088-

redirect); with the likely assistance of and revisions by counsel (Dempler:

Tr. 8750-52; 8758).

[ Applicants contend (App. Brief p.108) that Pitcairn's generating

costs were so high that it would have been uneconomic for CAPC0 companies
1

to purchase Pitcairn's excess energy. However, it must be recalled that if
'

Duques e had been willing to coordinate with Pitcairn, or if Duquesne had not

refus' I to sell wholesale power to Pitcairn, or if Duquesne had not denied

access to nuclear units to Pitcairn, Pitcairn would have been able to

avail itself of the advantages of economies of scale in. generation. The

fact that Pitcairn's generating cost.s were "so high" did not prevent Duquesne

j from making Rate M power available to Pitcairn at twice the cost of Pitcairn's
'

221/
f self-generated power. -

22y Applicants' attempted justifications for their concerted refusal
| to deal is irrelevant since, as will be discussed in section VII,
'

Applicants crcum action constitutes a per s_e violation of thee
antitrust les and is hence inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

2_2_y Applicants also contend that the inclusion of Pitcairn into the
pool would not be beneficial and would necessitate the alteration
of many CAPC0 principles. (App. Brief, p.109). Mr. Slemmer,
however, does not feel that coordination arrangements should be
denied smaller or publicly owned electric systems (Tr. 9054) and
was aware of viable power pools which included both investor- '

owned and publicly-owned. power systems. (Tr. 9108). Although
Applicants apparently do not, Mr. Slemmer would view receipt of
revenue as a benefit. (Tr. 9021).
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5. Apalicants Acted In Combination And In Concert To Deny
CA'C0 Membership To ELP

.

The Board also found that the CAPC0 companies also engaged in a

group boycott and concerted refusal to deal with regard to the City of

Cleveland's request for CAPC0 membership (Slip Op. at 203). Applicant's

response to MELP's request for CAPC0 membership displays the same con-

sensual nature found in the denial of Pitcairn's request. (F/F 202-210).

Applicants' attempted business justifications for their concerted
,

refusal to deal with MELP is irrelevant since, as will be discussed

-(pp.186 to 189), Applicants' group action constitutes is a per s_e,

violation of the antitrust laws and is hence inconsistent with the

antitrust laws. However, these alleged justifications are not supported

by the record. Although DL claimed that there would be no advantage

to DL if MELP joined the pool (DJ 186-87), neither DL (Arthur Tr. 8349), nor

! OE (White Tr. 9808) nor CEI (Williams Tr.10,441) conducted an engineering

economic study to determine the effect upon them of ME!.P's admission to

CAPCO. Mr. Slemmer, Applicants' expert on power pooling, testified that4

he could not imagine Applicants turning down a request for membership

without first studying the matter (Slemmer: Tr. 9122, 9152).
4

Applicants claim that MELP's request for CAPC0 membership and

. participation in nuclear units was inconsistent. Mr. Williams was,

however, unable to state that MELP was ever informed that its proposal *

was inconsistent as claimed (Williams Tr. 10,430-31). Mr. Hauser's notes

of the CEI-MELP meeting on October 25, 1973, which discussed these mai.ters,.

do not reflect that MELP was. informed of the alleged inconsistency (DJ L '

Similarly, this problem was not raised in CEI's August 13, 1973, resporst.

- - . . - - . -,
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to MELP's request (App. 25). Further, Mr. Williams eventually admitted

that MELP's proposal should be read in the alternative (Williams: Tr.

10,485) which would eliminate any inconsistency which may have existed.

The real reason for denial of membership in CAPC0 is that Applicants

wanted to deny MELP the many benefits it would obtain through CAPC0 member-

ship which were not available through participation and interconnection

.

arrangements, then being offered by CEI (DJ 292). This would, of course,

make CEI's long-sought goal of acquiring the system easier.

With respect to both the MELP and Pitcairn boycotts, Applicants

set out a number'of objections in their Brief to meaningful participation

i in power pools by both entities. Yet, Mr. Slemmer, Applicants own

expert on power-pooling would not exclude non-generating electric

utilities from power pool membership (Tr. 9036-37); would not exclude

electric utilities with generation but with no transmission (beyond

distribution lines) from power pool membership (Tr. 9038); and similarly

feels it is possible that an electric utility could offer benefits to a

pool even if that entity had both no generation and no transmission (Tr.

9039). In any event final equalization of differences in generation,

transmission, and reserves can be made up by money as a working part of

any pool (Slemer: Tr. 9043). Mr. Slemer would not exclude qualified

1 municipal and cooperative electric systems from pool membership. (Tr. 9039).

6. CAPC0's Concerted Denial of Access to Nuclear Facilities

The Licensing Board also correctly found that Applicants acted jointly
;

to deny access to nuclear units to the City of Cleveland. (F/F 202-210). .

l

.

.
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VII. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

A. Abuse of Dominance-

The record established that Applicant's (individually and collectively)

dominate the relevant markets and have engaged in activities designed to

maintain their dominance, to foreclose competition, and/or to gain

competitive advantages. For example, Applicants' either jointly or

individually, inter alia (1) denied access to nuclear units, (2) refused

to wheel and/or provide other transmission services (3) refused to sell -

bulk power; (4) refused to interconnect or reach an interconnection

agreement; (5) when they did interconnect, imposed anticompetitive

provisions in interconnection agreements; (6) refused to sell power for

resale and imposed restrictions on the resale of power; (7) refused to

sell power for maintenance or emergency; (8) refused to provide transmission

services or engage in third-party wheeling; (9) refused to operate in

parallel or provide synchronous interconnections; (10) refused to engage i

!
in, and prevented non-Applicant CCCT entities from achieving the benefits ;

|

of coordinated operations, development, or planning, and access to economies -|
|of scale; (11) acquired and attempted to acquire and/or eliminate j

competitors and attempted to eliminate competition. These activities were

designed to maintain their dominance, to foreclose competition, and/or to

gain competitive advantages and are, individually and as a whole, an abuse

of Applicants' dominance; consequently they are inconsistent with the antitrust

laws. The Peelers Co., 65 F.T.C. 799 (1964), enforced h part sub nom. LaPeyre
'

v FTC, 366 F.2d 117 (5th Cir.1966); United States v. Colgate & Co. , 250 U.S.

,
300 (1919); United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra; Eastman Kodak Co. v. )
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Southern Photo Materials Co. , 273 U.S. 359 (1927); Lorain Journal Co. v.

United States, 342 U.S.143 (1951); United States v. Parke, Davis & Co.,

362 U.S. 29 (1960); United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F.

Supp. 295 (D. Mass.1953), aff'd, 347 U.S. 521 (1954); Otter Tail Power

Co. v. United States, supra; Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S.

1 (1945); United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S.100 (1948); Gainesville

Utilities Department v. Florida Power Corp. , 402 U.S. 515 (1971); United

Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., 350 U.,S. 332 (1956); FPC

v.' Sierra Pacific Power Co. , 350 U.S. 348 (1956); Richmond Power & Light

v. FPC, 481 F.2d 490 (1973); Wolf Creek, supra.);

As the Licensing Board concluded, it is well established that a firm

that has significant market control cannot refuse to deal or discriminate
1

| in its dealings with its customers for the purpose of preserving or extendinc
'

222/
its dominant position. - Furthermore, dominant finns are subject to:

| 223/
; stricter scrutiny under the antitrust laws than other firms. As
i

222/ Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973); United
-

; States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919). The Colgate Court held:

In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a
monopoly, the [Sherman] Act does not restrict the long
recognized right of a trader or manufacturer... freely
to exercise his own independent discretion as to thee

| parties with whom he will deal ... Id. at 307 (emphasis
added).

'

223/ United States v. Aluminum Co. of America,148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.
-

1945); The Peelers Co., 65 F.T.C.-799 (1964), enforced in part
sub nom. LaPeyre v. FTC, 366 F.2d 117 (5th Cir.1966).-

.

4
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Commissioner Elman of the Federal Trade Commission stated:

~

Firms possessing monopoly power may not be ipso facto
unlawful monopolists under the antitrust lawsDut the
permissible limits of lawful business conduct for such.

firms are more narrowly circumscribed than in the case
of firms not possessing such economic power .... They
are accordingly subject, under the antitrust laws, to
some of the obligations of fair and equal treatment
borne by publicly regulated utilities. A course of
conduct that would be lawful if engaged in by a non-
monopolists may, therefore, be an unfair method of
competition when engaged in by a monopolist.224/

225j
"

.

In Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Materials Co., -- one of the

questions posed to the Supreme Court was whether the re.fusal by a monopolist

to sell to a certain class of customers at a dealer's discount was in

furtherance of a purpose to monopolize. The Court held that:

[A]lthough there was no direct evidence -- as there could
not well be -- that the defendant's refusal to sell to the
plaintiff was in pursuance of a purpose to monopolize, we
think that the circumstances disclosed in the evidence
sufficiently tended to indicate such purpose, as a matter
of just and reasonable inference, to warrant the submission
of this question to the jury. " Clearly," as was said by
the Cou:t of Appeals, "it could not be held as a matter of

_law that the defendant was actuated by innocent motives
rather than by an intention and desire to perpetuate a
monopoly."226f

In Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, the publisher of the only

daily local newspaper enjoyed a substantial share of the local market of
.

22 / The Peelers Co. , supra note 2233

225f 273 U.S. 359 (1927).
~

226] Id_. at 375.
227_ / 342 U.S. 143 (1951).-
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the mass dissemination of news and adverti.iing. A radio station was

licensed, and derived most of its income from local and national adver-
,

tising in direct competition with Lorain Journal. The Court held that
'

its effort to retain its monopoly by refusing to accept local advertising

from customers who also advertised through the radio station was a

violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The Court reasoned that:

It is consistent ... to hold here that a single newspaper,
already enjoying a substantial monopoly in its area,
violates the " attempt to monopolize" clause of 52 when it
uses its monopoly to destroy threatened competition. The
publisher claims a right as a private business concern to
select its customers and to refuse to accept advertisements
from whomever it pleases. We do not dispute that general
right. "But the word 'right' is one of the most deceptive~

of pitfalls; it is so easy to slip from a qualified meaningr

in the premise to an unqualified one in the conclusion.
Most rights are qualified..." The right claimed by the
publisher is neither absolute nor exempt from regulation.
Its exercise as a purposeful means of monopolizing interstate
commerce is prohibited by the Sherman Act.228/

In United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, an action was brought

against Alcoa for monopolizing the manufacture and sale of " virgin"

aluminum ingot. Alcoa's defense was that it was the passive beneficiary

of a monopoly - that it acquired and maintained its dominant pasition solely|

by its skill, energy and initiative. Judge Learned Hand, writing for
3

the court, held:

It was not inevitable that it should always anticipate
increases in the demand for ingot and be prepared to
supply them. Nothing compelled it to keep doubling
and redoubling its capacity before others entered the
field. It insists that it never excluded competitors; .

228/ Id. at 154-55, quoting American Bank & Trust Co. v. Federal Reserve,

Bank, 256 U.S. 350 (1921).

229/ 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.1945).,

|

J
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f

but we can think of no more effective exclusion than
progressively to embrace each new opportunity as it
opened, and to face every newcomer with new capacity,

already geared into a great organization, having the
advantage of experience, trade connections and the
elite of personnel. Only in case we interpret "ex-
clusion" as limited to manoeuvres not honestly indus-
trial, but actuated solely by a desire to prevent
competition, can such a course, indefatigably pursued,
be deemed not "exclusionary". So to limit it would in
our judgment emasculate the Act.. 2_3_0/

231/
In United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp. - the Government

brought suit against United Shoe for alleged violations of Sections 1
e

and 2 of the Sherman Act. In discussing United's control of the market,

the court recognized that the activities practiced by United were " honestly
;

industrial" in that they were of the sort engaged in by other honorable

firms, and in fact conformed to long-standing traditions in the shoe
;

1machinery business. Still the Court held:
i

While the law allows many enterprises to use such,

practices, the Sherman Act is now construed ... to
forbid the continuance of effective market control
based in part upon such practices ... [M]arket
control is inherently evil and constitutes a vio-

_lation of !i2 unless economically inevitable, or
specifically authorized and regulated by law.

Defendant seems to suggest that even if its control
of the market is not attributable exclusively to its
superior performance, its research, and its economies

i

of scale, nonetheless, United's market control should
not be held unlawful, because only through the exis-
tence of some monopoly power can the thin shoe
machineryhrket support fundamental research of the
first order, and achieve maximum economies of production
and distribution.

~

2_3_0/ Id. at 431. (Judge Hand's opinion in the Alcoa case has been cited
with approval so often by the Supreme Court that it has the status

,
of Supreme Court precedent.)

231 / 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass.1953), aff'd. , 347 U.S. 521 (1954).
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To this defense the shortest answer is that that law
does not allow an enterprise that maintains control of
a' market through practices not economically inevitable,
to justify that control because of its supposed social -

advanta ge. It is for Congress, not for private interests,
to determine whether a monopoly, not compelled by cir-
cumstances, is advantageous. And it is for Congress to
decide on what conditions and subject to what regulations,
such monopoly shall conduct its business.232/

In discussing Alcoa, Professor Turner has written: '

.

....the result in Alcoa can be justified, even on
the assumption that the company never engaged in any
plainly questionable exclusionary tactics, by
distinguishing between the acquisition of monopoly
power on the one hand and the persistent retention
of monopoly over a substantial period of time on the

,
other. Alcoa could properly be held to have unduly
' monopolized,' not because it doubled and redoubled

~

its capacity over a period of years, but rather
because the inability of competitors to break into
the field - and the ability of Alcoa to hold the
field to itself - reflected barriers to entry that
were due not only to continuing skill, foresight,
and industry; but also to Alcoa's dominant oosition
obtained long in the past2jly

Thus, Professor Turner suggests that Sherman Act, section 2

cases lie:

. . . .where monopoly power has been persistently
maintained over a substantial period of time, except
where based solely on economies of scale or ....

j depends upon .. . unexpired patents. 234/
b

Of course, Professor Turner was contemplating a proof of a violation

of the Sherman Act. Under a statutory scheme such as 105c with the

standard of " inconsistency," based on the Alcoa line of reasoning,

232/ Id. at 345 (citations omitted).
.

233/ Turner, The Scope of Antitrust and Other Economic Regulatory
--

Policies, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 1207, 1219 (1969).
,

233/ Id. at 1225.

.

.
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knowing retention of strategic dominance could constitute an

inconsistency with 5105. Of course, with respect to the instant appeal,

the raccrd is pregnant with " plainly questionable exclusionary tactics."
,

Finally, the decision in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, supra,

focuses on the abuse of a dominant position by an electric utility. In

this civil Sherman Act suit, brought by the government, [t]he District

Court determined that Otter Tail has 'a strategic dominance in the trans-

mission of power in most of its service area' and that it used this

dominance to foreclose potential entrants into the retail area from ob- *

235 /
taining electric power from outside sources of supply." - The

Supreme Court reiterated familiar language and applied it to the electric

utility industry, holding:

1

Use of monopoly power "to destroy threatened competition"
;is a violation of the ... Sherman Act. Lorain Journal v. |United States, 342 U.S.143,154, Eastman Kodak Co. v. '

Southern Photo Materials Co. , 273 U.S. 359, 375.236/
,

The Court also re-affirmed its holding that the Sherman Act was

violated by the abuse of a dominant position even in the absence of a

finding of a complete monopoly. The Court noted: -

In Associated Press v. United States , 326 U.S.1, . . .
a cooperative news association had bylaws that permitted
member newspapers to bar competitors from joining the
association. We held that practice violated the Sherman
Act, even though the transgressor "had not yet achieved
a complete monopoly."2p

2_33 410 U.S. 366 (1973).

23 Id. at 377.

23] Ld..

_

,

, , , _ . ---
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Thus, the Supreme Court concluded in Otter Tail that:

'

The record makes abundantly clear that Otter Tail used
its monopoly power in the cities in its service area to '

foreclose competition or gain a competitive advantage,
or to destroy a competitor, all in violation of the

'antitrust laws. See United States v. Griffith, 334
U.S.100,107 2R/

It is important to note that each and every abuse of a dominant

position, standing alone, constitutes a violation of the antitrust laws.

The Supreme Court made it very clear:

The District Court found - and its findings are supported -
that Otter Tail's refusals to sell at wholesale or to wheel
were solely to prevent municipal power systems from eroding

- its monopolistic position.23_9/

Any suggestion that Otter Tail requires a proof of a refusal to deal

and a refusal to wheel is not supported by the plain language of the

Supreme Court decision as above quoted.
,

Furthermore, Otter Tail reaffirms the principle that anticompetitive

practices are not justified by the promotion of economic self-interest.

As the Court observed:

Otter Tail argues that, without the weapons which it
used, more and more municipalities will turn to public
power and Otter Tail will go downhill. The argument is.

a familiar one. It was made in United States v. Arnold,
Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S. 365, a civil suit under 91 of
the Sherman Act....We said: "The promotion of self-
interest alone does not invoke the rule of reason to
immunize othemise illegal conduct."2g

238/ Id. (emphasis added).

| 239/ _Id. at 378 (emphasis added).
'

t

24_0/ Id. at 388.
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.

B. Per Se Offenses.

Applicants also entered into, and engaged in (1) agreements with

each other to allocate customers and territories; (2) imposed similar

restrictions on smaller non-Applicant utilities involving territorial

allocation agreements, cust;mer allocation agreements, and agreements

not to compete; and (3) acted in combination and in concert, pursuant to agree- '

ment to deny both Pitcairn and the City of Cleveland CAPC0 membership,

to deny ;*m City of Cleveland access to nuclear units, and to deny all

other electric entities in the CCCT the benefits of coordinated operation

and development and access to the economies of scale, (including nuclear

units). The Licensing Board found that these activities constituted~

per s_e, violations of the antitrust laws, and were hence inconsistente

with the antitrust laws. Although the Licer-ing Board found these practices

as per se violations, it also found most of them to be unreasonable

under a rule of reason analysis. As such, such practices would constitute ~

an abuse of dominance as previously discussed.

_

!
l
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As the Licensing Board stated, certain practices have bean condemned

as per jte. violations of the antitrust laws

.

...which because of their pernicious effect on competition
and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed
to be unreasonable and therefore illegal without elaborate ~

inquiry as to the precise harm they have caused or the
business excuse for their use. Northern Pacific Ry v.
United States, 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958) (Slip Op. p. 20).

The Licensing Board continued:

A specific intent to restrain trade is not an element
of a per se, offense. The objectives or motives of the
conspirators are not relevant or material of the
actions undertaken constitute per se violations of
the Sherman Act. (Slip Op. p. 20).

.

The Licensing Board relied on, clearly established practices as

per se violations, including (1) allocations of customers and territories;

(2) Group boycotts or cont. -ted refusals to deal.

1. Territorial or Customer Allocations

Territorial or customer allocations among or between competitors have

aise repeatedly been condemned by the Supreme Court as per se, violations

of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. United States v. Citizens and Southern

National Bank, 422 U.S. 86 (1975) United States v. Topco Associates,a

2,4_1/ At 118, the Court stated:

Market division is a per se_ offense under the Sherman Act.

This Court has reiterated tine and again that "[h]orizontal
territorial limitations . . . are naked restraints of trade
with no purpose except stifling of competition (Citations
omitted).

Applicants cite this case for the proposition that courts routinely
eschew the )
n. 39, pp. pe_r se approach in regulated industries. (App. Brief, p. 36 l35F-4UT.

i

J
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405 U.S. 596, 608 (1972); United States v. Sealy, Inc., 388 U.S. 350 (1967); I

\Northern Pacific Ry. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958); Timken Roller $
.

\
Bearing Co. v. United States, 341 U.S. 593 (1951). The Court has classified.

such ag eement as "[o]ne of the classic examples of a per se, violation of
51 . . . ' United States v. Topco Associates, 405 U.S. at 608. And the

per se rule has been applied to the electric utility industries by the

Supreme Court, Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366,

373 (1973), as well as by Courts of Appeal, Montana-Dakota Utility Co.

v. Williams Electric Cooperative, 263 F.2d 431 (8th Cir.1959); ,

Pennsylvania Wate- & Fower Co. v. Consolidated Gas, Electric Light &

Power Co.,184 F.2d 552, 558-59 (4th Cir.1950), cert. denied, 340 U.S.

906. Applicants' contention that there are reasons for not applying the

per sjt rule to territorial agreements among Companies in regulated

industries was specifically re.iected in Montana-Dakota Utility Co. ,

s upra . In that case, the 8th Circuit found that when quasi-public

businesses, i.e. , electric' utilities, have entered into territorial agree-

ments, there is greater reason to utilize the per se, rule than if private

business were invoived. The Court stated:
_

In determining the relative freedom to contract and
the validity of contracts which tend to restrict trade,
the courts have definitely distinguished the limited
power of corporations impressed with a public trust
and duty, from the greater freedom allowed to private
enterprise. By the great weight of authority in this
country, the role no: haan oromuinated and consistently
applied that contracts between quasi-public corporations,
having for their object the division of territory between
such companies, are aginst public policy, and being
so, are absolutely void, untempered by any application
of the " rule of reason" (emphasis supplied) 263 F.2d-

at 434.
.

n- - - - _ _ -
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2A?/Applicants also contend that certain cases have held that
.

territorial agreements which have the effect of increasing competition
2.42/

should not be subject to the per se_ rule. Although there is abundant

evidence of record that Applicants' territorial agreements had both an

anticompetitive design and effect, this contention was specifically

rejected by the Supreme Court in Topco, supra, where it stated:

the Court has consistently rejected the notion that
naked restraints of trade are to be tolerated because
they are well intended or because they are allegedly

.

developedtoincreasecompetition(citationsomitted).2H/

2. Group Boycotts And Concerted Refusals To Deal

In Klor's Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores . Inc. , 359 U.S. 207, 212

(1959), the Supreme Court stated:

'

Group boycotts, or concerted refusals by traders to
deal with other traders, have long been held to be in
the forbidden category. They have not been saved by
allegations that they were reasonable in the specific
circumstances, nor by a failure to show that they
" fixed or regulated prices, parcelled out or limited
production, or brought about a deterioration in quality."

24 / Applicants apparently rely on United States v. National Football1e

League,116 F. Supp. 319, 321 (E.D. Pa.1953), and In re Coca-Cola -

Co. (1973-1976 Transfer Binder) Trade Reg. Rep. 21,010 (FTC,
October 8,1975).

243, f Even if this were the proper legal standard, Applicants would not
pmvail because the Licensing Board found that Applicants' territorial,

'

agreements had a restraining effect on competition (Slip Op. 137-142,
172).

t
-

| 244f 405 U.S. at 610. In Topco, the territorial agreement was held to
be a per se violation by the Supmme Court despite a District Court
finding that the agreement actually had certain pro-competitive effects.

i
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The Court has since reaffirmed its application of the per se_ rule to

group boycotts, Radiant Burners, Inc. v. Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co.,.

364 U.S. 656 (1961) (per curiam); United States v. General Motors Corp.,
.

384U.S.127(1966); and has applied it in a regulated industry context,

Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341, 347 (1963).

The per Le condemnation of group boycotts has also been recentlye

utilized under the FTC Act by the FTC. In Tysons Corner Regional

Shopping Center, FTC , 3 Trade Reg. Rep. Para. 20,933 (Docket -

8886, June 10,1975), the FTC challenged clauses of shopping center

leases granting the three major department stores a veto over prospective

tenants in the shopping center, and/or a right to limit the floor space

of potential lessees. The Coninission concluded that such veto rights

were illegal per le as a group boycott under the Klor's rationale (3 CCH

p. 20,775). The Coninission noted, and its rationale is applicable here,

that the exclusion of an entrant from a shopping center pursuant to the

245/ In Silver, supra, two broker-dealers brought an action against the
New York Stock Exchange, claiming that the collective refusal of the
Exchange to continue direct wire connections to the broker-dealers -

violated the Sherman Act. The question of the Exchange's justification
for its action arose because Congress, in enacting the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, had contemplated that the self-regulation
mandated by that Act would include barriers to exchange membership.
The Court held that unless the action of the Exchange was within
its authority under the Security Exchange Act, it would constitute
a group boycott and, as such, a per se violation of the Sherman Act
(373 U.S. at 347-49). Thus, the question was not whether the group
boycott was reasonable, but whether it was exempted from antitrust
scrutiny by the Securities Exchange Act (373 U.S. at 342-43). See
also Fashion Originator's Guild of America, Inc. v. FTC, 312 U.S.
4357 (1941), and United States v. Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495,
552 (19 ).,

246/ Stay denied, FTC , 3 CCH Para. 20,963 (July 29,1975); order
modi fied FTC , 3 CCH Para. 21,030 (October 21,1975).

. __.
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excuse of veto authority "... amounts to no more or less than joint

activity to deprive the potential entrant of a source of supply. This
.

combination was an important focus of the Court's concern in Klor's..."

(Id.) -

Applicants, have relied on selected lower court authority to

contend that the per g doctrine has only limited effect when a group
,

boycott is alleged and that the Licensing Board erred in applying
241]

the per g rule here. Applicants have ignored lower courts which
248]_

However, thosehave consistently applied the Klor's per g rule.

few cases cited by Applicants have uniformly held a form of the per g rule
, applicable to group boycotts when there is a purpose either to exclude a

person or group from the market, or accomplish some other anticompetitive

objective, or both. Those factors are plainly present here, as the

Board found.

2,f]/ De Fileppo V. Ford Motor Co. , 516 F.2d 1313,1318 (3rd Cir.1975);
E. A. McQuade Tours, Inc. v. Consolidated Air Tours Manual Committee,
467 F.2d 178,187 (5th Cir.1972), cert. den 409 U.S.1609 (1973);
and Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc. Y"TiawTIT Oke and Liquors, Ltd. ,
416 F.2d 71, 76 (9th Cir.1969, cert den. 396 U.S.1067 (1970).
( App. Brief p.107).

248/ Washington State Bowling Proprietor's Assn. v. Pacific Lanes, Inc.
356 F.2d 371 (9th Cir.), cert. den., 384 U.S. 963 (1966); Jones Knitting
Cor . v. Morgan, 244 F. Supp. 2 F (E.D. Pa. 1965); rev'd on other grounds,>

3 .2d 451 (3rd Cir.1966); United States v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 467
F.2d 1000 (9th Cir.1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S.1125 (1973); McBeath v.
Inter-American Citizens forTency Co. , 374 F.2d 359 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 389 U.S. 896 (1967); Ford Motor Co. v. Webster's Auto Sales, Inc.
361 F.2d 874 (1st Cir.1966); Denver Rockets v. All-Pro Management, Inc.
325 F. Supp.1049 (C.D. Cal.1971). Bowen v. New York News, Inc. , 522 F.2d
1242 (2d Cir.1975), cert. denied 96 S.Ct.1667 (1976); Mackel v. National
Football League, 407 T~Tupp. luuu (D. Minn.1975) aff'd in part, rev'd in
part,1976-2 Trade Cas. Para. 61,119 (8th Cir.1976). ,

i

|
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C. Essential Resources

The Board found that Applicants: (1) refused to wheel and thus

denied access to non-Applicant CCCT entities to their transmission system;
,

(2) denied access to nuclear units pursuant to common objectives and

understandings among the Applicants (Slip Op. 215); and (3) denied membership

in CAPC0 which "is and was equivalent to denial of access to a bottleneck

facility (Slip Op. 215).

The Licensing Board correctly found that refusals to deal by denying

access to a " bottleneck resource" violates Section 2 of the Sherman
.

Act." This is true whether the refusal was by individual or group action

(Slip Op. p. 26).

A " bottleneck resource", the Board noted "are those to which access

is essential if the utilizing party is to function as an effective

competitor" (Slip Op. 26-27). The Board observed, and the Staff agrees,

that the competitive advantage afforded by the " bottleneck" facility need

not be indispensably necessary to competitive survival, it is sufficient

if witho'ut access to such resource the excluded competitor is at a

competitive disadvantage, Associated Press v. United States, supra at
a

17-18 (1945).

The " bottleneck" or " essential resource" or " scarce facility"

theory, has been summarized by one antitrust analyst thusly:

|

The Sherman Act requires that where facilities cannot j
practically be duplicated by would-be competitors, those
in possession of them must allow them to be shared on '

fair terms. It is illegal restraint of trade to fore-
close the scarce facility. 2,4g/

.

243/ A. Neale, The Antitrust Laws of the U.S. A. 67 (1970).

4

i
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The courts, beginning with United States v. Terminal Railroad

250/
Association, ~~~ have consistently adhered to this basic principle.

In the Terminal Railroad case, a jointly owned company controlling the
.

principal terminal facilities in St. Louis, Missouri and East St. Louis,

Illinois, was declared to be engaging in an illegal restraint on trade -

*

when it refused to allow certain competitors to utilize the terminal.

The Court based its decision on the arbitrariness of the contract estab- ,

lishing the joint company in excluding non-members and the physical

conditions which compelled the use of the combined system by every rail-

raod which desired to cross the Mississippi River. The Court stated that:

The cost of construction and maintenance of railroad
- bridges over so great a river makes it impracticable

for every road [ railroad] desiring to enter or pass
through the city to have its own bridge.2E1/

* * *

The result of the geographical and topograplical
situation is that it is, as a practical matter,
impossible for any railroad company to pass through,
or even enter St. Louis, so as to be within reach
of its industries or commerce, without using the
facilities entirely controlled by the terminal
company. ...The other companies use the terminal
properties because it is not possible to acquire
adequate facilities for themselves. The cost to
any one company is prohibitive.252/

.

.

25D/ 224 U.S. 383 (1912).

251/ Id. at 395.

252/ Id. at 397.

.

*

5
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Subsequent to the Terminal Railroad case, the Supreme Court

reaffirmed the " bottleneck" or " essential resource" theory, Associate'd

Press v. United States, supra. In Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit.

& Produce Building, Inc.,194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir.1952), cert. den. 344
.

U.S. C17 (1952), the Court of Appeals for the first circuit held that:

[A] monopolized resource seldom lacks substitutes;
alternatives will not excuse monopolization ....
[I]t is only at the building itself that the pur-
chasers to whom a competing wholesaler must sell
and the rail facilities which constitute the most
economical method of bulk transportation are brought .

together. To impccc upon plaintiff the additional
expenses of developing another site, attracting buyers,
and transhipping his fruit and product by truck is
clearly to extract a monopolist's advantage.... The
Act does not merely guarantee the right to create
markets; it also insures the right of entry to old
ones.

The court concluded that the possibility of duplicating the facili-

ties cannot:

...of itself destroy the illegality of the asserted
monopolization. It is clear...that exclusion from an
appropriate market or business opportunity is actionable,
notwithstanding substitute opportunities.. .

Based on these precedents it is clear that when an electric
.

utility refuses to grant its competitors access to a " bottleneck"

resource, that utility is engaging in conduct inconsistent with the

antitrust laws. Such a refusal is in fact, violative of Section 2 of
the Sherman Act, Ltter Tail, supra.

D. Applicants' Other Legal Defenses
-

In addition to the affirmative arguments previously made, Applicants

have offered, in various sections of their Brief, other legal defenses

which will now be examined.
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1. Tpe Regulated Industry Defense

This defense was treated at length, and rejected by the Licensing .

Board (Slip Op. at 229-237). In addition to the analysis made by the
.

Licensing Board, Staff would point out in Otter Tail, the Supreme Court

concluded that Congress, in enacting the Federal Power Act " rejected

a pervasive regulatory scheme for controlling the interstate distribution
253I

of power in favor of voluntary commercial relationships. Thus,

there was no basis for concluding that the limited authority of the FPC

to order interconnections "was intended to be a substitute for or immunize

Otter Tail from antitrust regulation for refusing to deal with municipal
- 254/

corporations. -- As to state regulation, in Cantor v. Detroit Edison,

428 U. S, 579, 96 S.Ct. 3110 (1976), the Supreme Court held that

neither state approval of an electric utilities practices nor the

fact that those practices may not be discontinued without state per-

mission is a sufficient basis for implying an exemption from the antitrust

laws for those practices.

As has been previously discussed, there is no pervasive economic

regulation of the electric utility industry, but even if there were,

the antitrust laws are fully applicable.
.

2_5_3/ 410 U.S. at 374.

25 / 410 U.S. at 374.

.

|
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2. The Public Interest

Applicants contend that the Licensing Board erred in that it did-

;

i
not make an assessment as to whether competition between electric |

-

utilities in the electric utility industry is, in fact, in the public

interest,(theeconomic framework has been discussed infra. at

to ). Applicants' contention would require

each Licensing Board sitting in a contested hearing at the NRC to make

such a generic finding. Inasmuch as the Staff has previously briefed d
I

this issue before the Appeal Board in March of this year, we incorporate
255]

these responses by reference , but note further, as directly pointed out j
in ALAB-385, 5 NRC , (March 23, 1977), the memorandum and order

of the Appeal Board denying a stay pendente lite,"
.

The Supreme Court has held that whether an activity |'would serve the public interest' does not present
the same issue of whether 'the Sherman Act [has]
been violated': (ALAB-325, p. 23 citing United States
v. Radio Corporation of America, 358 U.S. 334, 350-52
(1959) distinguishing, inter alia, FCC v. RCA Communi-
cations, Inc.....

Section 105c requires the Commission to decide the later question, -

not the former. And as further set out in ALAB-385, on page 24:

The contention that 'the competitive standard imposed
by antitrust legislation is fundamentally inconsistent
with the 'public interest standard widely enfor ed by
[other] regulatory agencies' has been rejecte oy the

!Supreme Court. Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. , U.S. |

, 49 L. Ed. 2d 1141, 1152 (1976).

25V " Response of NRC Staff to Applicants' Motion For An Order Staying,~-

Pendente Lite the Attachment of Antitrust Conditions" (January 26,
<

1

1977); " Response of NRC Staff To Applicants' Renewed Motion....-

(March 2, 1977).
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3. 105c(6)

We are then left with Applicants' arguments concerning section 105c(6)
~

oftheAct(42USC52135(c)(6). As pointed out by the Appeal Board in
.

Toledo Edison Company (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. , Unit 1),

ALAB-323, 3 NRC 333, 336 n. 41:

We are aware that our holding means that Davis-Besse
Unit 1 may not be licensed before its antitrust review'

is complete although another provision of the Act,'

' section 105c(6), 42 U.S.C. 62135(c)(6), authorizes the
Commission to license nuclear facilities found to cause
adverse antitrust consequences after that review is
completed. The anomaly is more apparent than real.-

The legislative history makes it very clear that the
Commission was to renrt to authority under section
105c(6) sparingly. It was to be invoked only in the
exceptional' case where the power from the plant is-

- vitally needed and the antitrust impact of its
operations cannot be otherwise ameliorated. See,
Joint Committee Report, p. 31. See also the remarks
of Senators Aiken, Metcalf and Hart in the debates on
the 19/0 Amendments. 116 Cong. rec. 19254-57 (Daily
ed. Dec. 2,1970).23

However with respect to this appeal, Applicants have not contended that

:nis is an exceptional case where the power from the plant is vitally

needed and the antitrust impact of its operations cannot be otherwise

ameliorated. Having not made that contention, (because it clearly does

not apply here) Arplicants' attempted invocation of section 105c(6) -

must fail.e

2.m' accord: The Toledo Edison Company, et ai, (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power
Station, Units 1, 2, and 3) ALAB-385, 5 NRC , (March 23, 1977)
(Slip Op., pp. 17-18). -

!

!

:

L
..
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VIII. RELIEF

It has long been recognized that independent regulatory commissions,

like federal district courts, have broad discretion as to the choice
257/

of remedy. For example, it is well settled that under the FTC Act,
1the choice of remedial order is committed to the discretion of the '

Federal Trade Commission, and except where the retedy bears no reasonable e

relation to the unfair practices found to violate Section 5, the Courts
258fwill not reverse or modify the Commission's choice. The choice of

remedy available to an independent regulatory commission includes the authority

to preclude the revival of the practices that have been considered.

Independent regulatory commissions have,

wide latitude for judgment and the Courts will not
interfere except where the remedy selected has no |
reasonable relation to the unlawful practices found I

to exist.260/ '

..

2

257/ FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 405 U.S. 233 (1972); Jacob Siegal_
Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 (1946); L.G. Balfour v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1
T7th Cir.1971); Ecko Products Co. v. FTr., 347 F.2d 745, 753 (7th
Ci r. 1965 ) .

- - -

258_/ L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1 (7th Cir.1971).

259/ FTC v. National Lead Co., 352 U.S. 419 (1957).
260__/ Jacob Siegal Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 (1946).

_ .
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The case of Bell Telephone Co. v. FCC clearly supports Staff's

position on the relief appropriate in this proceeding. In that case the -

262/
Court of Appeals considered a 1974 FCC order - which required the

.

American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsyl-

vania to provide certain interconnection facilities and related comuni-

cations services to certain other carriers and prohibited them from

engaging in certain discriminatory practices, namely denying and delaying

interconnection to those other carriers. The Court of Appeals rejected

AT&T's contention that the order was "impermissibly sweeping, undefined

and unsupported." Rather, the Court noted that the order was

authorized by the Comunication Act of 1934 and that in the context

of the case, the broad order took on a definite meaning because the FCC

had noted that the order "was taken to insure that competition... would
2f.i/

be on a full, fair, and non-discriminatory basis" and was in further-

ance of "a general policy in favor of the entry of new carriers in the
266/

specialized communication field." -

26l/ 503 F.2d 1250 (3d Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 422 U.S. 1026 (1975).
,

2.62/ 46 F.C.C. 2d 413 (1974).

263/ 503 F.2d at 1274.

26g See 47 U.S.C. !i201(a).

265/ _Id. at 1273.

266/ Id. at 1255.

|
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Particularly instructive to the appropriate relief in this pro-

.

ceeding is the relief imposed in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States.

In that case, the Supreme Court affirmed the District Court's decree
'

enjoining Otter Tail Power Co.

from refusing to sell electric power at wholesale to
existing or proposed municipal electric power systems
in the areas serviced by Otter Tail, from refusing to
wheel electric power over the lines from the electric
power suppliers to existing or proposed municipal
systems in the area, from entering into or enforcing
any contract which prohibits use of Otter Tail's lines ]to wheel electric power to municipal electric power
systems, or from entering into or enforcing any contract i

which limits the customers to whom and areas in which i

Otter Tail or any other electric power company may sell
electric power.pgg'

It is clear that " antitrust review should unfetter a market from

anticompetitive conduct and ' pry open to competition a market that has
269/

been closed by defendants' illegal restraints'" - In Ford riotor Co.
2Z0/0

v. United States, the Court held that " relief in an antitrust case must
2z1/be ' effective to redress the violations' and 'to restore competition.'"

It also found that the District Cou.-t is clothed with "large discretion" "

272/
to fit the decree to the special needs of the individual case. -

267/ 410 U.S. 366 (1973).
1

2g/ 410 U.S. at 368-69.

2g/ Ford Motor Co. v. United States , 405 U.S. 562, 577-78 (1972),
quoting International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392,
401 (1947).

2Z0/ 405 U.S. 562 (1972).
i

~

2Zlf Id. at 573, quoting United States v. E. I. duPC.t de Nemours & Co. ,
366 U.S. 316 (1961).

- 272 / _Id .
I
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273f
The Applicants seem to suggest that Lntitrust violators may not

be required to do more than return the market place to the status quo.

Such a suggestion is erroneous as a matter of law. In United States v.
274/

Paramount Pictures, Inc., the Court sustained broad injunctions which

were not related to the status quo ante. Thus, the relief which can be

afforded under the antitrust laws is not limited to the restoration of

the statu wo ante. Rather, the relief must be directed to that which

is "necessary and appropriate in the public interest to eliminate the
275/

effects of the acquisition offensive to the statute," - or which will

" cure the ill effects of the illegal conduct, and assure the public freedom
276 277/-

from its continuance."
/

And in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, -

the Supreme Court said that "those caught violating the [Sherman] Act must
278/

expect some fencing in." - "The proclivity for predatory practices has

always been a consideration for the District Court in fashioning its anti-
279/

trust decree."
280/-

In FTC v. National Lead Co. it was held that in some instances .

"the Court is obliged not only to suppress the unlawful practice but to

take such reasonable action as is calculated to preclude the revival of
.

illegal practices."

27_3/ See Prepared Testimony of Joe D. Pace, at 8-23.' 3

274/ 334 U.S.131 (1947).

275/ United States v. E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. , 353 U.S. 586,
607-08 (1957).

276/ United States v. United States Gypsum Co. , 340 U.S. 76, 88 (1970).
277

/ 410 U.S. 366 (1973).

278/ Id. at 381, quoting FTC v. National Lead Co., 352 U.S. 419 (1957). .

279/ y.

28a/ 352 U.S. 419 (1957).
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The relief, in the form of appropriate license conditions ordered

by the Licensing Board requires access to the subject nuclear units and
.

to future nuclear units. Such access is an essential option to "other
~ electric entities" in light of the Board's finding that the operation

of the units will have a substantial effect upon both the supply and

cost of electricity within the CCCT (Slip Op. at 13). Moreover, as the

record demonstrated, small electric utilities cannot duplicate these

facilities.
'

The Board has imposed 10% capacity limitations on present units, and
I.

20% Mmitations on future units. Because the record established that

nuclear power is best used to serve the baseload portion of a utility's

entity has had an opportunity to request participation, access to future

nuclear units is essential. As this record has amply demonstrated,

Applicants cannot themselves be left to " offer", or not " offer" access to

such future units. As the Board found, many of Applicants " offers" were

Inot commcnicated to interested entities. Moreover, the Staff should not
;

have to again prove a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws, to !

pry open access to those units with necessary bulk power vices.

Applicants object to license condition requirements that order that

the conditions be applied to each of the units, thus, in effect, applying

to each company. Such a treatment is requireo in this case for at least two |
First, it must be recalled that the joint action of 3pplicants, actingreasons.

through CAPC0, (pp.167 to 175 infra.) is of itself a sufficient basis to

justify uniform relief. Joint action in denying access to the range of
,

bulk power services, coordinated development and operation was found to

.
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have been engaged in by Applicants acting in concert. In addition, it

must be recalled (see pp.167 to E) that under the CAPC0 arrangements,

unanimous consent is required for many routine transactions engaged in by
,

any CAPC0 member with a non-CAPC0 entity. This presents the danger that

one CAPC0 raember, which was not obliged to provide a bulk power service

because of different license conditions, might attempt to exercise an

existing contractual right and effectively veto the provision of such a

service by another CAPC0 member.

IX. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staff urges this Appeal Board to

, sustain and adopt the findings and conclusions of the Licensing Board and

to reject App.licants' joint and individual exceptions as being wholly with-

out foundation in fact or law.

Respectfully submitted,

i .

Roy P47Lessy, Jr.d '/ /
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 30th day of June 1977.

283 If as Applicants contend access to nuclear unit itself were a quid
pro quo to access to any other bulk power services, access to nuclear
itself would be frustrated or denied. For example, an entity could>

not obtain access to nuclear unless it had an interconnection, but
if it didn't already have an interconnection it couldn't obtain access
to nuclear. Or an entity might not be able to finance participation
in nuclear units unless it enjoyed transmission rights, reserve sharing,
etc. Last, the ordered conditions provide for the provision of bulk
power services, enabling a small electric utility over time to improve
its financial and operational capabilities until it could effectively
participate in nuclear units. In any event, such limited relief would

.

not remedy the situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws because
it would not give other electric entities access to a range of bulk
power services which the record established were necessary for their

| survival, and which have been denied by Applicants. The ordered license
I conditions essentially do no more than oblige Applicants to offer similar

bulk power supply options and access to nuclear units to other electric
entities as they make available, by action or agreement, to each other.

.
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Appendix A

Applicants rely on the testimony of Dr. Pace that " proportionate

access to nuclear units represents a form of overkill" (App. Brief,

pp. 129-130) . The economic analysis, upon which this proposition is based

is simply erroneous. That argument states that the purpose of the basic

economic analysis is to " ascertain whether or not the nuclear unit in

question should be deemed an ' essential" economic resource," and further

states that "if the nuclear unit could not be shown to be an essential economic

resource, then the analysis need be carried no further." It is apparent

from their statements that Applicants' basic analysis fails to consider the "

acanomic impact of the nuclear plant with respect to such relevant matters

as, for example, as abuse of dominance, market power, territorial allocations,

group boycotts, refusals to deal, and refusals to wheel. Rather, by focusing

solely on whether or not the nuclear plant is in essential resource, Applicants

fail to assess the impact of the nuclear unit on the entire competitive

" situation," including, but not limited to, essential resources. In short,

Applicants disregard the entire body of antitrust laws except for the

" essential resource" cases.

Secondly, the initial step of the economic analysis,is "a determination
-

of whether or not the nuclear plant offers to its owners cost advantages of

such a magnitude that those excluded from access to the nuclear unit in
/

question or to similar units, are at a significant competitive disadvantage." -

*

_/ App. Ex.190, Prepared Testimony of Joe D. Pace, at page 5, lines 13-15
(hereinafter cited as Pace 5/13-15).

J Pace 5/24-26.

_] Pace 5/9-13.

A-1



Thus, Applicants consider a competitive disadvantage to result to a

non-Applicant system solely from the esclusion of that system from access

to Applicants' nuclear units or to similar units. This approach clearly

neglects competitive disadvantages which might result from the practices

ai Applicants other than exclusion of the system from access to nuclear

units. No consideration is given to competitive disadvantages which

might result from Applicants other anticompetitive practices (such as

refusing to wheel, imposing territorial allocation agreements), and how

those competitive disadvantages would be affected or exacerbated by the

addition of the nuclear units to Applicants' systems.

Thirdly, because the initial step of Applicants' analysis is a

determination of whether or not the addition of the nuclear plant creates.c

a situation where its owners have cost advantages of such a magnitude that

those excluded from access are at a significant competitive disadvantage -

Applicants look to whether " control of the nuclear unit could affect the

competitive situation adversely." It is clear that their analysis fails

to include any consideration of the question of whether or not the addition

of the nuclear plant maintains or exacerbates an already existing situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws wherein the electric utility adding

the plant had a significant competitive advantage over other systems in its

area ber 'e the addition of the nuclear plants.,

In summary, Applicants' assessment of the impact of the addition of

nuclear units on the competitive situation in a given area is unduly

narrow and incomplete because it limits its analysis to the essential

_/ Pace 5/21-22.

A-2
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resource cases and excludes consideration of other antitrust principles.

It excludes both consideration of the competitive disadvantages which

might result from the practices of Applicants other than exclusion of
*

access to nuclear units, and it also excludes consideration of whether or,

, not the addition of nuclear units would maintain a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws.

Applicants' remedy is to " neutralize the impact of the essential

nuclear unit on the competitive situation in a given area".__/ This
i

remedy is narrow and incomplete because it, by its own terms, attempts to

remedy only a significant competitive advantage created by the addition of 9

essential nuclear units. Thus, Applicants' " remedy" fails to account

for situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws which are maintained

by the addition of nuclear units. Applicants would also apply no remedy

to a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws which is either created

or maintained by the addition of nuclear units unless those nuclear units

were deemed " essential". No such limitation to this Commission's authority

is even suggested by the Act, its legislative history, or any NRC opinion.

Furthermore, Applicants' remedy attempts only to " neutralize the
.-]

impact" of the nuclear units on the situation. The Staff submits that '

neutralizing the " impact" of nuclear units en a competitive situation is

far more narrow than remedying the entire " situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws" which is " created" or " maintained" by the " activities under

the license."

J Pace 8/20-22. See also Pace 8/23-9/3.

j See Pace 8/23-9/3..

l
_/ Pace 8/20, 9/2.

{
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Applicants' argument, carried to its logical conclusion is that with

respect to municipal and cooperative utilities, investor-owned utilities

are justified in engaging in group boycotts, concerted refusals to oeal,

contract, combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, and discrimina- -

tory policies, because of the subsidies provided to such utilities.-- It
,

is the Staff's position that the Congress has granted such utilities sub-

sidies.as a reflection of national policy and it is therefore not permissible

for Applicants to attempt to neutralize those subsidies by engaging in

anticompetitive conduct. Such subsidies do not .iustify conduct inconsistent

with the antitrust laws.

.

h

__/ Pace 15/24-19/1.
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I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear

and testify at these hearings. It is fitting that -

one of my very last acts in a relatively long career

- at the Antitrust Division should be to participate in

your Subcommittee's groundbreaking effort to apply
.

traditional Congressional oversight to a federal anti- |

|
trust enforcement agency. I

My colleagues in the Antitrust Division and I

have worked closely with you, Mr. Chairman, and with the

Subcommittee staff, in an effort to make these hearings i

informative to the Congress without unduly interfering

with the special needs of the Antitrust Division as a

federal prosecutor engaged in continuing civil and

criminal investigations. The Congress and the public

surely have a right to know how we are ca; ying out

our mission; and yet, we have to be able to carry out

that function without loss to secrecy (mandated by law

in parts of the investigative process), without

undue exposure of our informants and innocent parties -

to chilling publicity, and without-

.

I

n. - w
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sacrifice of the coomendable internal candor of the
Antitrust Division. All these goals can be met by ~

pragmatic accommodation between the competing values
,

involved, and we believe these goals are being

accomplished so far in the context of these hearings.
9

I

INTRODUCTION

I believe it would be helpful to the Committee,

- in this initial oversight effort, if I offered my views
on the Antitrust Division as an institution, as well as

giving you my views on some of the immediate policy -

issues of the day.

I think I know the Antitrust Division well. I

came here in 1966 as a staff lawyer, and subsequently

served in a succession of supervisory roles ranging

from Chief of the Evaluation Section to Deputy Assistant

Attorney General with responsibilities for policy planning
and regulation. It is interesting that my nine years'.

service in the Division prior to becoming Assistant

.

I

I
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Attorney General is longer than that of any of the nine-
.

teen individuals who have been nominated and confirmed

as Assistant Attorney General since the Antitrust Division

was formed in 1933. It is also more time on the staff

than the total of the eleven individuals nominated and

confirmed since 1950.

I have seen the Division from all levels. I think

I know what works well, what works better than it used ,

to, what could work better, and where the continuing

problems are. I have spent a significant part of my

time as Assistant Attorney General worrying about the

administration of the Antitrust Division, and making

various changes which I shall discuss in due course.

I am keenly committed to the Antitrust Division

and its vital mission. I would define that mission in

this way: to make competition work everywhere it can in

the American economy. We accomplish this first and fore- .

most as a law enforcement agency, bringing antitrust cases

to improve the working of the competitive process in

particular markets. (And as a corollary, we should, as

a matter of prosecutorial discretion, decline to bring

antitrust cases whose effect would be to thwart competition

rather than improve it.)

,
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Secondly, we carry out this mission by participating
in proceedings of federal (and occasionally state) regula-

tory agencies where those proceedings involve important

questions of antitrust law or competitive policy Thirdly,

we appear here in the Congress and within the Administration

as champions of more comnetitive legislative and policy
solutions to particular problems, Often, our efforts

require very pragmatic accommodations between workable

competitive solutions and other values mandated by law
or required by public needs. The Antitrust Division's

work is essentially concerned with economic markets, which

require competition in order to work, but it does have some

broader implications for a society in which a market place
of ideas is vital.

My continuing concern (and traditionally the Division's)
is that we make markets work. Competitive markets are

!

important because they enable more efficient entrepreneurs

to drive general, cost levels down to give the consuming
public a wider range of choice. This is true in an inter-

I

national market such as oil or j et engines; it is true in

a national market such as steel or computers; and it is
|
|

.

|
1
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true in more localized markets such as automobile repairing
or legal services. We cannot afford to allow restraints ;

on competition which injure our consumers in any of these

markets. And for myself, I would particularly urge that

we not let considerations of small individual company size

divert the federal and state governments from hard and |
|

effective antitrust enforcement in the often restraint-
prone local service markets, which continue to account *

for a growing proportion of the national GNP.

I would add one important political point. A )
competitive market embodies Adam Smith's celebrated

" invisible hand". Another way of saying this is that
|competitive markets produce largely invisible benefits

to the average citizen and restraints on competition often

produce hard-to-see losses on our economy. Because the

benefits and losses are less visible, there is a constant

temptation to put aside competition in favor of some govern- i

ment ordered restrictive scheme ostensibly designed to

protect the public. The result may be costly error, as

I am sure you are aware, Mr. Chairman, from your extensive

hearings on the airline industry in the last Congress.

.
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II

HOW THE ANTITRUST DIVISION OPERATES:

A PATTERN OF CONTINUING CHANGE

.

Any look at the Antitrust Division must start from

the vital premise that ours is a growing institution -
,

~

growing in terms of numbers of people, types of problems

we are facing, range of activities, and areas of substantive

involvement.

A. Institutional Growth
_

When I came to the Antitrust Division in October 1966,

the Division had 322 attorneys, a total of 614 personnel, and

a budget of $7.2 million. Today we have about 418 attorneys,

820 total personnel and a budget nudging toward $30 million.

Most of this growth has come in the last four years, with

a 40% increase in attorneys, and a 50% increase in total

strength.

Such growth is highly necessary: the Antitrust

Division must keep pace with the needs of a growing
,

economy if we are to effectively enforce the broad

mandates of the law and take on the other competition

policy responsibilities already mentioned.

.
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Yet rapid growth also put very substantial strains

on the organizational structure of an institution which

.

had remained almost unchanged in size for twenty-years.

New sections and field offices had to be organized; better

internal administrative machinery needed to be created;

and better delegation of responsibility for substantive

policy within the organization was required. In other

words, it is the sheer fact of growth that is currantly '

the most important and continuing catalyst for change in,

the Division. I am proud of the changes we have made in

recent years for which I have been at least partially
responsible, and I shall discuss them in a moment, but I

also recognize that there is always more that can be done

as we respond to the needs of a growing economy.
.

B. The Division's Organizational Structure

The Antitrust Division is composed of four main
-

enforcement sections in Washington, and eight field offices;

beyond that, it has a series of specialized sections -
three dealing with regulated industries, and one each

dealing with judgments, patents, foreign trade, appeals
and legal evaluation. We also have three units with

.
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broader responsibilities: the Economic Policy Office,

the Office of Policy Planning and Legislation, and the

Office of Operations. I will discuss the Operations
,

Office's role shortly.

During the last few years, the Antitrust Division

has made a determined effort to upgrade its economic

analysis capability. In 1972, the Economic Policy Office

was formed (replacing the former Economic Section), Dr.

George Hay was appointed its Director, and a significant

_
number of first rate economists were hired. This office

has a particularly important role in analyzing industry

structure, in looking for clues as to anticompetitive

understandings in oligopoly markets, and in supporting

the Division's efforts in the regulatory sector. We also

use this office at an early stage in making the decision

whether to investigate something, since economic impact :

!

is an important aspect of our resource allocation decision.

It is far better not to begin an economically insignificant ;

investigation than to decide not to bring a case at the,
,

l

end of such an investigation.
,

i

i
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Another new office is the Office of Policy Planning

. and Legislation. This is intended to be "off line" -

i

to be dealing with longer-range problems which may have |
.

some important implications for the Division. The top

people in the Division are simply too busy on a day-to-

!day basis to engage in long-range planning; there must be

a staff capability to follow through on ideas and produce
|

ideas of its own. The Policy Planning Office is also .'

responsible for our growing legislatite responsibilities

and other matters pertaining to the Congress. This is a
1
Iyoung office, and it represents our first real effort at

long-range planning. I hope it will prove successful.

The average section or field office has 20-25 lawyers, l

supervised by a chief and an assistant chief. Each

Washington enforcement section has specific product juris-

diction and each field office has a geographic jurisdiction.

Both handle essentially the same kinds of cases, but the -

field offices may have a higher proportion of price fixing

cases than the Washington sections. The following is a

current organization chart, describing each section and

office:

.
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The effective functioning of an individual section

or field office is of vital importance to the Division's

operation. It is at this level that leads are sifted,

discovery undertaken, and many vital choices made between

one course and another. An effective section chief is

one of the most indispensable people in the Division. He

(or she) must have substantive knowledge, leadership ability,

administrative skills, and especially the ability to teach

and inspire younger lawyers.

The Antitrust Division is a young organization.
-

Two-thirds of our attorneys are under thirty-five years old.

Very often a person trying an antitrust case will be on

his first trial or, less often, the person running the
,

grand jury will be on his first grand jury. In these

circumstances, it is vital for the section chief to take

the lead in teaching a younger attorney how to try a case.

It is only with first-rate supervisor-teachers that we can

hope to come even close to our often older and more exper- .

ienced private opponents.
.

The section chief also has to make key decisions in

setting enforcement priorities and allocating his own staff

resources between the various commodities or areas for which

.

.
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he is responsible. This requires imagination and judgment.

Of course, he also has the primary responsibility for
, quality control threigh review of the work of his attorneys

before it is filed in court or submitted for review.
I believe that the quality of section chiefs' per-

,

|formance has gone up steadily in recent years. My |
|predecessors and I have spent considerable time working |
1

on chief selection and pressing good people to take the 1

jobs. Most of the appointments have been from within the
|
|

Division, although on some occasions we have brought back !

Division alumni from outside.

In the past two years, we have created two new
1sections in Washington to obtain better coverage in the '

regulated sector of the economy. This gives us a total

now of three regulated industry sections (Public Counsel, I

Special Regulated Industries, and Regulated Industries).

These sections run antitrust investigations, try cases, -

and participate in regulatory agency proceedings as well. 1

t

In the past two years, we have probably doubled the personnel
commitment to the regulated sector. The increase in output

has exceeded the personnel growth, simply because we have

.
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some excellent supervisors and a more energetic environ-

ment under the new arrangements.
~

We have recently been considering the creation of a
.

? fifth general enforcement section, and I have no doubt

that will be needed in the near future. It seems clear

that 20-25 lawyers is the limit of effective supervision

by a Section Chief, and thus continued growth in the

Division vill necessarily mean new sections, if we want

to maximize new resources. In addition, a new section

- would provide an opportunity to redesign the commodity

distribution pattern in the Division, and hopefully

lead to the creation of a more rational allocation that;

would even out workloads and allow commodity expertise
I to be more effectively utilized.

C. The Review Process

If there is one refrain that your staff investigators
.

have probably heard above all others, it surely is "there
'

is too much review in the Antitrust Division." I heard it

a decade ago when I.was a staff lawyer, I hear it now, and
!

! I am sure I will hear it a d :ade hence. Almost every

|

.

-
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experienced staff lawyer feels that he knows more about

his matters than his section chief, or the Director of

Operations, or a Deputy Assistaat Attorney General, or
,

the Assistant Attorney General himself. He may, of course,

be less concerned than they are about broad policy implic-

ations, or conflicts with positions taken in other cases,

and understandably so.

My view is this: at any particular time there is '

probably too much review of some things and too little

review of some others. The fact is that the Assistant |

Attorney General is responsible and accountable for the

product of all staff lawyers. For this reason, there will

always be complaints about review. There is not necessarily

a direct correlation between the amount of review and

complaints; frequently, the complaints are from those

whose recommendations have been found lacking. The goal

of the review process, nevertheless, must be to maintain -

general and consistent policies over an organization

spread out across a ecntinent and to maintain general levels
)

of quality control on things that matter. This objective !

is indispensable to the fair and even-handed enforcement

of a statute which, at the same time, sets criminal penalties

.
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and attempts to embody national economic policy.

In general, our goal should be to have the least

amount of review consistent with these ends. No
.

Assistant Attorney General would do less, since it would
be both irresponsible and foolish. You cannot avoid

responsibility by delegating it.

Delegations of authority to review should be
constantly reevaluated. For example, where we are

embarking upon a new program in a particular area, the

, Assistant Attcrney General himself may want to review

what is going on on a continuing basis. Yet, he should

not continue to do so once the program has become rounine;

then, the policy review should be cut back and the matter

left to, say, the Office of Operations, or in some cases
perhaps even to the individual section chief. To gener-

alize, the review process should not be a static one. It

should be constantly reevaluated to get routine decisions

pushed downward in the organization so that more time is

freed up for the Assistant Attorney General and his7

immediate Deputies to deal with new policy questions;

leadership of the organization, and other broader responsib-
I

ilities. A well run review system will speed up total

.
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agency performance, because otherwise, too many decisions

pile up - and back up - in the Assistant Attorney General's

office. I am concerned about this problem and I have

worked hard on it.

The key elements in our review process are (a) the

Office of Operations with respect to litigation and admin-

istration, and (b) the three Deputy system now in effect
'

to deal with cases, regulatory filings, Congressional

testbnony, and other policy matters. We should look

briefly to each in turn.

|

.
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The Office of Operations. This is the focal point

of review of all the Division's investigations and liti-
gation. It consists of two senior people - the Director

of Operations and his Deputy - supported by three assistants
and a small support staff. This office supervises the

assignment, opening and closing of investigations. It

conducts our liaison activities with the FTC under the
c3narance procedure. It reviews every proposed civil and

,

criminal case recommended by any section; these recommena-

tions are then reviewed again by a Deputy Assistant
'

Attorney General ("DAAG") and ultimately by the Assistant
Attorney General ("AAG"). Operations is the key reviewer

of immunity orders and CID's, both of which must be

ultimately signed by the AAG

The process might be best looked at in the context of
a proposed civil or criminal case. A particular section

or field office will forward to the Office of Operations a
draft pleading accompanied by a detailed fact memo describing

the Government's evidence and the theory of the case. A
*

good fact memo will carefully disclose weaknesses in the

evidence and theory which bear on the decision whether to

bring the case; as you might suppose, some memos are better
than others. It is hard to generalize, but I would guess
that the average fact memo runs 50-100 pages.

.
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The Director of Operations or his Deputy will review

that fact memo thoroughly. They may send it back to the
.

section for additional evidence, legal analysis or other

clarification - a process which can be helpful to the trial

staff in working up their case, to make sure that the

Government has a better chance of winning if it brings the case.

Operations will the prepare a shorter memo to the AAG

(these run on the average of 5-10 pages), outlining
.

the case, recommending whether it be brought, recommending

which defendants should be included, and pointing out

particular issues that the AAG should be concerned with.

This memorandum is normally then sent to the DAAG

responsible for the originating section with the fact memo

and pleading. He will review the case promptly; normally,

if Operations has recommended against bringing the case
|

and the DAAG agrees, then the matter will be closed. In
'

the more normal situation, where either the DAAG or Operations
.

or both recommend the case, it will then go into the AAG

for a final decision. If the AAG has confidence in his

DAAG and in Operations, the process should in fact go

forward rapidly.
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I know for myself that in most cases I rely primarily
on the Operations and DAAG memos for decision-making pur-

poses; I only review parts of the fact memo that seem to

be particularly critical on some close call (e.g., whether

or not to indict a particular individual defendant) . I

rely heavily on Operations and the DAAG to focus the issues
on which my decision is needed. I can focus on these and

get the cases out, usually within a week or two. At the

present time, for example, I believe I have no proposed
case in my box awaiting decision. Thus, my successor

- should be able to start off with a clean slate.
Since I have been in the Division, I have heard

Operations called a " bottleneck." This is, of course, true-

and intentionally so. The Operations Office was designed

to be a funnel, which strains the good case from the bad,

the viable theory from the wish list, the case that is

inconsistent with Division policy from the one that advances
that policy. Of course, Operaticns is no better than the

.

people who run it, and I firmly believe that the current

office is more effective than it has ever been in the
-

past.

s
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The present Director, Bill Swope, has a broad range

of experience in the Division (dating back to 1958), great-

energy, and fine judgment. I do not always agree with him

on all issues, but I count on him to get all the issues

on the table and to effectively implement decisions even

when he has recommended another course. He does both of

these splendidly. He has broad experience in the organ-

ization as a staff lawyer, an assistant in the Operations '

Office, a field office chief, and as Deputy Director of

Operations. Therefore, I rely on him very heavily on all

kinds of " institutional memory" questions which are |

important if we are going to try to be consistent.
1

The Deputy Director of Operations, Richard Favretto,

also has a lot of experience within the Division. In his
.

1decade here, he has served as a staff lawyer in the New

York field office, an assistant in the Operations Office,
{

and an assistant section chief in Washington, In 1974, he -

was the lead trial lawyer in a landmark case challenging

restrictions on competitive bidding imposed by a professional

association - the case was fully tried and won in the District

Court and unanimously affirmed on appeal. Like Bill Swope,

he is a good reviewer, a perceptive issue-spotter, and a

conscientious implementer of policy once made.

,
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The Three Deputy System. Last year, when I came into

office, we restructured the upper level of the Division
.

to give each of the three DAAG's a clear portfolio of

responsibility and a substantially greater delegated power.

My purpose was to improve the decision-making process and

cut down on the number uf things that flow into the AAG's

office.

The Chief Deputy (Hugh Morrison) is responsible for

six Washington enforcement sections and the eight field

offices. All case matters in these sections and offices
' flow through Operations to him, and he is normally the

final decision-maker on most significant day-to-day matters

that come up from those offices.

The second Deputy (Joe Sims) is responsible for the

three regulated industries sections, the foreign commerce

section, and the consumer affairs section. He reviews all

antitrust cases which come out of those sections and reach

him via the Office of Operations. He is also the final
.

reviewer of most filings before regulatory agencies (a

function that used to be performed by the AAG). Thus,"

~

for example, in the regulated sector, he can make a

decision to allocate resources between two different
industries; or between an antitrust grand jury on one hand,

1
~

i
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and a major regulatory proceeding on the other.

The third Deputy (John Shenefield) is responsible
.

for the Division's legislative activities, administration,
evaluation, policy planning and appeals. He is thus

responsible for a wide range of staff activities covering
the whole of the Division's operations.

Each Deputy reports directly to me with relation to
the matters delegated to him. Under such a system,

.

coordination is important. We all talk a lot with each other

throughout the day. I have initiated the practice of having
a brief meeting every morning with the three DAAG's and

the Director and Deputy Director of Operations, at which
we keep each other posted on hot itens and make sure that

one is not acting in a way inconsistent with the others.

This collegial system works very well and is, of course,

quite similar to that used by a good many chief executives
in the private sector.

The strong three Deputy system seems to me to be
.

absolutely essential, for without it the AAG would bog down
in uncontrolled seas of paper. It provides the basis for

delegation of important authority for a wide range of

matters to people whom the AAG can and must rely on or
replace.

.
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D. The Assistant Attorney General's Job

Running a large mission-oriented organization is
.

certainly no picnic; but, at the same time, running it

with the people we have in the key jobs just described is -

rewarding indeed. The range of responsibilities obviously

covers the full gamut of the antitrust laws, but in fact

involves the AAG in all kinds of other policies (i.e.,

energy and environment), where there are some competitive

ramifications. He is involved in some questions.having

absolutely nothing to do with competition, through the

- Diviaion's representation of other agencies, (e. g. , the CAB

and the FDA) in district court and appellate matters.

The job essentially has three parts. The first is to

make the decisions which cannot or should not be delegated -

because Congress says so, or because they have broader

policy or political implications. The converse, of course,

is that the AAG should not be making decisions that can

be delegated. The second part of the job is to provide
,

internal leadership for the organization - to take every

opportunity to emphasize to the staff that the Division's-

total output is the sum total of a lot of individual effort,

and to constantly strive to improve internal communication

and the administration of the organization. Par t of this

is to make clear to the staff that the AAG is there to
,

.
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. take the political heat, if there is heat, and to leave

them to the professional job of working up and trying cases,

handling appeals, filing regulatory interventions, and

doing the other important legal work of the Division.

The third part of the AAG's job is a symbolic and educational

it is to symbolize the Division's commitment to pro-one -

fessional, even-handed law enforcement, and to make the
s

public case for competition in the media and other public
forums.

The three areas are obviously interrelated. For

example, my appearance at the District Court in Chicago

last fall to urge substantial jail sentences in the Folding
Cartons price fixing case, involved a policy decision to

step up our efforts in this area, a chance to provide
leadership and support for an excellent trial staff, and

'

-a symbolic gesture to the bar and the business community
_

about our seriousness on sentencing. I think it would have

been a complete success had the Judge only been willing to

impose serious sentences of the type we asked.

One is frequently asked whether the AAG can in fact

set or alter priorities in such a large professional organ-
ization. Is he essentially just reacting to what the staff

'

.
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sends up or what his predecessors already have in place? -

Or can he really set his own agenda? The answer is really

"yes and no". It depends on how well he has thought out

his own agenda and how successful he is in motivating staff

and supervisors to go forward with it.

There is considerable room for top-down leadership

within the organization, given some time. Certainly,

Richard McLaren, when he came in in 1969 as AAG, set the

Division off in a different direction on conglomerate
.

- mergers. He looked to a program of challenging most large

conglomerate mergers on a variety of theories because he

felt the merger boom of the day was detrimental to the

country, and he hoped.that there was enough flexibility

in $7 of the Clayton Act to reach a lot of these mergers.

In fact, the program did not prove particularly successful

in the courts, but it did slow down the merger boom and

did involve substantial shifts in resource allocations at ,

the time. His successor, Thomas Ksuper, was similarly
s

| successful in making substantial shifts in resource
i

allocation to focus on hard-core price fixing.'

My own tenure is also illustrative. I came back to

the Division last August from Cornell.with a personal agenda

and.the keen awareness that I might not have a long time in
'

.
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office. Here are some of the items that were on that
'

agenda and where we are on them today:

1. Continued commitment to tough price fixing

enforcement. Like Tom Kauper, I believe that far too much price

fixing goes on, and it must be a central rote of the

Antitrust Division to cut it back. Today we have even more

grand juries going than when I arrived. My agenda did -

particularly stress the need for more such enforcement in

the service sector, as local service industries seem to be

a particular source of price fixing and hardcore restraints.

We do have some significant investigations going on in

this field. Another innovation we have tried is using

the mail fraud and racketeering statutes on top of the Sherman

Act, in an attempt to increase the deterrent effect against
price fixing.

2. More meaningful sentences for those convicted of T

price fixing and other antitrust crimes. I came back to

the Division convinced that the minimal level of personal

sanctions we were getting had a lot to do with why so much
price fixing continued. It seemed to me that we had to develop

a rationale for stiff sentences that met our needs. Judges

seem to have traditionally gone sof t on price fixers because
.

they were often " nice" people, b(:ause their crime often

.
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did not produce a highly visible public loss, because they

were not physically dangerous to society, and because

jail did not seen to offer much hope for rehabilitation.

I was convinced - and still am - that we sentence the price

fixer to jail not for his own good so much as to deter

the next person who might fix prices from doing so.

As an institution, we developed and articulated a
,

theory of general deterrence - in speeches, in court filings,

_
and ultimately in the Division's Sentencing Guidelines

issued in February 1977. Because the centerpiece of our
|

| theory was general deterrence, we believed,that guidelines -
which can be applied even-handedly around tbt country -

provided an appropriate tool for making internal decisions

on a less subjective basis and as a warning to the business

community. Moreover, if the courts consistently fail to

follow the guidelines, we believe we have given the Congress

a measure which might be used to change the formal sentencing

rules.
,

3. Intelligent guidance to the legal and busirqss

community. The private bar, it is often said, is the first

line of defense against antitrust violations. Private

lawyers give advice based on what courts have said and

what they think the Government will do. I came to the

.
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AAG's job feeling that we could do even more to say what
.

we were really thinking, and thereby encourage private

parties to do voluntarily at the planning stage what we
wanted. To this end, we did several things. First, we made

some modifications in the Business Review Procedure, and

I tried to adhere strictly to a policy of not denying

Business Review clearances unless the conduct involved
.

that which we were prepared to sue now or at some future

time. Business Review letters are now published and they

constitute an important part of the guidance available to
the private bar.

Secondly, we issued the so-called Antitrust Guide to

International Operations - which stated Antitrust Division

policy on a whole series of hard hypothetical cases raised

by various experts in the private sector. The Guide also

contained a brief but, I believe, clear statement of the

rivision's overall enforcement policy, with respect to over-
.

seas restraints. I had worked on the early drafting for
this project as a consultant for the Department before

returning and was very pleased to be able to issue the final
product on January 26, 1977. I have submitted a copy for

the record.

. 4. A continued strong program in the regulated sector.

When I had been in the Division before, I had been very much
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involved in pushing for a broad-based effort to cut down
.

the number of anticompetitive restraints in the regulated

sector. When I returned as AAG, I continued to press on

in this area. As I have indicated, we increased the number

of sections from two to three and started dealing with

some new areas. One in particular involves motor carriers

regulated by the ICC - which is one of the least necessary

and most anticompetitive regulatory schemes going. Historically,

we have made very few ICC interventions over truck and bus

- regulatian. It seemed to me that we should mount a broad

program to educate both the Commission and the public as to

how anticompetitive ICC regulation is. That motor carrier

program is now underway. We have made eight filings in

the last two months and I anticipate that a much larger

number will be made in the months ahead.

5. The Antitrust Division as a general public spokes-

man for competitive policy. We as an institution, know a

great deal about competition -- and lack of it -- in a great

many areas of the economy. Many of the most antico'mpetitive*

arrangements in the economy are the result of gavernment

rather than private action. Often these government-mandated

restraints rest on ocubtful public policies or outdated

perceptions of fact. I felt that the Division should be
,

a strong spokesman on these major questions. We produced

a broad report on antitrust immunities, so that the Congress
~

and the public could see why the ones that were in place

|

t
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exist, and ask whether they are still justified. This was
* supported by very detailed reports on the regulated ocean

, shipping industry, milk marketing, the pricing and marketing
of insurance, and the postal monopoly. We also produced a

detailed and thoughtful report on the Robinson-Patman Act

which suggested that this mid-Depression legislation limited |
,

effective competition in important ways and was ripe for

substantial overhaul or even repeal. Copies of all these '

Reports have been submitted for the record. By producing

these reports, I hope that we have aided the dialogue and

perhaps even set in motion developments that can lead to

significant changes over time in the law.

* * *

Another AAG might have picked another agenda - or none

at all - but I think this one is useful as an illustration.
In addition to these substantive matters, I also tried to

improve internal p'omotion procedures, increase the communi-

cations opportunities between the staff and supervisors, and
provide some leadership on administrative matters. We had

some success. What actually gets done, of course, depends not

on the agenda, but on the ability of the AAG to motivate
|,

others to carry forward on it. In my own case, I found a

spirited staff responsive to the items that I was particularly

interested in, and I believe we came away with a lot of progress
in a relatively short time.

|

|
4
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III. WHAT THE ANTITRUST DIVISION IS DOING
.

Today the Antitrust Division has three particularly

important activities, and it is through these activities

that most priorities and programs are in fact carried out.

The first is running investigations. The second is trying

the antitrust cases which result from those investigations.

The third is participating in regulatory agency proceedings

to advocate competitive policies. I propose to describe

here what is going on in the Division in each of these three
-

areas.,

|

A. Investigations

Effective investigation is crucial to an effective en-

forcement program. The Division's litigation depends on how

effective the prior investigation was. Expedition and its

l sometimes opposite number, thoroughness, are key guiding

L policies. Only when our investigations are conducted thoroughly

and expeditiously can we adequately balance the necessity for

an aggressive enforcement program against the requirement that
P

| we file only sound cases.
I

We have scarce resources, and they must be utilized in

those areas where they are most needed or are likely to be most

| effective. We also have an obligation as public officials not

to unnecessarily or irresponsibly deplete orivate resources by

.
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pursuing investigations which are not likely to result in.

enforcement actions. The exercise of professional judgment

is probably the most difficult and yet most necessary act

in the investigatory process. The art, and I think that is

the right word, of knowing when the likelihood of success is

outweighed by the cost of turning over the next stone is an

exceedingly difficult one to master, No enforcement agency, ,

including the Antitrust Division, will make those necessarily

subjective judgments correctly all the time. We strive, and

I think we have become more and more successful, to make

correct judgments most of the time.

Between 35 and 40% of the Division's resources are-con-

tinuously devoted to the task of conducting investigations, as
l

distinct from conducting litigation, pursuing, regulatory

matters or accomplishing non-case related tasks. At the present
,

i
i time, the bulk of these resources are assigned to grand jury

,

investigations. As has been recently noted, the Division has

l
; over 100 grand jury investigations in progress. This is an '

1

affirmative choice, designed to make maximum use of the increased

deterrent impact of the Sherman Act felony sanctions enacted by

Congress in December 1974. Consequently, there has been a 30% '

increase in the number of pending antitrust grand juries over |

the pre-felony period. In FY 1976, almost.2,000 attorney-

days were spent in grand jury investigations.
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We are also pressing on hard with civil investigations.
The number of Civil Investigative Demands (CID's) served

since the enactment of the Antitrust Improvements Act of

1976, expanding the Division's CID power, has increased
markedly. Since October 1, 1976, the Division has served 95

CID's requesting documents, 28 CID's seeking answers to .

interrogatories and 3 CID's seeking appearances for deposi-
tions. This represents a seven-month total of 126, just 12

-

fewer than were served by the Division in the three-year
period from July 1973 through June 1976. Since the new

'

CID statute specifically exempts documents obtained'under its

terms from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act,

I anticipate the number of documentary CID's will continue

to increase as companies decline voluntary submissions in

favor of compulsory process.

Voluntary information requests, of course, including

letter requests and interviews by our staff and the FBI,
,

form the rest of our investigatory arsenal. Approximately 15

percent of our investigatory resources are committed to con-

ducting what we call preliminary investigations -- the basic,

initial, Antitrust Division staff investigation from which a

matter will either be closed without further investigation or

.

*
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moved along to a more formal stage. These inquiries are

generally handled on the basis of voluntary information.

One of the ways in which the investigarory process can

be made more effective, I believe, is to utilize a less

detailed, more broad-ranging, investigatory approach at the

early stages of investigations. We want more quick looks

before making big resource commitments. Since I have been n
!

AAG, I have strongly urged our section chiers and t.he Op a a -

tions of fice, to push hard for investigatory ef ficiency.

Operations has been opening investigations more readily

upon staff recuests with less requirenent of a probabi!ity

of violation showing, and we have also been encouraging and

authorizing the closing of investigations where there is

little likelihood that more investigation will produce

actionable information.

We are trying to rely more upon our section and field -

office chiefs in their supervising of staff investigations, and

at the same time encouraging them not to require that every

last stone be overturned once a matter has been opened, it la

their judgment and that of their career professional staff

little likelihood of positive results can be seen. r thinK

this effort has-been largely successful, but it must continue.

One of the most significant possible wastes in an enforcement

.

5
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agency is the wasted effort of continuing to look for the '

" smoking gun," or even the bullets therefrom, lon' after an

objective appraisal tells you that the chance of finding such
evidence is remote. He have too wide a range of responsi-

bilities to tolerate that kind of investigatory effort.
B. Litigation

Of course, the utltimate job of an enforcement agency

is the commencement, and the successful resolution, of liti-
gation. Approximately 30 percent of our current resources

-

are devoted to this effort and that percentage will undoubtedly

increase as a result of our commitment to criminal enforcement

and our effort to obtain substantial criminal sentences. As

our grand jury investigations result in indictments, the
1

number of criminal cases involving felony violations will
sharply rise. In felony cases, the stakes are high and
defendants are more likely to fight to the end, rather than
risk a substantial felony penalty on a plea of nolo contendere.

In the good old days of misdemeanor enforcement, far
e

more criminal cases were disposed of through pleas than were
tried. In the future the trial may well become the rule --

and the plea the exception. Our staff is already
i

l

l

|

i
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spending an increasing number of days in court. While come

of this increase is attributable to recent major misdemeanor

criminal trials and some, obviously, to IBM, I believe this

trend will continue as more felony cases are brought. The

future burden on our litigating resources will be substan- |
tially greater than it is at the present time.

C. Interventions Before Regulatory Agencies
,

'

We are, of course, continuing our role as advocates

for competition policy before economic regulatory agencies.

In fact, as I indicated earlier, we have recently created
two new sections responsible for various regulated industries.

The hope, and I think the effect, of these new organizational

units has been to allow greater emphasis on or regulatory

intervention program.

lThe theory of our efforts before regulatory agencies
i
|

is quite simple: competition has a key role to play in j

economic regulation. The marketplace has significant

advantages over any regulator in promoting innovation end

efficiency; the marketplace has carrots and sticks that

are never available to a government agency in quite the same
* size or shape. This immutable fact means that an effective

, -

e
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regulatory agency must seek to utilize competitive incentives
and penalties, rather than ignore them. -

Unfortunately, this has not always been the case.

Regulated enterprises frequently do not want to compete, and
at times they have been able to influence or control those

agencies responsible for regulating them. Adam Smith's

ubiquitous " invisible hand," in the hands of government

regulators, becomes all too often the " dead hand" of regu-

lation. As James O. Wilson once tersely summarized:

[T]he agencies are not so much industry oriented
. or consumer oriented as regulation oriented.

They are in the regulation business and regulate
they will, with or without a rationale. 1/

Many of our current regulatory schemes were created

during times when people had lost faith in the market

process. But as the nation has gained experience with what

they had viewed as an alternative, it has become clear that

the alternative doesn't really exist. The Neal Task Force

in 1968, the Stigler Task Force in 1969, the Council of

Economic Advisors in 1970 -- all recognized the inability

of economic regulators to substitute their judgments.

1/ Wilson, "The Dead Hand of Regulation" The Public Interest,
No. 25 (Fall 1971) .

?

,

r
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and their values for those of the marketplace.
.

I take some incidental pride in the fact that the

. Antitrust Division really began its broad program of

inter'rention before regulatory agencies at the same time

I arrived here on the staff. The Carterphone proceeding

before the FCC was in 1967. Our first efforts with the SEC

on fixed commission rates were in 1968. On mergers, our
e

regulatory agency participation goes back even further, to

the ABC-ITT case before the FCC in 19FG, and to a variety

of airline and trucking mergers before che CAB and ICC.

The Department has appeared before the FCC, ICC, CAB, FMC,

AEC, SEC, FPC, FRB, FDIC, FHLBB, CEA (Commodities Exchange

Authority), ITC, the Agriculture Department, EPA, FEA, and

even the FTC. We bring a particular perspective; as a
.

result, we are not always welcome. He try to gain some

knowledge in an area befor.e we take positions on issues,

and, occasionally, regulators and regulated enterp~ises .

r

return the compliment. The Division's regulatory inter-
!

vention program is now an established part of the Division's

competition advocacy program and will undoubtedly continue
i

in the future.

l

.

.
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During my tenure as AAG, the Department has filed

comments with the Comptroller of the Currency on his proposed,

policy statements on applications for bank mergers, charters

and branches; supported Pan American's efforts for domestic

fill-up rights, efforts which were partially successful

only last week; participated in proceedings before the ICC

implementing the Railroad Reform and Revitalization Act,

the first true" regulatory reform' statute; urged the FEA to

amend its regulations in a variety of ways to encourage

increased supplies and lower prices for various petroleum
-

products; supported the efforts of World Airways to provide

coast-to-coast air transportation at half the current coach

fare; asked the EPA to carefully consider the possible

economic sosts of proposed regulations to implement the

Vehicle Emission Control Production Warranty; intervened

in a ICC proceeding to evaluate the standards for setting

oil and gas pipeline rates; opposed a pooling agreement

by members of a shipping conference in the Italy to United

States market; urged the ICC to reject the proposed col-
.

lective rate making agreement by water carriers operating

,

on the Mississippi River system and the Gulf intra-coastal

!
|

!

.
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waterway; and filed several pleadings with the ICC dealing I

with trucking regulation.
.

This latter effort is a very serious attempt to compre-

hensively raise serious competition policy issues in a

particular regulated industry setting, and, as I indicated

| earlier, I anticipate that the Department will seek to intervene

or begin proceedings before t'1e ICC on a regular basis over -

!

the next several months. This programmatic effort has been

made poasible in part because of the reorganization and

creation of the two new regulated industry sections that I

mentioned earlier. Our regulated industry sections now

have much more focused responsibilities, instead of the )
axtremely difficult job of covering a wide spectrum of

.

regulated industr.ies. Thus, each section can devote signi-

ficant portions of its strength to particular programmatic

efforts, and the Public Counsel Section's ' .cking program -

is a good example.

The regulatory intervention effort, I believe, is one

of the very important contributions that the Antitrust

Division has made in recent years. It is now occupying

the attention of some 20 percent of our attorney strength

and is the direct and primary responsibility of a Deputy,

.

Assistant Attorney General. I have absolutely no doubt

.
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that this is one of those governmental activities which has

paid for itself several times over. In fact, the fixed

commission rate success standing alone would probably

justify the continuation of this program for many years.

Thus, I was especially pleased to note, in President Carter's

statement on inflation, that he put great emphasis on con-

sideration of the economic cost of major government regula-

tions, on achieving compliance with regulations through
incentive and performance standards, and on efforts to

encourage increased competition within regulated industries.

The Antitrust Division's regulatory intervention program

is wholly consistent with those goals, and the President's

statement lends further support to the continuation of these

efforts.

,

e

i

|
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iv. DIFFICULT PROBLEMS
.

In general, the Antitrust Division is doing very well --

but that is not the same thing as doing everything well.

Some important problems remain -- and, even if we can solve

these, others will appear. Some of these problems are sub-

stantive and some are matters of internal operations.

I see four key issues for us today.
-

The first is getting a sufficient number of experienced

trial lawyers to meet our needs; this is a growing crisis,

since we shall almost surely have to try more cases under the

new felony statute.

The second is the problem of trying big cases. The very i

largest cases are ever more like trial by ordeal, rather than

a resolution of some confined dispute. They are enormously

expensive for both defendants and the government and they impose

a large burden on the courts. Somehow these cases must be

narrowed down and speeded up.
-

The third general problem concerns concentration and

" shared monopoly" theory -- this is an old area that is again
fashionable. Here, I would hope that the Antitrust Division can

contribute information, reason and focus to the problem -- a

problem which, if it exists, I believe will ultimately reo.uire
a legislative solution. '

.

The final area I would point to concerns enetgy;
this subject has become front

.

!

.
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1

i

page news for Americans in the wake of the great oil

price increases. We owe it to the public in these circum- "

stances to either find the antitrust violations that so
many people so often suspect, or to put those suspicions

to rest

A. Need for Larger Numbers of Experienced Trial Lawyers

Perhaps the most basic problem facing the Division
,

today is the need for sufficient experienced trial staff -

to meet our growing litigation needs. The simple fact is

that our best senior trial lawyers are very good indeed--but
,

we do not have enough of them to meet our needs at a time

when our litigation burden is substantially increasing.

There are two reasons for this. First, the private sector

successfully bids away a substantial portion of our best

people after they have gained their basic experience

(approximately half of our turnover involves people having
3 - 5 years experience). Secondly, many of the best who

remain--those who give up money and " perks" for the satis-

faction of public serJice--end up being appointed as super-
e

visors and are thus often lost to the courtroom for most purposes.
There are no easy answers. For examole, we need exoeri-

enced litigators to supervise our litigating sections' staff.

Thus, at least 15 of our most experienced litigators are
1

|

I
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essentially lost to the courtroom as full-time trial.

lawyers because thev are section chiefs; and a like number

of our slightly less experienced top litigators are (at

least in part) lost to the courtroom because they are

assistant chiefs who can only try cases from time to time.

And this is not even the whole story. For. example, one of

the Division's absolutely top litigators -- Hugh Morrison --
,

has been completely away from the courtroom for the last six

months because he is serving in the vital reviewing iob of

my Chief Deputy. These people are lost to us as litigators --

but we also must have middle managers, section chiefs, re-

viewers, if we are to do our job well.

On the money side, government service will obviously

never be as remunerative as the private sector, and it

probably should not be. There is some real value in askinc

people who enter government service to make some sacrifice.
,

But it is simplv folly to oretend that you can hire, train,

and retain for ten or fifteen years someone with a salary

ceiling-of $45,000 or $50,000, when he or she could draw

two to five times that amount in private practice. The

simple fact is -- and will continue to be -- that the Di-

vision must rely for the bulk of its litigation strength

.
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on bright, hard-working but relatively inexperienced
,

young attorneys.

On the other hand, my experience has been that most

of those who leave, do so with considerable reluctance --

they truly enjoy working in the Division. This is true

even of young lawyers who leave after only two or three

years with the Division. It is especially true of'the

very best lawyers who leave the Division. I believe one

of the most positive contributions this Committee could
~

make to the effectiveness of the Antitrust Division is

by exploring options which might help to retain some

additional number of very good trial attorneys.

Increased salaries are one option, and the possiblility

of a separate salary schedule for attorneys, instead of the

standard GS schedule, has some real attractions. The fact

is that, whether we like it or not, the market for attorneys

with specialized experience, like antitrust, is very good

if they are very good -- thus the best in the Division have
"

many options in private practice, all considerably more

lucrative. To the extent that the economic gap was narrowed,

i this would help retain good people in the Division.
|

There are, however, other ways that we can retain

experienced lawyers. The prospects of special recognition, -

L of perquisites that do not cost money (or at least very

|
|
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much) can, I think, help retain some of the people who now,

leave. Today, a trial attorney sees, as his maximum career

path, movement from a GS-11 to a GS-IS, unless he moves into

the supervisory ranks. There are few supervisory positions

in the Division relative to the total number of attorneys,
!

and many trial attorneys are not happy as supervisors,. i

1

would not look forward to being one and should not be one. !
-!

Thus, the sight of four promotions to the end of the line

encourages many people to leave long before they reach the

end of the line.

The Division is now working on the creation of a

senior trial attorney status, which we might be able to

partially implement by providing slightly better offices,

perhaps a parking space, or some other indicia of recog- )

nition as an especially valuable member of the Antitrust

Division trial attorney corps. But I am convinced that
,

the ability to proceed along a longer career path (which the

Division itself is powerless to offer) would have substantial

positive effects. By that I mean simply the ab,ility to move
into supergrade positions, GS-16, 17 or 18, without having

to assume supervisory responsibilities and thus move away

from doing that which most trial attorneys like to do

- and which the Division desperately needs - trying cases. )
|
|
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Experienced and c'.paule trial attorneys are worth -

their weight in gold. While that level of compensation

mcy not be realistic, I see no logical reason why the

ability to recognize the skills of a senior antitrust trial

attorney by promoting him further than the GS-15 level'

should not be available.

There has also been talk in the press and elsewhere

about the Division trying to meet its needs by hiring ex-

perienced private lawyers to work on cases. I believe this
-

is worth considering, if it is done in the right way. I

would be strongly opposed to simply contracting out a gov-

ernment antitrust case to some private lawyer or firm who

would then just treat the government like another client.

I see absolutely no reason to believe this would produce
better results on a particular matter, and it would mean the

end of any hope of retaining good litigators within the Di-

vision.

On the other hand, the Antitrust Division could make
e

clear that it was willing to recruit private lawyers who have

skills we need as full-time Division employees, at normal
government salary scales, for limit:G tsrms of time. In the

latter instance, we would simply be saying to the oossibly

restless private lawyer, "Here is a chance to do something ~

different and valuable to the public -- both you and the
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government can gain."

- Such a program would only work if the Division could

persuade the best people out there to bite the bait. I

don't know whether they would or not. I do know that we

have in the last few years been successfully recruiting

lawyers with 5 - 7 years of experience into the Division

as full-time, permanent employees. This may, in the end,

be the most profitable way to meet our experience problem. e

I urge this Subcommittee to give serious consideration

to our experience problem. Our best people are very good,

but we simply need more of them -- and this requires making

government service more attractive.

B. Trying Big Cases

In recent years, there has been increasing speculation ;

I
that enforcement of the antitrust laws will founder on the 1

1

problem of the " big case." The big case, with hundreds of

thousands of pages of trial transcript, thousands of documents,
_

hundreds of witnesses and associated depositions, interminable

motion practice and long trial delays, clearly poses a maior

problem for the Antitrust Division. As enforcers of $7 of

the Clayton Act and especially 52 of the Sherman Act, the Di-

vision has had more than its share of experience with the big

case. These kinds of cases _ involve complex proofs of market

'

circumstances and anticompetitive effect, and they raise

repeatedly the question whether today's adversary system

_
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of trial court justice is really adequate to deal with

these kinds of problems.

Illustrative of the situation is the example of one

current case with which the Antitrust Division is involved.
The IBM suit is in its eighth year; the trial itself has

lasted well over three-hundred trial days, and the Govern-
,

ment is still putting in its case. More than 500 depositions

have been filed, and the defendant has, in preparation of
its case, presented a witness list of over 400 names.

From our experience with IBM and other such cases, we
_ can draw several conclusions. One of these is that the Di-

vision itself shares some of the responsibility for the current

state of affairs. First, there is an obvious tendency to

broaden and over-try these complicated cases. In such high

stakes cases, both parties will naturally attempt to introduce
every shred of even marginally probative evidence in the trial

of every conceivable theory of antitrust violation.

Second, it is difficult to manage litigation in the

context of budget limitations and bureaucratic requirements.

Private parties in big cases draw'on mammoth litigation,

budgets, retain several law firms and multitudes of oara-

legal assistants and technical advisorJ. and are able to

utilize every form of litigation supoort system that current
technology can make available. By contrast, the Government

must rely on fewer resources spread over a wide front as it

attempts a trial with several different alternative theories

of the case.
I

!

_
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The Antitrust Division often finds itself in a big

case with fewer, more overworked and less experienced

. staff than its private opponents. This inevitably makes the

hard-pressed Government attorneys more willing to accede in

suggestions of delay, which are made so enthusiastically by

defendants. The defendant, who benefits from stringing out

litigation in order to preserve the status quo and put off

the day on which remedial relief will produce an impact, -

sees no advantage in litigation efficiency. Delays are

thus frequently sought by the parties on both sides, and

are acquiesced in by courts that are themselves overworked

and reluctant to become mired in swamps of difficult,

inaccessible, economic evidence, without adequate assistance

to deal with the massive record, multiple witnesses and

mammoth briefs.

Hopefully, there are solutions to these problems; and

Attorney General Bell is very concerned that we find them. -

For one thing, the Government can probably do more

to narrow and focus its theory early in the case -- thus

avoiding a lot of peripheral discovery and trial testimony.

This involves some practical risks that something key may

be left or,t. Yet I find this more acceptable than just
t

letting the case become an endless bog with years spent .

.

establishing liability and further years obtaining relief.

,

l-
i
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We must also work on better support of our trial efforts by
the provision of adequate resources, both in terms of '

personnel and funds. I have no doubt that there are some
.

companies that will always outspend the Government in the

litigation of a big case, but there is no reason why the gap
needs to be so large.

For their part, the courts too must confront the

challenge of managing big cases. It will, it seems, always

be unlikely that defendants will seek early disposition.

.

But there is no reason why the Antitrust Division and most

importantly the trial courts should be accomplices in a

defendant's strategy of procrastination and delay.
I look forward to reviewing the recommendations of

this Subcommittee in the handling of the big case. I am

confident that the Antitrust Division will give its best
efforts to solving this difficult problem. I am, however,

not as confident that a clear and workable solution will be
found.

C. The " Concentration Problem"
.

There is a great deal of talk now about the general
issue of industry concentration. This Committee itself

considered the issue in connection with Senator Hart's
"no fault" divestiture proposal. A number of bills are

pending to require divestiture in specific industries (such '

as oil) where concentration is regarded as too high or as

- - - -
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.

a maior threat. The Federal Trade Commission has at

least two purely structural cases against concentrated

industries (cereals and oil) -- cases which seem to be
proceeding extraordinarily slowly. And the Attorney General

has asked the Antitrust Division to look into possible
Section 2 cases against " shared monopolies "

Before we or the Congress go charging off in some i

)
major new direction, what we need is a much cleares idea of 9

what "the concentration problem" is. This means some idea

whether there is a single problem -- amenable to a single

solution -- or whether there is a multiplicity of problems
subject to an inevitable multiplicity of solutions. In the

oil industry, for example, it seems clear there is a

" pipeline problem" -- when vertically integrated oil companies
1

1use control of supposedly regulated common carrier pipelines i

as a device to limit throughput and raise prices in down-
stream markets. But this is not the same thing as saying ~

there is an " oil industry oroblem."

In looking for the " problem" maybe we must put eco-

nomics on the side for a second. What we may have is a

political and philosophic question as well: how should we

balance a Jeffersonian desire to preserve small independent
businesses with the pervasive belief that a business which

s

_ -
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has grown large and successful by lawful means has somehow

earned its position, and ought not be punished for its

success?

For antitrust enforcement, the primary issue is the

assessment of the competitiveness of industrial behavior,

wi'th a view toward increasing competition where it is

inadequate. This is a matter of economic efficiency.

It would help a lot if economists could clearly

demonstrate (or agree among themselves) how to identify

excessive degrees of concentration and how to quantify the
_

economic costs of such concentration. Many people, including

antitrust enforcers, are understandably quite cautious about

making industry structure decisions without a sound analytical

rationale. Unfortunately, economics has not yet offered a

coherent message to antitrust enforcers in that area.

|
We do know that competition decreases as collusion

!

| among competitors increases, and the fewer competitors there

are, the easier it may be to collude. We also know that,1f

a mature industry is dominated by a few large firms, market
|%

forces will often tend to discourage new entrants. The
,

lack of know-how, the difficulty of upsetting established

customer connections, and the absence among would-be entrants

of established credit records, often add up to a situation

. .
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in which market dominance is difficult to erode. In
*

some industries economies of scale may make a market of

small competitors too costly to be worth bringing about;

in other industries, concentration may reflect some non-cost
justified advantage which competitors are unable to

overcome.

As antitrust enforcers, we must ask ourselves whether

persistent concentration in an industry reflects economies '

of scale or some non-cost justified advantage which cannot

be overcome; whether breaking up a dominant company also

means destroying the source of efficiencies or innovation

which may have been responsible for the company's success.

It may be that unproductive monopolization versus

economies of scale can only be distinguished on a case-by-
case basis. If so, the search for a legislative solution

and a clear standard may be impossible. I don't know the

answer, but I'd like to see more effort to clearly under- '

stand the problem and less rhetoric about simple solutions.
The recent GE-Westinghouse consent decree modification

is a good example of our efforts to deal with the special

potential for " agreement" in a highly concentrated industry.
We started with the recognition that to the extent an

industry's behavior is sinply " conscious parallelism" there
may be no effective judgment or consent decree, short of

structural relief, that can make that market competitive.

!
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A firm which is one of four in an industry may recognize
.

that if it does not make any aggressive price movements,

neither will its competitors, and the quiet life will

continue to be enjoyed by all. There is no way to order

such a firm to act as if it were one in a 1,000-firm
,

industry. " Equity does nothing in vain," as the old a.x4m

goes, and nothing is more in vain than enjoining someone

not to believe what he knows to be true. Put briefly, if

firms in a tight oligopoly could not reasonably have been

expected to behave differently, then it is unlikely that we-

could design any reasonable relief to prevent a recurrence

of the problem. The obvious and perhaps only answer in the

pure " conscious parallelism" case is structural relief.

As it turns out, I believe (and GE-Westinghouse is

some support for this belief) that cases of successful pure

tacit collusion or pure conscious parallelism are rarer

than might be thought. Rather, it seems that there is

often something a bit more required to get over the com-

plexities involved in arriving at a jointly profitable-

price and in insuring that none of the firms engage in

secret price cutting. This "something more" takes us beyond

conscious parallelism to " conscious parallelism plus," and

may take the form of public statements about the need for

a price increase, public dissemination of elaborate pricing
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catalogues, public assurances that list prices are being
.

adhered to, and complex price protection clauses which impose

severe penalties for charging an off list or otherwise lower

price. These were some of the activities that led to our
investigating compliance with the GE-Westinghouse consent

decrees and the modificatons that were eventually proposed.

The distinguishing character of these kinds of activities

9

is that they are " avoidable," and thus injunctive relief can

be structured to prohibit that form of behavior. This is

what we did in GE-Westinghouse. We prohibited public state-

ments of pricing policy that were designed to signal or

communicate invitations to eliminate various forms of com-
petition between the two competitors. We enjoined the use

of practices such as the price protection policy and the
publication of outstanding quotations, practices that served

to reinforce the tacit agreement not to compete. We prohibited

the public dissemination of price-related information from .

which pricing policy could be inferred, and restricted each I

manufacturer's right to examine his competitor's bids. In

sum, we attempted to limit direct and indirect communication

by one manufacturer to the other.
..

I expect that the Antitrust Division will continue to

examine other individual industries that are dominated by |.

a few firms for similar examples of avoidable coordination.

Finding and eliminating such avoidable cooperation should be
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1

l

a significant step toward dealing with problems that exist |

1

in industries dominated by a few firms. - !
1

Where there is no element of collusion -- where pure

" conscious parallelism" exists -- we end up facir.g the so-ca led I

" shared monopoly" problem. At least in the past, this theory

has argued that where a handful of firms dominate an industry,

they can be charged with a Section 2 violation if their

interdependent conduct approximates that which one might

expect from a single monopolist. At the very least, this

seems to me to require not only the traditional elements
.

of a monopolization case -- namely, aggregate market position

and exclusionary conduct -- but some degree of interdependence

that justifies treating the members of the group as if they

were a single unit. This is a very tough proposition -- since

we already know that proving the first two elements in a

single firm monopolization case is tough, and the third element

would add all kinds of difficult imponderables.
.

I am not saying that it cannot be done, but it is clearly

a very difficult operation with success far from certain --
.

especially before the "new antitrust majority" in today's

Supreme Court. Any such litigation would surely involve

that " enormous, nearly cancerous, growth of exhibits,

depositions and ore tenus testimony" which Judge Wyzanski

found to characterize single firm Section 2 cases. The -

litigation problem for'the Government would surely be huge.

;

|
I

!
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Moreover, the Division would only be able to pursue a very

.

few such cases at any one time, and hence the selection

process would be particularly acute.

In other words, it is fortunate that we have had so

few single firm monopolies in this country that Section 2
litigation -- however inefficient -- has almost been able

to keep up with the world. I do not think that a similar -

statement could be made with respect to oligopolies. If

Congress really wants to bring about significant changes

in structure in a broad range of oligopoly industries, I

believe that it must look to a new statute rather than a
few " shared monopoly" cases. Such a statute could focus on
industry structure and divestiture rather than on auch

elusive factors as "exclusionary conduct" and "interdepen-
dence." Moreover, the affirmative case for such a statute

would rest a': least as much on Jeffersonian political -

beliefs as economic proof under the present state of

economic knowledge. Where industries are to be restruc-

tured on " political" policy grounds, then that is a job
for the Congress.

.

.
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D. The Energy Problem

Obviously, one of the difficult problems trat the
.

Division faces is what it should appropriately be doing in

the energy area. This is a highly complicated -- and today

a highly visible -- area, where there is the interesting

paradox of (1) substantial disagreement on both the facts

and the theory, and (2) at the same time the advancement of

a number of very simplistic solutions.

One of the difficult questions is what is the " energy,

^

problem." Surely there is a national energy problem --

where will this country get the energy that it needs in the

years to come and how much will it cost? Surely a corollary

problem is what should be the antitrust policy of this

country in the energy area. To state these questions,

however, does not necessarily mean that there is or should

be an antitrust policy different from that de facto existing.

And I do not mean, by stating what I think is a logical

point, to imply that our current antitrust policy is neces-,

i

sarily correct. The point is that, to me at least, there

are not obvious answers to even this threshold question.

My distinguished predecessor, Tom Kauper, in testimony

before th~is Subcammittee in 1975, described very carefully
.

O

.

.
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,

why it was not clear as a general matter that there was

any such thing as an " energy market." I will not repeat his
'

analysis, but I adopt it. Oil, natural gas, coal, oil shale,

uranium, geothermal steam, solar energy, and tar sand may or

may not be sufficiently interchangeable in a given context

that it would be appropriate to lump everything into a so-

called " energy market." In any event, the question is not
.

answerable out of a specific context. And in the inability to

answer that seemingly basic question lies a major clue to the

difficulty of answering much more sophisticated questions.

I have been asked any number of times during my short

tenure as AAG why the Antitrust Division "wasn't doing

something about the energy problem?" I don't think I would

be prepared to defend the pcsition that the Antitrust Division

has done everything it could or should have done in the

energy area. Surely, some criticism can be found of any
.

efforts in this area (or lack thereof) . But I would like

to point out two factors that I think are relevant to an

analysis of what the Division has done, as well as what

can or should be done in the future.

Because of the overlapping or enforcement responsibility

between the Department and the Federal Trade Commission,

.
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it is ess<.ntial that we have a liaison procedure designed ~

to conrarve each agency's limited resources by avoiding
,

duplicate proceedings. In practice, each agency simply

notifies the other when it seeks to initiate an investi-
gation, and discussions are held to determine which agency

is in the best position to conduct the proposed investigation.

While there has not been any conscious effort to this

effect to my knowledge, this procedure has resulted over time

-
in the FTC assuming a primary role in civil investigations

and proceedings involving the domestic petroleum industry.

The Exxon case is only the most visible example of this;

the Commission has conducted a large number of energy-related

merger investigations and studies in recent years. The

Division's domestic efforts have been on behavioral problems,

especially criminal violations, including price fixing.

The Exxon case is clearly the primary domestic oil

matter now active, and the Division has taken care not,to

undertake activities which might be inconsistent with, or
.

in some way prejudice that proceeding while it was pending.

I mention this only as a statement of fact which modifies,

or should modify, explanations of the Division's activities

in this area.

i

,
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The second important factor relates back to what I

talked about earlier as to the investigatory process.

There is surely some importance in conducting investigations |

in areas where there is substantial public concern, even

if there is no other independent reason to suspect viola- i
1

tions of the antitrust laws. On the other hand, responsible

management of our limited resources means that such e

investigations, where there is no independent reason to

believe they will be successful, cannot be carried on ad

infinitum or without any regard for the impact upon other

areas of the Division's responsibility.

These two factors -- the Exxon case and our concern

about effectively utilizing limited resources -- form the

basis within which any intelligent evaluation of the

Division's energy activities must be made. With that

background, let me point out what the Division is and -

has been doing, and give my views as to what needs to be

done in the future.

He have had a long and successful history of participa-

tion before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the

licensing process for nuclear power plants. Through the
i

use of our antitrust advisory authority, we have now been
.
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able to review over 75 percent of the nation's generating
capacity from an antitrust perspective. The conditions

that have been placed in licenses, or that we are seeking

to have placed in licenses through the NRC litigation

process, have revolutionized the electric power industry.

Antitrust is alive, well and working in the area of genera-

tion and distribution of electric power.

The Division also has a long but somewhat less

,
spectacular record in dealing with pipeline problems.

In fact, we have struggled mightily for many years with

pipeline problems ranging from domestic pipelines to the

Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline to the current issue of an Alaskan

natural gas pipeline. The results of all this struggle are

small indeed -- but I believe we may finally see the end of

the analytical road. The Attorney General's Report on

Deepwater Ports, submitted to the Secretary of Transportation

a few months ago, contains the results of our efforts in

terms of an analysis of the issues and the potential solutions
,

to what many view as serious competitive problems in the

pipeline industry.

These are very complicated issues, and my perception

of what the Division has done in recent times, as exemplified
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.

by the Deepwater Ports Report, is that we have finally
figured out what the problem is. It is no particular

embarassment that it took us a number of years to get to

this point, for I have seen no other individuals or groups
worrying about this problem get there faster.

We are now convinced that j oint ownership and opera-
etion of crude oil and petroleum product pipelines by

integrated oil companies permits them effectively to

evade ICC rate regulation and capture monopoly profits
downstream. This effect is achieved by oil company limita-
tions on pipeline throughput, capacity and access, and

thus forcing the delivery of some crude or product by more

costly transportation alternatives and causing prices to
rise. He are carefully evaluating whether a litigation
solution is available to remedy this problem.

Ue are also concerned about the apparent failure of _

ICC regulation to limit pipeline owners' returns on their

actual pipeline investments to what would generally be
considered fair. Unreasonably high pipeline rates by
themselves will discourage throughput and create an

,

.
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.

upward pressure on product prices. Moreover, absent

reform of ICC ratemaking procedures, any sales of pipe-
'

line ownership could be made at prices which reflected

excessive earnings, which in turn might then be reflected

in the new owners' rate base and tariffs. Correcting

these problems is the purpose of our intervention in

a pending ICC rulemaking proceeding.

There has been some recent public controversy in
-

the natural gas area, largely concerned with possible

withholding of natural gas supplies because of the FPC's

price-dampening regulation. The Division has followed

very carefully the efforts of the Department of

Interior and the Federal Power Commission to study

whether the production of natural gas has in fact been

withheld. In fact, the Division has been

.

!

.
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.

.

urged by some to conduct an antitrust investigation into
- possible collusive withholding. Even those who have urged

such an investigation admit that there is absolutely no

evidence of such collusive withholding -- especially since

each supplier has a wholly unilateral interest in withholding
all the gas it can from the lower-priced interstate market.

.

Thus, in my judgment, the question of the use of resources

here, as opposed to some other areas, becomes a very important
one.

I have not authorized such a. general investigation,

because I don't think I can justify using resources in

that way, especially where two other Federal agencies are

already conducting investigations. We have, however, recently

initiated a focused investigation into possible price fixing
by intrastate natural gas producers and pipelines. This

specific inquiry obviously utilizes less resources and,
.

we believe, has a much greater chance of uncovering action-

able conduct than would a general fishing expedition inquiry
into possible collusive withholding. I think this area, the

natural gas area, is a good example of how we try very hard

to focus our resources on specific allegations which seem

to have some merit, as opposed to general uncontained in-
.

vestigations which would use considerable resources and
- which hold no real promise of any enforcement benefits.

g - - - w --~-w -- , vw
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Finally, there is an area of concern in the oil industry

where we have been relatively active internally in trying
-

to gather and evaluate information. The international acti-

vities of both American and foreign oil companies, and their

relationship with the OPEC cartel, are and have been matters

of continuing concern to the Antitrust Division. There are

many very difficult legal, practical, and factual problems

in this area, and we have devoted some considerable attention

' over the past several years to trying to grapple with those

problems. We are still working on these issues, actively.

Because of this, I can offer no greater detail as to the

progress and the prospects of our activity. I can assure

you, however, that this is a matter of concern to me, it

was to mv predecestor, and it surely will be to my successor.

V. CONCLUSION

I have spent the majority of my professional life

in the Antitrust Division and I believe deeply in its

important mission. It is one of the finest lawyering-

organizations in Government. It strives to be an even-handed

and fair-minded prosecutor. I believe that it has generally

done well -- but here, as elsewhere, it is always possible

to do better.
.

*

*
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If your oversight hearings succeed in portraying to |
1

I
the Congress and the public the kind of organization that |

.

the Antitrust Division really is, then you will have made

- 'a useful contribution all the way around. Greater public

understanding of -- and support for -- antitrust enforcement

is a highly desirable goal.

I hope that my statement here today will further that

public understanding, and thereby provide support for even
i

stronger antitrust enforcement in the future.
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I am pleased to be here to present the views of the

Department of Justice on the significant legislative pro- ,

posals before the Subecmmittee this morning. The focus of

- my statement will be on the competitive aspects of energy

legislation, which the Department of Justice and the Admin-

istration strongly believe to be major considerations. The

proposed " National Energy Act" (H.R. 6831) and the proposedi

" Electric Utility Act of 1977" (H.R. 6660) both are aimed at

achieving what I believe to be the compatible, and crucial,

national goals of vigorous competition and fuel conservation. .

Significant in both bills is the important provision

that would expand the power of the Federal Power Commission

to order an electric utility to coordinate its operations

with its neighboring electric systems.

These bills would authorize the FPC to order inter-

connection of transmission facilities, sales or exchanges of

energy, transmission services, pooling, wheeling, or other

coordination. The availability of these services, including

particularly emergency and maintenance energy exchanges and -)
|

the wheeling of energy over transmission lines for third l

parties, will permit smaller electric utilities to take
|

|

.

e



advantage of the significant economics of scale associated

with the installation of larger-sized electric generating
units. By coordinating their operations with larger elec-
tric systems, smaller systems, of which there are over one -

thousand across the country, will be able to produce more

kilowatts of electricity utilizing less fuel and less

physical plant.

We believe the FPC should have the authority both bills
would provide. Here, sound energy policy is fully consistent

with competitive principles. In fact, wheeling and inter-

connection were important elements of relief in a recent

-
government antitrust case upon a finding that the defendant

had monopolized the retail distribution of electric power in

its service area in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman .

Act. */

We also believe that both bills appropriately mandate
through a public interest standard FPC consideration of the

competitive implications of the conduct of electric

*/ See Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366T1,973).
.

2
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- utilities as a component of the FPC's exercise of its power

under these proposals. Indeed, I anticipate that in some

instances, th: -Department may wish to participate in c'PC

proceedings to emphasize the important procompetitive po-*

.

tential of the Commission's authority.

Finally, we strongly endorse the provisions of both

bills providing that no defense or exemption to the appli-

cability of the antitrust laws is to result from any pro-

vision of the legislation. We see no conflict between the
,

1

exercise of the Commission's jurisdiction under this legis- -

)
lation and vigorous antitrust enforcement. |

The intent and probable results of the legislation we

are discussing today may be compared to the product of our

efforts to enhance competition under Section 105 c of the

Atomic Energy Act. I may say that the Department has been

significantly aided in these efforts by the vigorous inter-
|

ventions, in Section 105 e proceedings, by smaller utilities '

chat are directly affected. In many areas of the country,

this program has achieved results similar to those which ''

~

these bills are designed to achieve. Since 1971, the ;

Department has rendered antitrust advice on over 100 appli-

cations to construct nuclear generating units. In con-

nection with the applications of over 30 electric systems,

3
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we found antitrust problems. In these situations, we

-secured commitments from the affected electric utilities to

engage in coordination with their ..eighboring utilities.

These commitments have been imposed as conditions to the -

licenses for the nuclear facilities. The commitments we

have negotiated have varied, depending on the particular

circumstances involved, but the exchange of emergency and

naintenance energy and wheeling of power have been * con-

sistent important elements in them.

While our Section 105 c antitrust review program has

already impacted upon, to varying degrees, electric systems

that generate over 80 percent of the electricity in the
-

United States, the relief available under Section 105 c is
,

inapplicable to electric systems that choose not to con-

struct nn: lear generating units or that construct'ed nuclear

units prior to the 1971 amendments to Section 105 c. As to

these electric systems, of which there are at least several

very large ones, the Department, in order to secure appro-

priate coordination relief, would have to demonstrate in a

federal district court that such systems had violated the

antitrust laws.' This standard of proof is a substantially- -,

higher standard than under Section 105 c, which requires

proof of " inconsistency" with the antitrust laws. According-

ly, in order both to achieve efficiency and conservation

4 ~
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in the use of fuel and to further promote what we believe

are the sound policies and results of Section 105 c, we

believe the instant legislation is needed. Without ques-

- tion, it would be procompetitive.

While H.R. 6831 and H.R. 6660 appear to be intended to
.

achieve similar objectives, H.R. 6660 contains certain more

specific language. Section 101(b) of H.R. 6660 specifically

authorizes the FPC to compel an electric utility to construct

additional transmission capacity. The construction of
1

additional transmission capacity may in many cases be neces-

I
sary if an electric utility is to be technically able t'o

wheel.

Section 105 (b) of H.R. 6660 would also provide for

review by the Commission of proposals to construct certain
,

large non-nuclear bulk power facilities when any electric

utility makes a request for antitrust-oriented relief. The

Commission would be empowered to condition construction of

the proposed facility on compliance with appropriate require-

ments, including possible joint ownership of the facility. "

This procedure is similar to that which I have discussed

above, pertaining to the licensing of nuclear generating
facilities under the Atomic Energy Act. As I have noted,

our experience under the Atomic Energy Act procedure has

been favorable, and'we favor this provision.
4
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, THURSDAY APRIL 21, 1977

Text of Speeca ay Carter on His Energy Progra'm

to aJoint: Session of Congress
Two nights ago, I spoke to the Amer-The heart of our energy problem, a.smw wru se. vm 7.,. s

caa people about the principio behmda ', W4SillNGTON, April 20--Following ur plan and our goals for IMS.
is the prepared text. as,de itissued by the

gre quick! n ur product n an

White flouse, of Presi Carter s our primary means of solving this prob- . To reduce the annual growth rate
speech tonight on energy poicy to a lem is to reduce waste and inefficiency. m our energy demand to less than 2
ant session of Congress: Oil and natural gas makes up 75 per- percent;

cent of our consumptiort in this coun, CTo reduce gasolme consurnption by
Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, Members 4ry, but they represent only about 7 10 pi cent

of the Congress, and guests: percent of our reserves. Our demand
"",lh.lo cut imports of fore;tn oil to 6

C

The last time we met as i group was for oil has been nsing by more than 5 on barrels a day,less than half the
exactly three months ago en inaugura. percent each year, but domestic oil pro-

eyTo establish a strategic petroleuml it would I.e at we did not conserve;iton day. We've had a good beginning duction has been falling lately by more .

is artners in addressmg our nation's than 6 percent. Dur imports of oil have reserve of one billion barrels, about a
pro lems- risen sharply, makmg us more vulner- ten months supply;

able if supplies are interrupted, but 'J.a ncrease our coal production by"
o k together e n n ore c'losely early in the 1950's even foreign oil will mora ehan t wo-thirds, to over one

we have to deal with the greatest do- become increasingt, scarce. bilhon yons, : year-
mestic challenge our natiori will face in Time to Draw the Line (To incu. ate 00 percent of American
our lifetime. We must act now, togeth- If it were possible for world demand homes and all new buildings, and
er, to devise and to implement a com- to continue rising during the 1980's at U use solar gnergy in more thanprehensive national energy plan to the present rate of 5 percent a year, we two and a half .nilhon homes.cope with a crisis that otherwise could could use u.o all the proven reserves of I hope that the Congress w'll adopt
overwhelm us. oil in the entire world by the end of these goals by joint resolution as a

This cannot be an inspirational the next decade. demonstration of our mutual commit-speech tonight. It is a sober and diffi- Our trade deficits are growing. We ment ,to achieve them.
cult presentation. During the last three imported more than $35 billion worth Tomght I want to outline the specificmonths, I have come to sealize very of oil last y ear, and we will spend much steps by which we can reach those
clearly why a comprehensive energy more than Inat this year. The ti'ne has goals. The proposals fall 'nto these cen-
policy has not already been evolved. It come to draw the line, tral categories: conservation, produc-is a thankless iob, but it is our job, and We could continue to ignore this tion, conversion, development and fair-I believe we have a fair, wil balanced problem-but to do so would subject ness, which is a primary considerationand effective plan to preser.t to you. It our people to an impendmg catastrophe. in all our proposals,can lead to an even better life for the That is why we need a comprehen- We prefer to reach th~ese goalspeople of America. sit e national energy po: icy. Your advice through voluntary cooperation with ahas been an important mfluence as this minimum of coercion. In many cases,plan ias taken sha; e Ntar- of its pro- we propose fis:v il incentives, which

posals will, bu.ld on your own legisla-
tive initiatives. will encourap pWie to nye r iergy

and will harness the power of our free~

economy to meet our needs.

. *



_ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _

But I must may to you that voluntary represents half of out total oil usagc.
compliance will not be enough-the We s|mply must save gasoline, and
problem is too large and the tme is I believe that the American people can Other proposals for conservation ir,
too short. . meet this challenge. It is a matter of ' homes and buildings include:

4 Direct Federal help for low-incowIn a few cases, penalties and re- patriotism and commitment. Between
residents.strictions to reduce waste are es. n w and 1980 we exoect gasNine con * 4 An additional 10 percent tax credisential, sumption to rise slightly above the
for business investments' rants to no:Conservation First Goal present level. For the followmg five 9 Federal matching g

Our first goal is conservation. It is years, when we have more efficient profit schools and hospitals. -

the cheapest, most practical way to autorrmbiles, we need to reduce con. q And pubhc works money for weath
meet our energy needs and to reduce sumption each year to reach our tar- erizing state and local Sovernment
our growing dependence on fore:gn gets for 193a. buildings.
supphes of oil. I propose that we commit ourselves While improvin;t the efficiency of our '

With proper planning, economic to these fair, reasonable and necessary businesses and homes, we must also
growth, enhanced job opportunities and goals and at the same time write into make electrical home appliances more
a higher quality of life can result even saw a F.isoline tax of an additional 5 efficient. I propose legislation that
while we eliminate the waste of energy. cents per gallon that will automatically would, for the first time, impose strin

The two areas where we waste most Me effect c,uy year tnat we fail to gent efficiency sta idards for household
.of our energy are transportation and meet our annual targets.

ap{liances by 1980.e must also rdorm ou umy rateour heating and cooling systems. Reaching Goal Would Remove Tax structure. For many years we have re.Transportatipn consumes 26 percent
.of our energy, and as much as half As an added incentive, if we'miss warded waste by offering the cheapest
of that is waste. In Europe the average one year but are back on track the rates to the largest users. It is difficult
automobile weighs 2,700 pounds; in our next, the additional tax would come for indiv; dual states to make such re.

country 4.100 pounds. )ff. If the American pecple respond to forrns because or the competition for

The Congress has already adopted our challenge, we can meet these tar. iie7 indusrv. The only fair way is to
. fuel efficiency standards, which will gets, and thts gasoline tax will never adopt a set of principles to be applied
require new cars to average 27.5 miles be imposed. I know and you know it nationwide. I am therefore proposm;:
per gallon by 1985 Instead of the 18 can be done. legislation which would require the foi-

.As with other taxes, we reust mini. lowing steps over the next two yearsthey average today. .

To insure that this existing Congres. mize the adverse effects of our econo. - 9Pnasing out promotional rates and
sional mandate is met I am proposing my--reward those who conserve and other pricing systems that make natu-
a graduated excise tax on new gas guz. penanze those who waste. Therefore. ral gas an electncity artificially cheap

.

zlers that do not meet Federal average any proceeds from the tax, if it is trig- for high volume users and which do
mileage standards. The tax will start FereGhould be returned to the gener. not accurately reflect costs.
Iow and then rise each year until 1985. al public in an equitable manner. 90ffering users peak-load ' pricin t
In 1978, a tax of SISO will be levied I will also' propose a variety of other. techniques which set higher charges
on a car getting 15 miles per gallon, measures to make our transportataon. during the day when demand is great
and for an 11 mile.per,callon car the system more efficient, and lower charges 'when demand is
tax will be $450. By 1985 on wasteful One of tM side effects of conserving small.
new cars with the same low mileage. gasoline is at 3%te governments col. 9And individual meters for each
the taxes will have risen to $1,600 and lect less money through gasoline taxes. apartment in new buildings instead of
32.500. To reduce their hardshipe. and to insure one master meter.

adequate highway maintenance, we Plans are already being discussed
Taxes Returned in Rebates thould compensate states for this loss the WA system to act as a model sur

All of the money collected by this through the highway trust fund. .
tax on wast:ful automobiles will be The second major area where we cart ;mplementing such~ new programs to.

returned to consumers, through rebates reduce waste is in our home and buildj
on cars that are more efficient than ings. Some buildings wasti half .the- censerve mrgy.

. One final step toward' conservation6ha mileago standard. We expect that energy used for heating and cooling. is.to encourage industries and utilit.ies
both efficiency and total automobile From now on. we must make sure that to expand "cogrrieratton" projects.production at d sales will increase new buildings are as efficient as possi.

yhich capture rnuch of the steam thatunder this proposal. We will insure that ble, 'and that old buildings are

American autom1 bile workers and their equipped, or "retrofitted," with insula. is now wasted m genersting electricity

families do not hear an unfair share tion and heating systems that dramatj.* In Germany,29 percent of total energy
of the burden. Of course, we will also caly! reduce the use of fuel.

- remes from cogeneration, but only 1
Percent in the Umted States.work with our trading partners to see

Execut.ive Order Planned Tax Credit for Cogenerationthat they are treated fairly.
Now I want to discuss one of the The Federal Government should set I propose a special 10 percent ta'e

most controversial and misunderstood an example. I will issue an executive credit for investments in cognerati-
parts of the energy proposal, a stand 5y order establishing stnct conse vation Along with conservation, our secor,d
tu on gasolme. Gasohne consumptiun gcals for both new and old Federal m. at r st.ra.tegy is. production and ra.buildings-a 45 percent mererse m

energy efficiency for new buildings and IQ; P[# "ne er increase our production
a 20 perce merease for existing build- of oil and natural gas by enough to

i he abso need incentives to help those meet our demand, but we must be sure
that our p-icing system is sensible, dis.

| who own homes and businesses to con. courers weste and encourages explo-serve. Those who weatherize buildings
i would be eligible for a tax credit of ration and new prodtetton.i

One,cf the crinciples of our energv25 percent of the first $800 invested ' pohey is that the price of energy shoul.t
,

.

in conservation, and 15 percent of the
f'

reflec'. its true replacement cost, as anext $1,400,
If homeowners prefer, they may take means of bringmg supply and demand

into balance over the long run. Reahs.advantage of a weatherization service
which all regulated utility companies tic pncing is especially important for
will be requrd to offer. The customer our scartest fuels, oil and natural gas. * -

would would pay for the improvements
through small, regular additions to

I

|
monthly utility bills. In many cases,
these additional charges would be el-
most entirely offset by lower energy
consumption brought about by energy
savmss.

.



Decontrol Called ' Disastrous 2
However, proposals for immediate'

and total decontrol cf dtwnestic oil and'
. The Prcmise of Solar Entegy* "'1

. up 90 percent of our energy reserves. Our fourth strategy is to d*velop per-natural gas prices would be disastrous Its production and use create environ- manent and reliable, pew ' ene,rggfor cur economy and for working mental difficulties, but we can cope
Ameri:ans, and would, nnt solve lonit with them through strict strip-mining The most promising ls solar energy, .

source s
range problems of dwmdling supplies- and clean air standards.. for which much of ti e technology isThe pnce of ne,wly discovered oil will To increase the use of coal, by 400 alrendv available. Solar water heaters

, he -Howed to rise. over a three year ,million tons, or 65 percent, in industry and sgiace neaters are ready for com-p- . 'o the 1977 wor'd marltet price. and utilities by 1985, I propose a slid- mercialization.' All they need is.someJ allowances for inflation. The cur- ing-scale tax, starting in 1979, on large ncentive to initiatie the growth of an : return to prodecers fcr previouslY industrial users of oil and natural gas. large market.escovered 0:1 would remain the same, Fertilizer manufacturers and crop Therefore. I am proposing a gradually- excent for adjustments because of m- dryes whic reast use gas would b
flation. exempt from tha tax. Utilities would decreasing tax credit, to run from now

through 1985 for those who puschaseBecause fairness is an essential .not be subject to these taxes until 1985, approved sol $r-heating equipment. Ini--

beau >e it wil,1 take them longer to con-
strategy of our energy program, we vert to coal, t ally, it wotal be 40 percent of the

first-SI,000'and 25 percent of the:next
do not want to give producers windfall I will also submit proposals for'ex- ~16,400 invested.
profits, beyond .the incentives they panded research and development in Screased production of geothermal'
need for exploration and production. scoal. We need to find better ways tc .ergy can be insured by providing the

~But we se misleading ourselves if we mme it safely and burn it cleanly, and me tax incentives;as for gas and oil
do not recognize the replacement costs to use it to produce other clean energy crtiling operations. ," ,
el energy in our pricing system. sources. We have spent billions on re- , Our guiding pnnciple, as we' de-

Therefore, I propose that we phase search and development of nuclear veloped this plan, was that above all
. ower, but very little on coal. Invest * it must be fair'pin a wellhead tax on existing supplies

of domestic oil, equal to the difference. ments here can pay nch dividends. *

between the present contrnlled price Nuclear Energy Emphasized
cf oil and the world prire, and return' p , Even with this conversion effort, we None'of our people must make an

unfair sacrifice.the money collected by this tax to the will still face a gap between the energy None should reap an unft r benefit.
consumers and workers of America. we need and the energy we can pro- The desire for equity is reflected

End Artificial Price Distortions duce and ' import. Therefore, as a last . throughout our plan:
ns rt n m st continue to use incnas*We should al d tF ificial di qln the wellhead tax, which encour-
ing am unts of nuclear energy * ages conservation but is returned totortions in natural as pri e in differ-

We now have 63 nuclear power the pubhe-ent parts of the country which heve
t caused peop,e a the producint states ' plants, producing about 3 percent of 91n a dollar fordollar refund of the-

to par exorbitant prices. e hile creatint our total energy, and about 70 more wellhead tax as it affects homaheating -
are licensed for construction. Domestic oil@netwes. unemployment sad econom- , uramum supplies can support this nm-u 91n reducing the unfairness of natu-.ic.staenation, particu erly in the North-
uranium supflies can sup tt thi num- -

ber of plants or another 77 years.s raj gas pncing-east. We must not nermit energy short-- I ,

a'es ta halkanize our nation . qln ensuring that homes w,ll have.iEffective conservation efforts can
to hv. ant to work with~ th

I Concress the oil and natural gas they need, while '-

f minimite the shift toward nucleare as producers an adequate in- industry turns toward the more abun *
rentive for exploration, workinir core- I p wer. There is no neQ to enter the dint coal that can also suit its needst |fully toward deregulation of newly dis- plutonium age by licensmg or buildmg qln basing utility prices on true cost. '

* Iast-breeder r tor ch as thco e tural gas as market condi- u er as ir a ;Nsed
, Rint.I prooose now the "~ nrke liwt

for all new gas sold anywhere in the , We must, however, fr. crease our ca* system, which rewards those who save

countrv be set at the pnce of the , acity to produce enriched uranium for our energy and penalizes those who *
waste it.light water nuclear power plants, usang,

El e r ir in 978 TI [ the new centrifuge technology, which Independent Data System ae
proposal ' ill apply both to new gas * ""95.es only about 1-10th the energy I propose one other step to insarew
end to expirine intrastate rritrictr. It ' ~of existing gaseous diffusion plants. . proper. balance of our plan. We neetl
would not affect existing contracts. yi Ne hast also reform the nuclear h,.-

more accurate information about our'
L(Fensing procedures. New plants shouldnot. be located near earthquake fault- panies that produce it.We must be mre that el and aturel suppl:es of energy and about the com-

gas are not wasd by im'e-tries end
'

utilitie that could m co-f instead. 2 nes r near population centers, safe- If we are asking sacrifices,of our-
Our third strategy will be renvertien' ty standards should be strengthened selves, we need facts we can count
from scarce fuels to coal wherever pos, and enforcd designs standardized as on. We need an independent informa-

much as possible and more adequate, tion system that will give us reliableg i
dithough coal now provides only 1A . storage for spent fuel assured. data about energy reserves and produc.

f{ ough saieguards,it should not take ten
However, even with the most thor- tion, emergency capabilities and fsnan-percent of our energy needs. it rmkes

cial data trom the energy producers.

|
years to bcense a plant. I, propose that I happen to believe in competition,|
we estal'lish reasonable, objective cri- anTwe don't have''ehdiilfor it.; teria for licensing, and that plants 'DIi6iig this time orincreasinj scarci.

-

which are based on a stendard design .tf, ampetition"arsoEg energyi produT-: J'

not require extensive individual design ers_and distributors must be guaran'.
studies forlicensing. teed. I recommend that individual'af ,,

. L counting be reouired from energy com-
b.anies for production, refining, distri-
p
ution and marketing, separately f6r

domestic and foreign operations. Strict
enforcement of the antitrust laws can

_be based on this data, and may prevent ~
_the need for divestiture.

. ,



Prolitsering Prevented
Profiteenn througti tax shelters

should be prevented. and indepandent
dnllers should have the same intangible
tax credits as the major corporations.

The energy industry should not reap
large unearned profits. Increasmg
prices on existing inventories of oli
should not result in windfall gains but
should be captured for the people of ~

our country.
We minst make it clear to everyone

that our people, through their Govern-
ment, will now be setting our energy -

policy.
The new Department of Energy

should be established without delay,
Continued fragmentation of Govern-
rnent authonty and responsibility for
our nation's energy program is danger.
ous andarnnecessary.

Two nights ago, I said that this dif-
ficult effort would be the moral equiva-
lent of war. -If successful this effort
will protect our jobs, our environment,
nur national independence, our stand-
"d of hving and our future. Our energy
policy wil' be innovative, but fair and
predictable. It will not be easy. It will
drmand the best of us, our vision, our
dedication, our courage, and our sense
Cf common purpose.

This 5 a carr. fully balanced program,
-

de>ending for its fai-ness on all 'its

n.njar component parts. It will be a
~

test of our basic pohtical strength and
ability.

But we have met challenges before,
and our nation has been the stron::er
for it. That is the responsibility that
we face, you in the Congress, the mem-
hers of my Administration, and all the
people of our country. I am confident
that together we will succeed.
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